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PREFACE

I chose to research this topic for two reasons. First, through discussions with a

number of people, I became informed of the abuse of publicly provided housing units' I

was convinced of the presence of a logical reason for this supposed disregard for property'

I felt that if people were involved in the construction of their homes they would react

differentry. I have seen this through empirical research of current self-help pfograms

operating in Manitoba. Northern residents I interviewed were pleased with the homes they

were involved in, and appeared to be prepared to maintain them' (see Photograph i)

Second, I saw that conventional approaches to housing were obviously not working'

Millions of tax-payers doliars were being needlessly wasted through the provision of

culturally incompatibre homes that overlooked the abilities and witlingness of the resident to

participate.

I was first introduced to self-help in housing through the television program W-5 on the

CanadianTelevisionNetwork(CTV).Thejournalprogramindicatedthatlow-income

blacks in the united states were realizing gfeat benef,rts through involvement in self-help in

housing. I felt that the concept should therefore be applicable to nofthern remote

communities where several Canadians live under inadequate conditions' (See

Photograph ii) I am able to conclude that self-help in housing can work in northern

areas with the assistance of governments and communities' The construction of a housing

unit is an enormous task that requires a certain degree of skill level development'
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Although the status of the majority of residents in northern remote communities precludes

them from participating in every stage of the housing process, it does not preclude them

from participating enrirely. with effective recognized training proglams skiil levels can be

developed. (See PhotograPh iii)

Although the community must compensate for community members that cannot provide

,,sweat equity", individual ownership must be retained in an effort to avoid difficulties' I

have concluded rhat self-help can be effective in providing improved and more affordable

housing and enhancing the self esteem and skills of the individuals involved' The role of

the individual and the household is very important but in northern Aboriginal communities

it must be developed within the context of an entire community effort' The community and

the households must work together towards the common goals of adequate housing and

community develoPment.

Photograph i: Government Provided Self'help Housing Unit in

Red Deer Lake, Manitoba
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Photograph ii: Current Living

Assisted Housing shown here in
Conditions of Non-Government

Red Deer Lake, Manitoba

PhotograPh iii:
Install Drywall

Residents in The

on Government

Bluff Road, Manitoba

Provided Setf-helP Unit
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ABSTRACT

self-help housing offers tremendous potential in northern remote Aboriginal

communities. Formally introduced in the United States, self-help has gained popularity

around the world. Canada has recently joined the self-help movement through the

introduction of publicly sponsored housing progmms which encourage varying levels of

client participation. The concept offers several advantages conventional approaches to

public housing are unable to provide. The most vital is the cost savings realized by the

provision of labour, known as sweat equtiy. All things being equal' the more the client

participates, the greater the cost savings achieved. In addiúon, skills enhancement achieved

through involvement in the construction process' can be transferable to other areas of the

economy including maintenance and employment'

This practicum outlines the potential for involvement in true self-help which may

replace or reduce the need for extensive government involvement' The cturent skill level of

northern remote Aboriginat people precludes them from participating in the entile housing

process, limiting them to involvement in only the non-specialized trades' This situation

enables them to maintain their units, but does not permit them to obtain employment' The

practicum concludes by identifying training plograms oriented at development of the

necessary skills. It also identifies locally integrated development strategies as a co-

ordinating Structure necessary for involvement in the entire housing process'
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY

Adequate housing is of pivotal importance in

any person's life.l

An-drew J. Siggner

Introduction:

The purpose of this practicum is to explore the potential for self-help housing in

canadian northern remote, off-reserve Aboriginal communities. Government sponsored

housing programs have traditionally relied on the private sector to build low-income

housing which has left little potential for self-help proglams. conventional programs

(where there is little or no sweat equity required) have generally utilized urban-oriented

policy approaches in northern remote areas, and have failed to consider the unique features

of these northern communities. Several difficulties have been encountered, including

inadequate accommodation, which indicates that other alternatives must be pursued' Self-

help housing may be one such alternative. The innovate concept was fust introduced, at

leasr on a large scale, by Millard Fullar through Habitat for Humanity' The Georgia based

organization directs its assistance at low-income persons in the United States and around

the world. The response has been overwhelming. In fact, there have been recent initiatives

7 Siggner,Andrew,I., "The Socio-Demographic Conditions of Registered Indians"" in Arduous

Journey: Canadian Indians and Decolonization., 72
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in Toronto and Winnipeg. Although the concepts utilized by Habitat for Humanity are

oriented to the urban market, they may be applicable in the remote northern context as well'

Generally speaking, self-help involves the client in every stage of the housing process

from design formulation to the general construction tasks. This affords several advantages

conventional methods can not provide. As labour, referred to as sweat equity, is provided,

overall costs are reduced. This reduces mortgage amounts which subsequently lowers

mortgage payments, increasing accessibility to affordable housing' Skill development

obtained during the self-help process often translates into improved employment

opportunities and presents the potential for savings in other areas of the social safety net,

for example unemployment insurance. Clients involved in self-help housing projects also

attain skills which can be applicable to improved maintenance of the unit reducing

government subsidy requirement. Finally, self-help offers the potential for community

development in economic and social aleas'

Federal policy has provided few opportunities where self-help could be implemented'

This attitude is slowly changing for two reasons including: the potential to reduce

substantial government funding; and the changing Aboriginal approaches to governance'

The two together have created a more favorable policy envi¡onment for self-help housing'

Canadian governments are being forced to reduce fiscal expenditures' The cost savings of

self-help offers an avenue for the provision of adequate housing at a reduced cost' The

political climate of Aboriginal Canadians is also appropriate for self-help housing' Recent

movements toward self-initiative and self-government indicate a willingness to affect

change through community action. changes have witnessed the introduction of several

programs that include varying deglees of self-help. Four programs culrently operating in

canada will be outlined in the practicum. Three programs operate off-reserve, including:

The CMHC Rural and Native Housing Demonstration Program which operates throughout
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canada with the exception of the NwT and Albena; the Homeownership Assistance

program (HAP) operating in the NWT; and the Rural Home Assistance Program (RHAP)

in Alberta. The fourth program, operates on reserve in Manitoba, through the Island Lake

Tribal council self-Help Demonstration Project. These programs encourage tenant

participation in varying stages of the housing delivery process'

Involvement in the entire housing process requires a certain degree of skill level

development in both construction and management techniques' The curent status of the

majority of northern remote Aboriginals precludes them from participating in every stage,

demonstrating a need for government involvement. Involvement in the design process,

however, does not require skill level deveþment. The majority of government progfams

have overlooked this resouÍce, focusing instead on the skills of an architect'

As skill levels increase through involvement in seH-help, responsibility can be devolved

to the local level. Locally integrated development approaches may be necessary to co-

ordinate and facilitate all activity concerning the housing process in an effort to achieve true

self-help status. To classify a housing project as true self-help, the individual must

participate in every stage of the process. This has not occurred in the past, but increasing

levels of self-help may reduce difficulties encountered with unit abuse. To ensure full cost

saving realization, self-help government operated programs must strive to involve the client

in a true self-help housing process. The objective of this practicum is to outline the

potential for greater involvement in self-help, and to identify the program changes and

Structure necessary to ensure gfeater involvement is achieved.

Chapter Introduction:

This chapter will

curent government

address the role of self-help, particularly its potential to address the

fiscal situation, by reviewing the history of housing policy'
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Government housing agencies have traditionally overlooked self-help as an effective means

of affordable housing provision. Given the current restrained fiscal environment,

governments are being forced to consider the concept for its cost-saving benefits' Several

other factors have contributed to the recent movement toward self-help including: the

inability to adequately address the housing needs of all northern remote Aboriginal

Canadians; the delapitated housing conditions in northern remote regions; and the changing

Aboriginal approach to governance. It is necessary to identify each ofthese factors in an

effort to present a background on self-help. The chapter will conclude by outlining a

methodology for the practicum which identifies research approaches undertaken and a

general synopsis of chaPters.

Historical Overview of Housing Policy:

Govemment housing policies have traditionally prevented the adoption of the self-help

concept for a number of reasons. To identify these factors, it is essential to outline the role

of government in public housing provision over the past several decades. In 1947, a

federal organization, The central Mortgage and Housing corporation (later named the

canada Mortgage and Housing corporation or GMHC) was created to administer federal

policy and programs. CMHC was created in response to difficulties encountered by

another Federal Crown Corporation: Wartime Housing Limited (WÉil-)' For a short period

between 1941 and 1947, WHL "successfully built and managed thousands of rental units

for war workers and veterans."2 In 1947, CMHC:

...absorbed and dismantled the wartime company. wIIL's stock of affordable housing was

privæized. [The federal government] maintained its pre-war commifnent to private enterprise

and home ownershiP.3

2 Wodr,"Itl/, "WaÍime Housing Limiæd, 194l-1947: Canadian Housing Policy at the Crossroads"' in

Urban History Review., 41
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This illustrates that federal housing policy focused on the private sector for housing

provision and not self-help. Regardless of the failure to adequately house all Canadians

through private sector efforts, self-help was not viewed as a feasible approach'

The period 1954-1963 was characterized by stabilizaúon and gtowth, where theories of

Keynes were used to stabilize fluctuations in the national economy. The focus in housing

poticy was to accommodate national growth by "making the private market work."4

Equity issues were not the major concern of the times, but more the need for housing units

to accornmodate the emergence of the 'baby-boomers'. The federal govemment continued

to use the private market to stimulate the national economy, which again adversely affected

the potential for setf-help in government approaches in public housing provision.

Governments relied on the private sector to build the public housing they were financing

and subsidizing.

While the 50's and 60's were charactenzed by token efforts to alleviate housing

shortages, any movement of consequence did not occur until at least the mid-1960's.

Through the years 1964-1977, governments shifted their emphasis towards equity and

affordability because of an increasing concern for the very poor. At this time,

"governments intervened to ensure a fairer distribution of the pie."S A changing attitude

pervaded political thought. For the first time since the inception of housing policy in

Canada, governments began to believe adequate, affordable housing was a fundamental

right of all persons "regardless of their economic circumstances."6 Governments reacted

with the implementation of several progmms. V/hile the federal government assumed the

major role in financing and delivering these programs "every province made a real effort to

accept responsibility to undertake programs, to meet some of the housing requirements of

3 ru¡¿., sø

4 Foîit, George, "Housing Policy in Canada", in Housing Economics', 167

s n¡¿., tro
6 tu¡d., no
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its citizens. This was quite untrue prior to 1964j7 For the first time in canada's

history, governments began to act on policies set out to eradicate the housing problem' The

economy was more buoyant during the period, which afforded governments the

opportunity to spend money where they deemed it appropriate' Therefore' the cost saving

potential of self-help housing was not required'

Despite these efforts, increases in new public housing stock did not carry over into the

70's. According to Rose, the years l97I-1973 illustrated a decline:

confusion after 1969, the creation of the Minister of state for urban Affairs and the

indecisionof thesuccessive ministers and their senior officials after 7970-71, the use of

housing as a factor in curtailing the progress of inflation in the years L969-71combined to

worsen drastically the housing situation of the low-income groups in our country' 8

At this time, governments began to realize that their efforts were exhibiting little success'

In response, it was decided that public housing provision could not þ administered solely

by government. The federal govemment had traditionally relied on the private sector to

respond to many of the problems, but it was recognized that their activity was no longer

sufficient to deal with growing affordability problems' In 1973, co-operative and non-

profit goups were introduced because "agents primarily concerned with housing assistance

rather than profit, should deliver housing assistance."g These groups offered non-profit

status, and an ability to assume administrative responsibilities for low-income housing' To

some extent, the emergence of non-profits gloups in pubtic housing was emblematic of the

first devolution of authority from govemment to community. Although true self-help had

not þeen achieved, increased authority at the community or group level was permitted'

The period following, 1974-1977, indicated a another substantial increase in

government activity. shortly after, another downward trend occurred in which "the

7 Rorr, Albert,Canadian Housing Policies: 1935-1980', 97

8 tb¡d.,. Bt
e tu¡¿.,. nq
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number of units assisted drop from more than 105,000 in 1977 to less than 50,000 in 1978

(a decline of 5Z.6Vo)."10 The situation worsened through the period from 1978-1983; a

period cha¡actenzed by "stagflation" and.restrainf Fallis defines these phenomenon:

...the simulraneous occurrence of high and rising unemployment wittì high and rising rates of

inflation. fThis phenomenon dominated Canadian economics during these times which forced

govemmenß to resfain fiscal expendifures meaningl no new programs or commiUnents were

made.l1

While the majority of federal programs experienced cut-backs including non-proñt and co-

operative housing groups, the only increase was directed at cMHC's Mortgage Insurance

Program.(See Table # 1)

Table # 1: Mortgage Lending and Mortgage Insurance Activities

of CMHC 1978-1982 ($ millions)

Mortgage Lendlng Programs
Public Housing
Federal-Provincial Housing

Non-Prof it CorPorations

Co-operatives
Entrepreneurs
Ass¡sted Home OwnershiP
Assisted Rental

Student Housing
Other Direct Lending

Residential Rehab¡litation

Mortgage lnsurance Programs
lnsured Mortgage Loans bY

Approved Lenders
lnsured Home lmProvement

Loans by APProved Lenders

1 76.1 21 .B

125.7 105.8

120.6 4.6

36.9 2.5

1.9
1.8

96.2 0.4
6.4

1 1.0 1 1.0

1 50.1 124.7

4455.9 4157.0

4.2 3.8

21 .6 16B 14.1

1 13.5 96.0 98.3

4.9 3.3 0.6

1.4 0. 1 0.2

290.9',

- 35.6 165.1'¿

12.1 20.4 10.5

132.9 126.3 149.9

333-3.4 3107.9 3417 .3

2.9 1.8 1.0

l]]hi, fig*. includes loans undcr tìe Canadian Homeownership Stimulation Plan'

2Thi, figurt includes loans under úre Canada Rental Supply Plan'

(Source: Housing Policy in Canada., p' 177)

10 tn¡¿.,. Bt

11 Fo¡is, Gcorge, "Housing Policy in Canada", in Housing Economics', 176
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This indicated that government was again relying on the private sector to house Canadians'

After determining that the private sector was failing to meet the housing needs of

canadians, the federal government began to devorve responsibility to the provincia-l level.

This at least, ensured the federal government that some provincial involvement would

occur, relieving federal budgets of large expenses'

Devolvement of ResPonsibilitY:

Trad.itionally, the provision of social housing was considered a federal responsibility'

In 1949,a federal-provincial relationship was created, permitting provincial organizations

to participate in the housing process, and leading the way for subsequent devolvement

actions. Although the provincial role was minimal, gradual increases in provincial

responsibility have occurred and have continued into the 1980's. The past decade has

witnessed a de-emphasis of federal government involvement in housing due to severe fiscal

restraints. Prime-Minister Brian Mulroney's Progressive Conservative government has

emphasized this policy initiative to the point where it "has pervaded ali departments'

including rhe country's federal housing policy."l2 Facing high deficits' CMHC is

d"ismantling many the programs implemented in the 1970's' Operation Beaver' a housing

progïam that utiiizes volunteer labour in Aboriginal communities provides an example'

demonstrating "the lack of commitment by the federal government to improve the housing

stock.,,13 As a result of the federal government devolvement process, which began in

1986, provincial organizations have been forced to

housing provision (See Table # 2)

12 Lang-Runtz, Heather,"Homes that are Anyttring But", in Canadian Housine, 28

13 tø¡d...zg

assume additional responsibility for
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Table # 2: Assisted Starts I as a Percentage of Total Starts, 1973'

1981

f973 1974 1975 t976 1977 1978 1979 1980 t98t

Federal and
Federal'Ptovincial
Programs

Provincial Programs
All Government

lExcluding 
Quebec and Nova Scotia in all yean, and excluding Ontario in 1973

(Source: Housing Policy in Canada.' p. 185 )

provincial governments are now largely responsible for the delivery process which

includes the acquisition of land, and the construction and properfy management of the

public porfolio.

Ramifications:

This review of housing policy indicates that there is a potential for self-help. The

private sector, and the federal / provincial relationship have been unsuccessful in

addressing the low-income housing need in Canada. The private sector's motivation for

profit precludes them from providing public housing which requires heavy subsidization.

The majority of provinces are no better suited financially than the federal government to

address the housing needs of the poor, leaving the futue of both federal and provincial

govemment involvement in public housing in doubr

Given the inability of these groups to adequately address the housing needs of

Canadians, alternative methods of housing provision must tle reviewed. The overall trend

towards devolvement of responsibility because of fiscal restraints indicates that other

21 14 t8 11

341726
24 18 35 37

23 17 27 26 39

691265
29 26 39 32 44
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groups ale going to have to assume an increased role in housing' The obvious choices are

interest groups, the community and the individual'

If housing is to be administered at the local level, organized interest groups are going to

be required to provide direction. currently, several Aboriginal associations exist that

provide the formal apparatus necessaly for co-ordination between the community and

governments. These include third sector groups such as The Native Council of Canada

(NCC), who represent Metis, non-status Indians and off-reserve Status Indians; The

Assembly of First Nations (AFN), who represent status Indians; The Metis National

Council (MNC) who represent various provincial Metis affiliates. Metis Organizations also

currently co-ordinate activity at the provincial level. These include The Manitoba Metis

Federation (lVfMF); The Metis society of saskatchewan (MSS); The Metis Association of

Alberta (MAA); The Pacific Metis Association (PMA); and The NWT Metis Association

(NWr MA).

Rationale:

The rationale for focusing on nonhern remote Aboriginal canadians while addressing

the potential for self-help rests on three premises. First' Aboriginal Canadians represent a

significant segment of the total population of Canada. The Rural and Native Housing

Program Evaluation indicates that "there were approximately 263,500 Natives living off-

reserve in 1981."14 The target group of CMHC's Rural and Native Housing Program

recognizes the need to focus primarily on Aboriginal people:

Households of all ethnic background are eligible for inclusion into the program, but in fact

needy households in remote and rural areas tend to belong to Native and Metis

communities. 15

14 progro* Evaluation Division,Evaluation of the Ru¡al and Native Housing Prograrn (1990 Draft)', 55

15 Larsson Consulting
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The characteristics of the target population of the RNH Program also indicates that a large

percentage of off-reserve Aboriginal canadians require housing assistance.

Secondly, is the poor economic potential in Aboriginal communities. Several factors

have contributed to this, including the decline of the fish and fur trades, which denies them

traditional means of survival. Economic opportunity is also limited in conventional white

and blue collar occupations, largely because of the remote locations of these communities'

This forces Aboriginal Canadians to rely on social assistance in the form of welfare or

Unemployment Insurance. Moreover, because of this dependence, it is logical to assume

that they are unable to address their housing needs adequately. This is indeed true' The

curent housing conditions of off-reserve Aboriginal persons are inadequate, offering a

third rationale to address the group's needs. A large percentage of off-reserve, Aboriginal

Canadians curently reside in substandard housing conditions.

Recent Federal Initiatives:

Inadequate housing conditions \ilere protested in the early 1970's by The Native

Council of Canada, "the quality of housing represented a genuine national emergency."16

CMHC responded, in l974by establishing The Rural and Native Housing Program (RNH

program), administered through the Rural and Native Housing Division. The Program

promised to focus on two areas. The fust objective was to provide "adequate housing at

affordable prices for low-income families living in rural areas and small communities with a

population of 2,500 or less."17 The RNH Program "has done much to alleviate the

housing problems of Canada's non-status aboriginals. CMHC claims that more than

Program Findings.,6

76 Clatworthy , Stewart, An Overview of Housing Conditions of Registered Indians in Canada', 3

l7 Middteton, Charles, Self-Help Components In Housing Delivery', 3
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20,000 families and individuals have benefited direcrly."18 while the Program has

achieved some degree of success, there is still a high incidence of inadequate living

conditions in the north. Heather Lang-Runtz claims that despite the financial commitment

of CHMC ,,there are still countless Natives who are living under unacceptable

conditions.,,19 It seems logical to assume that the conventional approach to housing

provision (where there is little client involvemen$ might be inappropriate'

The second objective outlined in the RNH Program mandate was the intention to "give

eligible families and communities the oppornrnity to become involved in the entire housing

process. This includes the planning and delivery of the units through their own

organization and efforts."2O In the initial stages of the Program, CMHC did not achieve

this. Only limited intervention from the community was entertained by CMHC

administrators. The absence of community involvement in the housing process may be

contributing to the inability of CMHC to completely meet its target for adequate housing'

Alternative APProaches:

Discussion to this point in the practicum has identified several unsuccessful approaches

the federal government has assumed in an attempt to eradicate the public housing problem'

Governments have failed in their efforts to utilize the resources the private sector offers,

through programs operated solely by federal agencies, and through the federal / provincial

relationship. In response, the federal government transferred more authority to the

provincial level. This has improved conditions little, as the restrained budgets of provincial

goveffrments preclude them from affecting change of consequence.

78 Lang-Runtz, Heather,"Homes that are Anything But", in Canadian Housing, 28

L9 tb¡d, zB

20 Middteton, Clwrles,self-Help Components In Housing Delivery., 3
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Government approaches to public housing have not achieved the degfee of success

necessary to provide all Canadians with adequate housing. Governments have been "too

interventionist, too paternalistic, and too insensitive to the needs of the people that were to

be served.,,2l The Rural and Native Program was no exception. While it provided a

number of homes to northern Aboriginal communities, it failed to meet their needs. It did

not provide Aboriginal organizations with the authority to operate their own housing

programs, and the program suffered for it. Had the RNH Program permitted local persons

an increased role in the process, these conditions may have improved'

It is apparent the underlying problem is related to the approach of past programs'

warranting the consideration of alternative methods to housing provision' An alternative

approach must overcome the weaknesses past approaches have displayed by utilizing

resources the community and the individual can offer; also in such times of financial

restraint, aS are being presently experienced, it must promise cost savings to governments'

The alternative that best meets these requirements is the self-help approach to housing.

This is tikely the rationale CMHC has assumed through the formulation of the CMHC

RNH Demonstration program. The Program incorporates the self-help concept into its

mandate. while client participation in the Demonstration Program is permitted to an

unprecedented degree, it is still somewhat limited. The client is only required to provide

the labour necessa.ry (referred to herein as Sweat equity or simply equity) to construct the

unit (with the exception.of the specialized trades such as plumbing and electrical)' The

remainder of responsibility is assumed by either CMHC or the MMF.

2l Axworthy, Dr. Lloyd, A Strategy For Self-Helo Housine And Renewal., I
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Self-Help Defined:

The true definition of self-help includes more than involvement in the construction

process. As defined by Rowe, self-help is "a generic telTn usually used to identify the

participation of individuals in the production of accommodation, [including] the acquisition

of land, the planning of the project, the design of the unit, and general contracting"22

Rowe feels that true self-help requires involvement in every stage of the process:

i. acquisition of land

ii'planningoftheprojectandobtainingapprovalsandpermits
üi. design selection, costing, and financing

iv. general contracting

Stage #iv. general contracting, has three st¿ges' They include;

i. administrative and financial tasks including sub-contracting

ii. organization and provision of materials

üi. organization and provision of labor. 23

While involvement in each stage is necessary to be classified as true self-help, Rowe still

recognizes individuals that do not participate in every stage of the process' A household

need only assume the lead role in one of the four stages of the process' although the option

is available to lead all four. At times the household limits itself to the fust three stages of

production. This is considered by Rowe as involvement in only the administrative end of

the process. When this occurs, it is still classified as self-help, although the final

construction phase is left to the contractor. Rowe cautions the reader to avoid classifying

all households involved in a housing process as self-help. Households who construct their

own homes for re-sale shortly after completion should not be included in a self-help

classification. Any involvement provided must be for the purposes of those households

planning to reside in the unit; by those individuals who construct the unit' or those

22 Rowe,

23 tu¡d.,3
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individuals they plan to volunteer their services for'

Currently, the majority of Aboriginal operated housing activity in northern remote

communities can not be classified as rrue self-help. The purpose of this pracúcum is to

determine if the Aboriginal community can participate in the true self-help process' as

defined by Rowe. This will be balanced against the extent to which clients participate in

the housing process through CMHC's Demonstration Program' To achieve this' both

Rowe,s definition of self-heip, and The Demonstration Program, will be used as standards

throughout.

MethodologY and SYnoPsis:

Given this general background, an in depth overview of issues particular to the self-

help concept are being discussed in each subsequent chapter. consultation of both primary

and secondary sources was essential. A review and subsequent analysis of publications

and an empirical, on-site approach has been conducted by the researcher to effectively

evaluate issues pertaining to each chapter. The following is a brief description of the

methodology.

The Chnracteristics of SeIf-HelP:

Advantages the concept offers has encouraged governments to consider self-help

approaches. Self-help utilizes community resources that conventional approaches

overlooked, while affording cost savings to both governments and households in the long-

term. Although its benefits are obvious, self-help faces numerous disincentives which may

discourage its adoption and subsequent implementation' Regardless' various proglams

have recently been implemented that encourage client participation' This is largely due to

two factors. Governments are limited in their spending authority in the face of substantial
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deficits and conventional approaches have failed to provide adequate housing for all

Canadians.

T he Chnnging Aboriginnl C ommunity :

chapter Three will review past government approaches to Aboriginal cultural and

economic development in Canada. These have been largely unsuccessful in addressing the

conditions of Aboriginal people which has encouraged the emergence of a self-initiative

movement. Aboriginals are involved in a move towards increased authority, in an effort to

effectively implement progmms that can foster development. changes of this variety create

the conditions necessary for self-help to grow within the northem remote housing industry'

P olicy I P ro grarn Criterí.a :

Chapter Four will address the policy and program criteria of the public housing

industry with parricular reference to two issues. The financial instruments utilized in the

northern remote public housing industry; and the tack of participation in the design process

of the housing unit. Inappropriate urban-oriented policies have been traditionally utilized in

public housing efforts for northern remote communities. Several characteristics of these

communities make the mortgage instrument an inappropriate technique to financing'

Although self-help reduces the mortgage amount and subsequently mortgage payments' a

substantial amount still has to be financed through the mortgage vehicle' This illustrates

that alternative methods for financing must be considered. This chapter will review a

number of approaches in an effort to determine the most appropriate technique for northern

remote communities.

This will be followed by a review of public housing agency approaches to design'

conventional approaches encourage minimal client participation in the design process

which can contribute to the utilization of inappropriate designs. Like mortgage financing,
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designers must consider the unique features of northern remote communities in an effort to

reduce deterioration encountered. To address this, community consultation must be

incorporated into the design process. This chapter will present appropriate participation

techniques that attempt to consider the cost restrained environment of public housing'

Skills Attaiwnent Transferabilíry :

Three approaches to training in self-help projects will be presented in chapter Five

These include: The Deparrnent of Northern Saskatchewan experience in providing training

on-site to develop a northern work-force; The Island Lake Tribal council, which has

provided training both in the classroom and on-site in an effort to develop a northern work-

force; and CMHC's Demonstration Program, which provides training on-site to

participants in the construction process. These program approaches will be evaluated on

the basis of four criteria including skills acquired; skills transferred; the degree of

independence the approach offers; and the housing quality achieved.

The Potentialfor Self-Help in Canad¿:

Self-help in Canada is under-utilized because of its short-term capital intensive nature'

It requires large expenditures in the short-term while its benefits are not normally rcalized

until the long-term. This prevents its true potential from being realized by both

governments and northern femote Aboriginal communities' The current role of the

household in the Demonstration Progtam is limited to labour provision which must be

increased in an effort to provide adequate housing in the face of continued public fiscal

restraint. Chapter Six will address this issue in an effort to determine if the household can

effectively deal with the entire housing process'
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The Role of the Communíry in Self-Help:

The large initial expenditures required by governments can be reduced as communities

assume an increased role in the housing pfocess. To effectively deal with increased

responsibility, communities will require direction which can be provided through a locally

integrated planning approach. Locatly integrated development may complement the self-

help process. In fact, there is a perception that the two concepts a¡e mutually compatible'

It is essential to illustrate this potential.

Analy sis and Rec orntne ndations :

This chapter will attempt to analyze the potential for self-help in northern lemote

Aboriginal communities. It is necessary to encapsulate these issues within policy

recommendations, that may be useful for future direction in self-help'

Summary and Conclusion:

Government approaches to public housing have been unsuccessful in providing

adequate housing to all Canadians. Aboriginal persons located in northern' femote areas'

are no exception. Inadequate housing conditions in these areas of the country are all too

often the nonn. conventional approaches to housing have provided units with little

consultaúon from the household,leading to dissatisfaction and apathy'

The current fiscal climate of the public sector is affecting change to this scenario'

Governments afe continually cutting expend,itures in an attempt to balance substantial

deficits. The federal government has responded through a devolution of responsibility to

provincial governments. Unfortunately, the economic climate provincially is no better'

indicating that alternative approaches must be considered.

Governments are being forced to consider alternative approaches to housing provision'
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The self-help concept may provide an alternative that satisfies the housing needs of

northern remore Aboriginal communities. If self-help is successful in developing residents

skills, it may also afford the opportunity for devolvement of responsibility from

government housing agencies to the community level'
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CHAPTER 2
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SELF-HELP

Introduction:

This chapter outlines the characteristics of self-help. Although a number of

disadvantages have Uaditionally discouraged the adoption of this concept' four major

progËms are currently in affect which incorporate the self-help element in varying degtees:

CMHC's Demonstration Program, Alberta's Rural Home Assistance Program' The

Homeownership Assistance Program in the Northwest Temitories, and Manitoba's Island

Lake Tribal Council Self-Help Demonstration Program. In the face of cufrent fiscal

restraints, self-help has become more appealing to public housing agencies, the client, and

the Aboriginal community. Setf-help offers several advantages which are difficult to

achieve through conventional methods of housing provision. The realization of these

benefits are dependent on two factors. The first involves the extent clients participate in the

housing process. All things being equal, the more the client participates, the gleater the

cost savings. Second, benefit tealization is dependent on the presence of a number of

essential requirements such aS: coÍlmunity gfoup contribution; solid management practices;

construction skill levels; and initiative and motivation. These factors will be discussed in

this chapter. If these elements are absent, the benefits of the concept may not occur'
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The Self-HelP Advantages:

Self-help housing offers numerous advantages over conventional approaches including:

cost savings; more affordable housing; reduced maintenance costs; and positive

externalities. Each advantage wilt be outlined in the following discussion.

Cost Savings:

Self-hetp reduces principle and interest payments. The labour provided by the

household and / or community (referred to herein as sweat equity or simply equity) will

decrease the mortgage amount, subsequently saving on interest accrued through

amortization. Different paÍies realize savings in this category. . 
If the client participates in

a true setf-help process, savings equate to the amount of mortgage reduction. In the

Demonstration Program, it can be argued that everyone Saves. No mortgage is required by

the client, equating to a saving of approximately $80,000 (the price of a conventionally

provided home). CMHC also saves through the Demonstration Program approach' The

sweat equity provided by the client removes labour costs, which substantially reduces

government expenditures.

Northern remote Aboriginal communities are in a crisis situation. The significant

population burdened by deplorable housing conditions and lack of economic oppornrnity

indicate that an alternative approach is necessary. Involving residents in the entire housing

process, as outlined by Rowe, may foster the skill development and self-confidence

necessary to development of the community. This will create a long-term savings for

governments in a number of areas including: the original capital cost; maintenance costs;

and other savings rea¡zedby all agencies inctuded in the social safety net (provided there is

community develoPmen$.
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M ore Affordable H ousing :

Self-help also makes homeownership more accessible to lower income persons' Cost

savings equating to mortgage reductions reduces the income required to access

homeownership. Persons of low-income status may find great difficulty in affording

mortgage payments for a conventionally prwided public unit ('where there is little sweat

equity). Adding to the affordability problem is the down-payment required' usually far too

substantial for low-income persons. In economically depressed northern remote afeas

,,extreme employment difficulties translate into lower household incomes' The average

income of an Indian household is only 68vo aslarge as that of a non-Indian household"'24

A substantial proportion of residents are forced to rely on social assistance as their primary

source of income, limiting their ability to purchase a home. Participation in the self-help

housing process increases access to homeownership through reductions in the original

capital cost.

Reduce d M aifienanc e C o sts :

Currentiy, massive government expenditures are required in an attempt to maintain

adequate housing stock. This can be attributed largely to conventional public housing

approaches, that fail to involve the client in the construction process. overlooking client

potential can foster "an attitude of indifference to the maintenance of their units'"25 This

attitude can equate to a sense of apathy towards the unit, subsequently leading to abuse and

consequent maintenance costs.

Participation in the housing process can reduce maintenance costs' With self-help' "the

rationale is to provide some skills and knowledge that would assist the owner to maintain

and care for his own house."26 According to Dr. Lloyd Axworthy' persons in need of

24 Clatworthy, Slewsrt,

25 Larsson Consulting Ltd-,

Findines., 1

,37
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housing should be given the power to "author their own solutions. [Self-help] encourages

an individual's sense of achievement and satisfaction."2T Participation in the housing

process can foster a psychological connection to the unit, creating one of the most crucial

elements of the concept:

Bearing in mind that many housing analysts have demonstrated the economic, political'

social, and psychological importance of a dwelling, then what better example is there of the

expression of individual talents than the production of a house by an individual household? 28

The ,'expression of individual talents" can foster a sense of pride in the unit built.

Governments direct a substantive amount of capital towards maintenance of public units'

One senior public official claims that MHRC "spent 16 million dollars on maintenance last

year [19g8) alone."29 Participation in the housing process may reduce abuse in northem

remote communities. In these cases, the client can experience satisfaction and personal

pride through setf-help involvement and consequently maintain the home better, reducing

curent public expenditures on maintenance and improvement.

P o sitiv e E xter rnlitie s :

Setf-help also has the potential to develop positive externalities. Participation in the

design process can develop human skills. On occasion, clients work beside qualified

tradesman, assuming skills in the process. Some projects incorporate training progfams

into the self-help housing process, further developing skills for subsequent use'

participation in the construction process can also develop self-confidence and leadership

skills. Self-help projects offer the potential to draw leadership from the community which

can be passed on to other communities:

26 Streich, Patricia,Ru¡al and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan', 13

27 Axworthy, Dr. Ltoyd, A St¡ategy for Self-Help Housing and Renewal., 7

28 Ro*e,
29 Nolor, Kevin,Personal Interview', February 15th, 1989'
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There is a demonstrable effect upon the people who become involved in terms of an upgrading

of skills, new found confidence and motivation, and the development of a sense of community

responsibility. In other words, a by-product of the self-help housing effort can be substantial

degree of human renewal for the individuals involved'3O

The attributes of involvement in a self-help approach to housing are not limited to human

development The construction skills acquired during the building process can, in addition

to improving the long-term condiúon of the unit, create employment'

Self-Help as ân Underachiever:

There have been several successful setf-help initiatives around the world and in

Canada. These successes are not limited to urban areas, as "successful self-help can be

found in such remote areas as Matheson Island, Manitoba' Another example is in Vogar'

Manitoba where work was done through a Canada Works Projects."3l Self-help has been

initiated in several northern remote communiúes. Federal and provincial housing agencies

are utilizing the concept in these areas through CMHC's Demonstration Program' With

concrete results not yet available, it is difficult to determine if the progfam is a success,

although comments provided by Larsson Consulting in their preliminary evaluation of the

progam are favorable.

Self-help is not being utilized in Canada to the extent it is around the world- In the

past, Canadian governments have been reluctant to provide residents with the authority to

administer their own housing projects. Several reasons for this reluctance will be outlined

in the following discussion.

30 Axworthy, Dr. Lloyd,A Srategy for Self-Help and Renewal', 5

3L Swain,Ed, Personal Interview., November 5th, 1989
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Governtnent PolicY:

Until recently, self-help was rarely utilized. Chapter I outlined the traditional tendency

of the federal government to rely on the private sector for housing provision. This

prevented self-help from being implemented because of the profit oriented motivations of

the private sector. Although self-help can offer savings, it does not provide profitable

returns.

Governments may have been reluctant to incorporate self-help into public approaches

for fear of competition with the private sector. In the Canadian experience, public housing

has been approached in a fashion that avoids interfering with private enterprise and the

market system. The non-interventionist role established the position that public housing

should be less desirable from a social point of view, and was designed with this

consideration in mind. High densiry, uniformity, unit size limitations, lack of convenience

and integration with other neighborhoods, and avoidance of style and fashion were all naits

of early post-war public housing schemes. The government maintained a residual role for

public housing and the quality of tife of the occupants reflected this approach. The 1969

Task Force on Housing and Urban Development reported:

The big housing projects, in view of the Task Force, have become ghenos of the poor' They

have too many'problem'families without adequate social services and too many children

without adequate recreational facilities. There is a serious lack of privacy and an equally

serious lack of pride which teads only to physical degeneration. 32

Government housing agencies created this atmosphere to avoid any competition in the

market. If public housing was made desirabie to those who otherwise could purchase units

through the private market, the private sector would suffer. This would consequently

inhibit the federal government's efforts to stimulate the national economy with interjections

in the private housing industry. If self-help were to achieve success and become a

32 Dennis, Michaet, and Fish, Susan,Prosams in Search of a Polic)¡: Low-Income Housing in Canada,

r79
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comperirive force in the private market, it may be difficult for federal governments to

maintain it as policy. Ken Cassin argues against this philosophy, particularly as it is

applied to northern remote communities:

Self-help could not compete with private enterprise because private enterprise does not

function in these areas. There arc very few builders and financial institutions interested in

dealing with these areas because the fundamental structure is different than in urban market-

oriented economies.33

Until the private sector is prepared to invest in these isolated communities, self-help should

not present a competition. This therefore should not discourage governments from

implementing setf-help approaches in northern remote communities.

S tructur e of Ab origírnl C ommttnítie s :

Self-help has a labour intensive requirement which must be satisfied to achieve success

in any project. In most northern remote communities, there are a significant number of

residents that are unable to provide construction labour. This group includes single-

mothers, seniors and physically disabled persons. Single-mothers constitute "10-15 per-

cent of the total households."34 Although physically disabled persons are less coÍlmon'

,,whole communities can consist of seniors."35 If labour is not provided, self-help

projects will not work, discouraging some public housing administrators in the process'

Accord.ing to one senior MHRC official, "there's just no way that single-mothers can

handle the work-load. Add that to the poor management skills, and you've got a failure.

We ried a self-help project our in the Interlake and it was a total flop."36 Although

33 Cassin, Ken, Personal Interview., January llth, 1990

34 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January 31st, 1990

35 Lejamhe, Deanna,Personal Interview., February 1st, 1990

36 ¡ønnc Senior Housing Officiat,Personal Inærview., February 15ú, 1990 The author felt that due to

the nature of this comment, it is more appropriate left anonymous'
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attitudes expressed here are provided by only one person, they do represent a very

important misconception about Aboriginal people'

This senior official overlooked three very crucial elements. The first is the presence of

community. Atthough the presence of these groups in northern Aboriginal communities

can potentially prevent effective participation in the construction process' there are

alternatives to direct client involvement. According to Ed Swain, General Manager of the

Manitoba Metis Federation, there have been numerous cases where other community

members have compensated for the inability of residents to provide sweat equity'

According to Swain:

...There is still plenty of community left. Brothers, fathers, and friends will make up for the

labor that the single mother cannot provide. We have one example in Dauphin where a

disabled male was helped by community members' 37

This has also occurred in Baden, Manitoba where an all male community work force was

created to build CMHC Demonstration units. The women and older members of the

community "provided meals every day. Baden is a strong community' We all help each

other.,,38 Community assistance of this variety will be essential in a number of

communities to ensure success through self-help'

HighOverlæad:

Self-help housing in northern communities also faces financial difficulties' The

construction of a housing unit is a highly capital intensive process' normally requiring

additional financing. Self-help housing is no exception, regardless of the costs savings

achieved through labour provision. In a self-help project:

...funds have to be available Ûo pay for major material and labor purchases' (and often also for

land purchases) at various points in the construction process. Moreover, informal Sector

37 SwainEd, Personal Interview., February 2nd, 1989

38 Guiboche, Leon,Personal Interview.' February lst' 1990
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builders (self-help), do not receive as enthusiastic a reception from lending institutions as does

the formal sector builder þrimarily private industry¡' 39

Given their current economic status, most northern Aboriginals are not likely to be able to

assume these costs without government assistance. The reluctance of lending institutions

to consider northem remote communities equates to a need for government role in financing

which potentially includes the "entire ftrnge of RNH sustaining grants, project funding, and

subsidies under CMHC and DIAND programs."4O These will be necessary until residents

in northern remote communities develop the skills and resources necessary to effectively

administer and finance a housing project. This does not offer encouragement for

govenìment housing agencies during these severely restrained economic times.

There a¡e several other obstacles and disincentives that can potentially prevent self-help

from both achieving success, and from being assumed on a universal scale by housing

agencies. The following discussion, drawn extensively from Middleton pp. 45-48,

addresses these factors in more detail.

Local Conditions:

Local conditions in most northern remote communities include poverty and an absence

of consistent employment, potentially contributing to apathy amongst residents' Without

hope for improvement, residents may be reluctant to participate in the self-help process'

Participation is an essential element of the self-help process' A program lacking

parricipation will not work, consequently discouraging government housing agencies from

implementing a self-help program.

Small populations also characterize northern remote communities, which can create

39 Rowe,.A¿dy, Self-Build: The Informal Sec¡or in Canada',6

40 Middlrton, Clrarles, Self-help Components in Housing Delivery',44
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difficulties including: the inability to achieve economies of scale through materials

purchasing; and the inability to utilize community resources where there is a need'

Statistics indicate that the number of communities with populations over "1,000 or more

has increased marginally from l37o n 1977 to 167o by 1981...This number wtllreachz'%o

by the turn of the century."4l lncreases in community population can assist the self-help

process. Logically, the larger the population, the higher the incidence of persons willing to

assist those residents unable to provide the required labour. Economies of scale will also

be easier to achieve if community size increases. It is logical to assume that larger

communities require more homes, therefore requiring more supplies' equating to the ability

to purchase in bulk quantities. If these factols are considered, governments may be less

reluctant to implement self-help initiatives'

Presence of Other PrograÌns or Activities:

programs that offer a home to residents without a requirement for labour provision may

appeaf more appealing in these cases, subsequently preventing apathetic clients from

participating in a self-help program. This may discourage housing agencies from

participating in a self-help approach through the fear that efforts will not generate enough

interest tojustify expenditures. It is therefore necessary to outline the advantages of self-

help to northern communities.

P oor M anagement P ractices artd Techniques :

Recent failures by community operated housing authorities may discourage

governments from adopting self-help in approaches to housing. Perceptions illustrated by

the senior housing officiat indicate that problems have occurred in the past. This can be

attributed to an absence of competent management skills in northern areas. Management

41 Siggner, Andrew J.,"The Socio-demographic Conditions of Regisæred Indians.", in Arduous

Journev., 60
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skills are necessary to co-ordinate the numerous actors in the housing industry. These

include: public housing officials; other government officials such as Crown Land

employees; local planners; local councilors; specialized and non-specialized tradesmen;

building inspectors; alorneys at law; and financial institution employees. Self-help projects

will also include the community, making co-ordination even more cumbersome. Other

management responsibilities require technical expertise for the costing and financing of

projects. The financial security of a self-help project depends highly on success in these

areas.

Current Self-HelP Programs:

Regardless of these disincentives, four initiatives have been implemented in recent

years including:

CMHC ktral arùNative Demonstration Program:

In 1986, CMHC introduced the RNH Demonstration Program. Currently in its fifth

year, the program incorporates clients into the construction process. A subsection of the

CMHC Rural and Native Housing Program, the Demonsffation Program is oriented to

communities with populations under 2,500 persons'

Its mandate is to research the feasibility of client involvement in the housing process'

The experiment includes

...an examination of the use of local volunteer labour, construction supervisors and training

via on-site professional management, up-front forgivable loans for materials, services and

land, the extent of self-motivation among, program participant households for solving their

housing problems and the reduction there may be on the long-term dependency on

govemment subsidized housing.42

42 progrom Evaluation Division,Evaluation of the Rural and Native Housing Prosram(l990 Draft)', 3l
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Financial assistance is an important area to detail:

Financial assistance is in the form of a forgivable loan. RNH Demonstration Housing

occupants have all the rights of ownership and qualiff for annual forgiveness by remaining in

the dwelling and adequaæly maintaining it. Where the occupant owns the land on which the

dwelling is constructed, a forgivable mortgage is provided which is forgiven over a ZÍ-year

period. Where ouuight ownership of the land is not possible, a land lease or permit is

required. The forgiveness period is five years and the loan is secured by a promissory

note.43

It is speculated that this approach will afford cost savings in the long-run'

Alberta Housing Rural Home Assistance Program:

The Rural Home Assistance Program (RHAP) has enjoyed success in the provision of

housing and more importantly, Ieads the country in government run self-help proglams

through intensive client and / or community involvement in the housing process. It should

be noted here that the Alberta Housing Corporation's approach is very similar to that

utilized in rhe North West Territories (Homeownership Assistance Progtam or HAP).

There have been successes with this program as well, although they have been directed at

the territories' inuit PeoPle.

RHAp differs from the Demonstration Program through its approach to client and / or

community involvement. While the Demonstration Program only requires the client to

provide the labour necessa.ry to construct a unit, RHAP requires a more intensive approach

to self-help through the establishment of a Local Housing Association. Clients form this

community group to administer the construction phase of the program. The L,ocal Housing

Association's responsibilities include:

.. purchasing materials, organizing community members to undertake construction, co-

ordinating all govemment progftrms, obtaining permits, tendering for purchase of materials,

managing construction and administering all funds' 4

a3 h¡d.,zt
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Alberta Housing has achieved successes through this approach. According to Bruce West,

manager of the Rural and Native Program, "we have had several successes with the

approach. We are very pleased."45 This indicates that Alberta Housing should be used as

a standa¡d for evaluation of self-help throughout this practicum. For more program details

of both RHAP and HAP, See Appendix # L

Island lakes Tribal council self-Help Demonstrarton Proiect:

The Island Lakes Tribal Council, working in conjunction with Manitoba Department of

Energy, Mines and Resources, has enjoyed considerable success through self-help. The

ILTC Demonsrration Self-help Project will be particularly useful for its approaches to

training programs, oriented to management and leadership, construction techniques, and

post-occupancy counselling.

Factors Affecting Realization of self-Help Advantages:

Self-help is highly dependent on the presence of various elements not necessarily

required in conventional public housing program approaches including: the consideration of

self-help's variable potential; and the essential requirements of self-help. These will be

identified in the following discussion.

S elf-H elp and its Variable P otential :

It is logical to assume the presence of a relationship between the magnitude of

involvement and cost savings. All things being equal, the gteater the participation, the

greater the cost savings (this may be applicable to other advantages as well)' Self-help

44 h¡d.,.33
45 West, Bruce,Interview over the Telephone., March 2nd' l99Ð
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offers the community a potential for involvement in the entire housing process. In fact,

Rowe's definition of true self-help precludes government from participating in the process

entirely:

Self-help production is virtually unaided by the state. Since self-heþ is more frequent where

incomes are lowest and least secure, then surely this could be a shining example of the virtues

of economic individualism. 46

While Rowe's definition offers encouragement, the cturent economic and skill level status

of northern remote Aboriginals precludes them from participating to this extent.

Expectations of "economic individualism" are not within the current realm of northern

remote Aboriginals, but should be considered as a goal of government housing agencies.

The realization of the full cost saving potential of self-help depends on this factor.

E s s e ntíal Requir ement s :

Before success can be achieved through self-help, certain essenúal requirements are

necessary including:

i. Communiry GrouP Contributíon:

Community participation is necessary, particularly in those communities where

residents are unable to provide the required labour element. In Alberta's RHAP,

communities were required to co-ordinate many of the administrative responsibilities.

Without community, govefnment would have to assume responsibility, as in the

Demonstration Program. This equates to increased administrative costs by CHMC. An

increased community role may be necessary to appreciate the full potential of self-help.

Middleton reflects on the early perceptions of a community group before the Demonstration

program. "Communify goups were generally seen as providing or having the capacity to

46 Rowe,/4!r?d), self-Build: The lnformal Sector and Housine Policy in canada., 2
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provide a useful contribution to mutual or individual self-help."47 CMHC must recognize

the potential these grouPs offer.

ii. Solid Managemcnt Practices :

Eradication of this difficulty can be achieved through intensive training programs

provided by either government or local housing authorities. Counselling can encompass a

variety of activities such as "pre-construction counselling on tendering and construction

processes. It also includes many important post-construction factors for affordable

housing home care, operation and maintenance, and budgeting"'48 p¡¡'qp has achieved

success through the provision of authority to local communities. It should be considered as

a modei for this approach. Solid management practice is a very important element of an

effective self-help initiative and therefore warant detailed discussion'

äi. Construction Skill Levels:

This is especially evident in the specialized trades. Plumbing and electrical must be

provided by certified tradesman for health and safety reasons. In self-help projects where

there is no government involvement, more sophisticated skill levels will be required'

Where the presence of government is necessary, such aS the Demonstration Program,

training is provided by on-site supervisors known as Construction Managers' Clients can

have no prior construction experience and still provide sweat equity.

iv. Inirtative I Motivation:

personal initiative, motivation or entrepreneurial drive were seen as a vital part of its

potential for success. Middleton feels that "individual initiatives by one or more people in a

47 Middteton, Clrarles, Self-help Components in Housing Delivery',' 53

48 h¡d., +t
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community are generally the spark for community involvement in self help'"49 This will

assist in formulating a direction for the Aboriginal people. Again, effective marketing of

the self-help benefits can overcome apathetic anitudes. Communications can take various

forms including circular, promoting brochures etc. on available programs to user groups'

pamphlets, 'how-to' manuals, and descriptive materials aimed at individual users on

construction, maintenance, or financing can also assist the self-help process'

Summary and Conclusions:

Self-help has begun to grow in popularity. charles Middleton conducted several

interviews throughout the country in an effort to research the self-help concept. Although

tainted with some degree of skepticism towards the concept, self-help generally elicited "a

positive response."50 The concept's popularity has continued: the presence of various

government progfams incorporating aspects of self-help throughout the country Support

this.

Any innovative concept is going to encounter skepticism' Although comments

provided by the senior housing official indicate that disincentives are evident, these pale in

comparison to the advantages the concept offers. Government housing agencies can no

longer rely on conventional methods of provision that do not allow residents to play a role

in the process. Difficulties encountered with past approaches and fiscal restraints simply

will not permit conventional approaches to continue'

If the essential elements of a self-help process are included in a self-help program'

success should be achieved. This may afford the community the oppornrnity to participate

in a true self-help process, relieving governments of responsibility for housing provision'

a9 h¡d., sq
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Self-help offers the potential to reduce public expenditures which are becoming more

difficult to justify, given high national deficits. This cost saving potential is discussed in

this practicum.
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CHAPTER 3

THE CHANGING ABORIGINAL COMMUNTTY

Differences,like the admissible discords in

music, are a valuable Part of our

harmony.5l

JosiahWarren

Introduction:

The purpose of this chapter is to review past government approaches to Aboriginal

people in Canada, and to determine if the current climate is appropriate to self-help

housing. The current status of Aboriginal people throughout the country is generally

discouraging. This can be attributed, at least in part, to persistent government attempts at

assimilation. Aboriginal cultural values directly contrast values of Euro-Canadian society,

making pervasive attempts at assimilation difficult. Very few individuals have been able

able to adjust, leaving access to economic oppornlnities difficult.

In rhe pasr two decades this has changed dramatically. While poor economic conditions

of northern remote communities still exist, the traditionally apathetic Aboriginal community

has changed culturalty, choosing to act on their own accord. The introduction of the White

paper on assimilation sparked a cultural revolution expressed through the self-initiative

movement. Other evenß followed that encouraged Aborigrnals to continue in their quests

51Worrer, Josiah, the first American Anarchisu a sociological sn¡dy', 234
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for increased status in Canadian society, culminating in the introduction of seH-govemment

in 1984. In essence, this movement has resulted in a more aggressive Aboriginal

community, willing to affect change through action.

ClassifÏcations of the Aboriginal Population:

Before a detailed discussion of the economic, cultural and political circumstances of the

Aboriginal people, it may be useful to examine the way in which government organizations

have cusromarily sugivided the Aboriginal population primarily to deal more efficiently

with Aboriginal issues. The following is a breakdown of those classifications:

Statw Indiars:

This group consisted of about 350,000 persons in 1985. All members fall under the

jurisdiction of the Federal Indian Act. This entitles them to have their names included on a

register kept by the Deparrnent of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND).

Non-Smrus Indians:

These people are former registered Indians who have lost their registered status by

marriage to a non-Indian, or by a process known as enfranchisement (which is the process

by which an Aboriginal's treaty status is removed to encourage entrance into the

mainstream of culture). The offspring of such persons are also included.

Metis:

This group consists of the offspring of a mixed (Indian and white) marriage. Metis are

sometimes known as 'half-breeds'and sometimes Non-Status Indians identify themselves

as Metis.
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It is important to quatify the term used to refer to the client group. In reference to other

research, the words 'Aboriginal ', 'Indian', 'Native' and 'Metis' are used interchangibly.

The distinct differences between the gfoups are recognized here, but for the sake of

convenience, it is necessafy to use only one. Although the majority of communities chosen

for empirical analysis afe comprised of primarily Native and Metis persons, the term

Aboriginal will appear more frequently throughout this document. The rationale behind

this appears in a letter of correspondence provided by the MMF'(See Appendix #2)

According to Ed Swain, the 1982 Constitutional Act of canada, sec. 35, defines the

Aboriginal to include the "Indian, Inuit, and Metis people of Canada."52 V/hile this

practicum does not include references to Inuit people, the term Aboriginal is still

appropriate because it includes Native and Metis people'

Cultural History of the Aboriginal People:

For over 10,000 years, Aboriginals have inhabited North America. A proud and rich

people, Aboriginal Norrh American's lived as one with nature. Their primarily nomadic

lifestyles revolved around the spirituality of the Earth, surviving off the riches of the land'

Aboriginals would rerurn to rhe Eanh what they took from it. With the advent of the

European Settlement in North America, the environment Aboriginals became so dependent

upon, began to deteriorate. Consequently, Aboriginal culture began to suffer' The

consequences of this are described by J.D. House:

The centuries-long incursion of Euro-Canadian society has had a devastating impact on Native

peoples, undermining their pre-contact economic adaptations, distorting their cultures, and

threatening their collective a¡rd individual identities' 53

52 Swain, Ed, Letter of Correspondence., April Uth,1990
53 Ho^r,fr., Towa¡ds Sustainable Native Communities: Lessons From Newfoundland OutDorts',47
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Aboriginal culture had been disrupted by an omnipotent force known today as North

American culture.

Aboriginal reactions to this overall phenomenon are summanzed by the Red Indian

Chief Sea6le, in his words to rhe U.S. government in 1854 while seeing his people

betrayed once again by the white settlers and his land ravaged:

Teach your children what we have taught our children; that the earth is our mother whatever

befalls the sons of the earth. If men spit on the ground, they spit upon themselves. This we

know, that the earth does not belong to man; man belongs to the earttr' This we know; all

things are connected, like the blood which uniæs family ...Man did not weave the web of life;

he is merely a strand in it. Whatever he does to the web, he does to himself'Sa

This quote exemplifies the connection Aboriginals have with the environment- It also

represents a very important dichotomy between Aboriginal and white cultures. Aboriginals

have had a respect for the Earth and nature the majority of white men have not, and can not

understand. This leads us to an important discussion on the dissimila¡ities between the two

cultures.

Aboriginal Canadians have had great difficulty assimilating into North American culture

that collectively dominates urban societies throughout this continent. Outlined here are the

major differences between these incompatible groups:

...need versus greed; sharing with others versus accumulating for oneself; cooperation versus

competition; working independently versus wage labor; care of nature versus polluting nature;

communal ownership versus private property and meeting present needs versus planning

future growth.55

White North American idealism is dominated by capitalism, materialism and personal gain'

In contrast, North American Aboriginal culture has traditionally focused on strong

community morals, spirituality of the environment, and subsistence lifestyles. Aboriginal

54 Bunyard,perer, The Green Alternative: Guide to Alternative Livine., 279

55 Bird, Bradtey 6., Problems of Economic Development On Manitoba Indian Reserves., 5
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culrure is based on deep religious spiritualism, while capitalist societies seek personal

It is of central importance to understand that:

...when Indian and white people talk of "development", tttis refers to entrepreneurial /

indusÍial / capitalistic form of economic development, which stands in stark contrast to what

the lndìans have uaditionally known.56

These incongruencies have prevented assimilative processes from achieving success'

Anempts at assimilation have been directed at a culture so unlike the white culture that very

few bridges could be created.

Euro-canadian society demands uniformity and consistency. This is not easily

achieved because "the Indian population is incredibly d.iverse ethnically."ST Aboriginal

groups have d.ivergent views on ecological, geographical, linguistic and even symbolic

criteria. This indicates that "it is not very realistic for other canadians to expect Indians to

be able to develop Indian unity and sustain it for a lengthy period of time"'58 These

factors indicate that federal government attempts at implementing a unitary assimilation

policy were destined for failure even before they were introduced. Differences between the

Aboriginal and the Euro-Canadian societies are deep routed and almost insurmountable'

Regardless, whether through bureaucratic inertia, ignorance or pufe stubbornness'

governments have attempted to assimilate Aboriginals for years.

Assimilation as Government Policy:

Attempts at assimilation were made as far back as 1880. John A Macdonald, speaking

as Minister of Indian Affairs, indicated that government policy towards Aboriginals looked

,'to wear them by slow degrees, from their nomadic habits, which have become almost an

56 tø¡d., 5

57 PontingJ-R., "Chapter One: Hisþrical Overview and Background", in fuduous Journe)'" 19

s8 tø¡d., tg
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instinct, and by slow degrees absorb them on the land. Meantime, they must be fairly

protecred."59 These sentiments were echoed by the Minister of Indian Affairs Walter E.

Haris while announcing a new Indian policy, seventy years later in 1950:

The ultimate goal of our Indian policy is the integration of the lndians into the general life

and economy of the country. It is recognized however, that during a temporary transition

period... speci al treaunent and legislation are necess ary' 6 0

Attitudes had changed very little over a seventy year period regardless of continual failures

to assimilate Aboriginal people. The presence of strong cultural differences between the

two groups did not prevent the Canadian government from persisting in their efforts to

assimilate Aboriginals. Their desire ro improve the status of Aboriginals ironically led to

Aboriginal cultural and economic decline .

A Complete Failure:

Throughout the assimilative process, middle-classed urban-oriented standards were

imposed on Aboriginals. An appropriate example can be seen in the requirement for

attendance in schools which prevented Aboriginat youth from "going on the trapline."6l

Numerous other restrictions were imposed on Aboriginal livelihood, including licensing.

Forty trapping licenses were issued in Norway House, Manitoba. There was, however' an

unfortunate oversight: 120 trappers in the community' consequently "many people today

who would like to trap ate prevented from doing so by law."62 This forces Aboriginals

into a state of welfare dependency as there are few other employment options in the

se tb¡¿., z6
60 hu.,zo
6l Bird, Bradley 6., Problems of Economic Development On Maniþba Indian Reserves', 12

62 tb¡d., t3
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community.

Aboriginals rarely rely on traditional lifestyles for survival. In Norway House the

traditional economy has difficulty meeting "the basic needs; no longer is it the predominant

way of life."63 Therefore, to guarantee survival, Aboriginals are forced to rely on the

social welfare system. As a result, "government control of their lives has prohibited lndian

people from making theif own choices and taking responsibility for them."ú Aboriginal

and industrial age culture are not compatible. Efforts to force integration has in effect

produced the deplorable conditions evident in most northern remote communities'

Dependence on provincial and federal goveflrments is quite substantive. In the l98ll82

fiscal year, the federal government spent "forty-four million dollars on Indian welfare

payments in the province lof Manitoba]."65 This is not to say all Aboriginals have been

unable to adjust to the industrial lifestyle. There have been successes' but unfortunately,

this has not been the norm. Bradley c. Bfud, author of the study, Problems of Economic

Development on Manitoba Indian Reserves, expresses the severity of the dilemma in the

quotation: "Canadians need not look abroad to find peoples in distress: they need only look

to their own hinterland where thousands of treaty Indians struggle daily."66

unfornrnately, conditions of the variety outlined here by Bird have gone largely unnoticed'

Without a doubt, attempts at wholesale assimilation have failed. The economic

conditions currently experienced by the majority of these people indicate that the effort has

been less than successful:

Despite the zeal with which assimilation was pursued, the policy largely failed' Due to

Indian,s isolation, racial and linguistic disincentives, marginality to the labor force, and the

gulf between Native and European cultural pattems, lndians proved to be a difficult group to

assimilate. 67

63 hid., tt
64 tb¡d., zq

6s n¡a., q6

66 n¡d., t
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A number of researchers agree that assimilation was a total disaster. J.D.House echoes the

sentiments expressed here by Ponting. He states that: "efforts to incorporate Native

peoples into the mainstream of Canadian industrial life have failed, and have exacerbated

the life of Native peoples."68 These conditions presented a need for alternative policy

approaches.

Several factors have contributed to the poor economic potential of northern remote

Aboriginal communities, including the decline of the fish and fur trades, which denies them

traditional means of survival. In fact, "only two per-cent of the Indian labor force is

involved in traditional employment activities such as hunting, fishing and trapping."69

Economic opportunity is also limited in conventiona,l white and blue collar occupations,

largely because of the remote locations of these communities. These factors have

contributed to a rather depressed environment characterized by high unemployment rates,

measuring at "about two and one-half times higher than the general population."T0 Social

assistance becomes a way of life in northern remote communities.

Data suggests "rhat 24,700 Native households living off-reserve in Canada were in

Core Housing Need which represented 35.ZVo of the Native population."Tl Persons are

classified as 'Core Housing Need' if they "cannot afford or cannot obtain adequate and

suitable accommodation without paying more than 30Vo oftheir total income or who have a

need for special purpose accommodation."T2 Residents forced to rely on either welfare or

unemployment insurance as their primary source of income would fall into this category'

Given the high percentage of northern remote Aboriginal persons on welfare or

67 ponting"IJl., "Chapter One: Historical Overview and Background", in fuduous Journe)'.,27

68 House JD
69 Siggner, AndrewJ., "The Socio-Demographic Conditions of Registered Indians.", in A¡duous

Journey: Canadian Indians and Decolonization., 72

70 ru¡d.,lz
7l Progro^ Evaluation Division,

72 tø¡d., t5
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Unemployment Insurance, it is logical to assume that they are unable to address their

housing needs adequatelY.

This is indeed true. The cruïent housing conditions of off-reserve Aboriginal persons

are inadequate, which reflect on unsuccessful assimilation attempts. A large percentage of

off-reserve, Aboriginal Canadians currently reside in substandard housing conditions:

Close to half of Canada's Native peoples-491,460 (1985 statistics)-live in rural areas where

housing was found to be in the worst condition for Natives and non-Natives. However, less

than 10 per-cent of the homes occupied by rural non-Natives needed major repairs while over

20 per-cent of the homes occupied by rural Natives were in bad shape. 73

These claims offer a clear indication of the severity of the problem. Necessities most

Canadians take for granted are not at all times evident in northern remote Aboriginal

households. Almost 5Vo of Indian households residing off-reserve "lack at least one

complete bathroom, while 3.37o lackany form of bathroom at aJL."74

A New Culture Emerges:

konically, it was yet another attempt at assimilation that forced governments to consider

alternatives to the policy orientation to Aboriginal people. In 1969 a government white

paper advocating assimilation was innoduced. Only two years later, after major public

protest, the paper was withdrawn from policy review. This marked the beginning of a

,,social, political, cultural, and to a lesser extent economic revolution."T5 This incident

started a cultural revolurion, unmatched through Canadian Aboriginal history. Aboriginals

fina¡y gïew tired of traditionally unsuccessful government approaches' The cultural

revolution is best summarized by Ponting, pp. 35-38, beginning with the introduction of

73 Lang-Rtutlz, Heather, "Homes that are Anything But", in Canadian Housing, 27

74 Claworthy, Stewart,An Overview of Housing Conditions of Registered Indians in Canada', 79

75 pontingJ-R., "Chapter One: Historical Overview and Background", in A¡duousJgumey., 13
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the 1969 White PaPer:

i. The Period of PolicY Retreat:

This was the period from shortly after the release of the 1969 white paper until its

withdrawal. Although the policy was eloquently defended by Prime MinisterPierre Trudeau

using the language of the Liberal ideology, it came under vehement attack from Indian

organizations and was officially abandoned. During the interim it overshadowed all other

federal initiatives and made progress almost impossible on other issues such as Indian health

and housing. The policy also stoked the glowing embers of Indian distrust of the federal

govenunenü the resultant fire consumed most of whatever goodwill there had been prior to

the release of the PaPer.

ii. The Period of Turmoil and Floundering:

Clearly a new approach was needed. Yet the time from the withdrawal of the whiæ paper

perhaps until the late 1970s was a period of turmoil and floundering as the Deparnnent of

Indian Affain experienced a rapid succession of ministers and senior bureaucrats (deputy

ministers and assistant deputy ministers), underwent significant organizational restn¡cturing'

DIAND itserfound inæmal conflict between the old guard (veteran DIAND employees) and

new (younger innovative, more client-oriented employees) which broke into open bureaucratic

warfare.

üi. The period Characterized by the Quest for Self-Govemment and Constitutional Reform:

Modest siips in the direction of self-govemment were made in the late 1970s with the

implementation of memoranda of agrcement calling for individual bands to take over from

DIAND the administration of various DIAND programs. However, perhaps not until the

recognition of aboriginal rights in the final constitutional package of 1981 or even until the

creation of the Special Parliamentary Committee on lndian Self-Govemment in 1982 did the

federal govemment enter this phase in eamesl The main accomplishment of this third phase

consisted of a constitutional amendment guaranteeing constitutional conferences on aboriginal

rights until the Year 1987.

iv. The Period of Iru:ovation:

It appears ttrat the failure of the 1985 constitutional conference may mark the beginning

of a fourth phase. The June, 1985, imposition of Bill C-31 (an Act amending the Indian Act)

against the wishes of many status Indian leaders, the leaked April, 1985, report of Deputy

prime Minister Erik Nielsen's task force on Native Frograms, and the introduction of the

Sechelt lndian Band Act suggesr that the hattmarks of the last half of the 1980s may be fiscal

restraint and a more piecemeal approach which is targeted at individual Indian communities

and which therefore involves more modest challenges of census building' 76

76 n¡¿.,22-zg
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Also instrumental in the development of Aboriginal self-confidence were events that

occurred in the Berger Commission. Although the federal government commissioned

Justice T. R. Berger to address the social, economic, and ecological impacts of the

Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Project, they by no means expected him to actually consider

these factors. Instead a superficial overview was encouraged by Ottawa' Much to the

dismay of the federal government, Berger displayed a receptive position to large number of

interest gfoups in the north, comprised primarily of Aboriginal persons. As a result of his

efforts, "the Berger Inquiry quickly gained the confidence of many Aboriginal northerners

and surprising support from other Canadians."77 Ottawa was incensed by the Berger

approach, but felt little could be done. Fear of negative publicity loomed largely in the

House of Commons, preventing the federal government from acting on Berger'

Regardless of Berger's efforts at a publicly receptive approach, decisions had to be

made on issues relating to northern development. One example involves options the federal

governmenr were faced with regarding the appropriate location for a link of the Alaska

pipeline. Two routes were suggested: through the Mackenzie valley; or the Alaska

Highway routes. After much deliberation, Ottawa chose the Alaska Highway route.

Although a decision had to be made to appease the northern development objective, it failed

to consider opinions of the interest groups opposed to selection of both routes. Author

Guston Dacks explains, "If social cost was Ottawa's concern, neither route would have

been selected."78 This decision marked an important event in Canadian Aboriginal social

development. Although a route was chosen, Aboriginals had attained some degree of

recognition due to the federal government's reluctance to act on either option. This instilled

an increased sense of self-confidence amongst Canadian Aboriginal people in general'

77 Canadian Arctic Resources Commiuee, Northern Transitions Volume II: Second National lilorksho9

on Peoples. Resources and the Envi¡onment North of 60,49

78 Dacks, Gurston,A Choice of Futures-Politics in the Canadian North., 17
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Aboriginals Emerge as a contributor in canadian Policy:

ponting best summarizes this revolution in the quote: "the movement has seen Natives

move out of the wings, much closer to centre stage, to the point of re-negotiating the very

constitution of Canadian society."79 Much to the dismay of government organizations

involved, Aboriginals have discovered the media as a tool for their own progless, "Natives

a¡e a force to be reckoned with, for they possess the ability to command the attention of the

mass media and to embarrass publicly those who would do them injustice."80 This has

allowed them to lobby for con[ol of their own development. Aboriginals are no longer an

apathetic people willin gly permitting oppression:

In less than twenty years Indians have experienced changes of a magnitude that would

have been utterly inconceivable in the late 1960s. The legitimacy of the patemalistic

and ethnocentric policies and forms of administration that characterized the 200 years

surrounding Confederation has been shattered. Once treated as second-class citizens by

arrogant Indian agents and junior bureaucrats in govemment, Indian leaders at the local

level now command audiences with cabinet ministers while their national leaders

negotiate wit¡ prime ministers and premiers and meet with popes and monarchs. 81

Aboriginals have arrived on the Canadian political scene, expressing a strong voice toward

issues affecting them.

The Indian Self-Government Bill:

Discussions of self-government emerged in response to the Aboriginal cultural

revolution. This culminated in the introduction of the Indian Self-Government Bill in

1984, established to "create a new environment--one in which Indian people can function

day-to-day on an equal basis with other Canadians."82 The rationale behind self-

79 ponting,I-rR., "Chapter One: Hisorical Overview and Background", in Arduous Journe)'., 13

80 tu¡d., tz
81 tu¡d., s3
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government is that it provides Aboriginals with the authority to facilitate future directions:

political, economic and social.

John C. Munroe, Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, states that the

purpose of the Bill, oriented towards Indian nations defined as a band or bands under the

Indian Act, is to "establish a new relationship between Indian people and the Federal

Government."S3 With the Bill implemented as law, Aboriginal Canadians would be able

to work as an entity, while remaining a parr of Canada. Although legally the Bill is limited

to reserves, the effects of self-government are likely to be felt throughout the Aboriginal

community.

Self-Government and Self-HelP:

The self-initiative movement expressed through the introduction of the Self-

Government Bill, enhances the self-help housing movement. Although self-government

and self-help are closely associated, it should not be assumed that either concept is the

cause of each other. Self-help can achieve success without self-government: success with

self-help by organizations such as Habitat for Humanity are indicative of that. The same

theory applies to self-government. However, they can operate together as mutually

enforcing variables. The most obvious similarity between the two concerns authority.

Increased aurhoriry is essentially a requirement in both self-government and self-help in the

pubtic housing industry. Certain elements of the delivery process ¿ìre culrently conducted

by public housing agencies. With self-help, these responsibilities would be assumed by

the ind.ividual or the community at large. The same philosophy can be applied to self-

government. Self-government organizations would assume responsibilities traditionally

82 Murror, The Honourable lohn C. P.C., M.P., Statement by the Hon. John C. Munroe., 6

83 tø¡d., z
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conducted by government organizations. The presence of self-government will assist self-

help in its operation because of the organized authority self-government provides, and the

presence of self-help will help build the community f¡om within, enabling self-government

to achieve increased success.

While working within the confines of self-help, Aboriginal Canadians will reduce their

dependency on provincial and federal public housing agencies, which is essentially the

intent of the self-government movement. The increased powers that complement

Aboriginal groups through self-help will enable them to better control their own destinies,

while satisfying the interests of the senior levels of government through a reduction of

transfer payments.

Currently, self-government is an extremety topical subject in the context of the

Canadian polirical scene. Given the similarities and the supportive relationship between

self-help and self-government, it is fair to assume that the political climate has never been

more accoÍìmodating for self-help to emerge. According to William Buholzer, a planner

who studied the concept of self-government, control over thefu own institutions would

mean "control over a resource base sufficient to meet material needs and political control

over the development process itself at the locat level."84 Self-government will enable

Aboriginals to pursue resources necessary to lead a healthy and prosperous lifestyle. At the

same time, it will provide the legal apparatus necessary for administration of the self-help

process on-reserve. Off-reserve, while the legal ramifications ¿ìre not evident, the presence

of self-government can contribute to the psychological make-up of the Aboriginal

population. Indications of self-initiative movements on-reserve may encourage off-reserve

Aboriginals to initiate simila¡ movements, including self-help.

Buhlozer believes Aboriginal people cannot overcome their current difficulties unless

they acquire the authority to do so. If this should happen, they would likely have to

84 Buholrer, Witliam,Indian Self-Government In British Columbia: A Planner's PersPective., 4
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operate within the system currently dominating North American society. The benefit is

obvious: Self-governmenr will afford Aboriginals the opportunity to attain additional power

and authority; but absolute and total control should not be expected. Survival as an entity

unto themselves is highly unlikely, at least in the current sense. They must operate self-

government within the system they are firmly entrenched in. Should self-government and

self-help begrn to display benefits to the appropriate govemment agencies, more authority

may be provided.

Never in recenr history have Aboriginal people been afforded a better opportunity to

evolve in an overall sense. The potential exists for Aboriginals to determine their own

future in Canada. Also encouraging is the presence of cultural characteristics that

accommodate a self-government, self-help philosophy. Referral to Bird's description of

the Aboriginal cultural cha¡acteristics is useful here. Aboriginal culture advocates sharing,

cooperation, and communal ownership, are all essential requirements of successful self-

initiative movements. v/ith setf-help in particular, these communal criteria are necessary

due to the high percpntage of clientele unable to provide equity on their own accord. They

can also be useful for the implementation of more intense approaches to community

development. As the community develops, facilitative mechanisms will be required to co-

ordinate activity. This can be determined through the adoption of contemporary approaches

to planning that require communal approaches to be effective.

contemporary Planning Techniques and Aboriginal society:

Contemporary planning techniques oriented towards Aboriginal communities offer a

foundation for effective self-help while relyrng on communal participation:

Community based planning should be grounded in broadly based community involvement and

decision making; that community identified and selected priorities form the comerstone of
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long-term goals and short and medium term projects. The pressing array of interlinked

problems come into perspective and are dealt with through community set priorities.

Community development is both the process a¡rd the goals of planning. 85

Community Centred Planning will provide an apparatus for co-ordination of delivery

details involved in the housing process and possibly further economic development.

The Comrnunity-Centred Approach calls for the creation of a new paradigm in planning

for Aboriginal communities, offering an alternative to conventional methods such as the

sectoral approach, the comprehensive approach, and the utilization of land use and capital

plans. Conventional approaches have achieved little success. The culrent economic and

social status of northern remote communities is ind,icative of this.86 (See Figure #1)

The community-centred approach "places broad-based community involvement at the

centre of activiry."87 Coincidentally, these are the very foundations self-help is built on.

The community-centred approach, according to V/olfe, would best suit Aboriginal needs

while working in conjunction with Peter Boothroyd's Priority Listing Approach. He

proposes:

...that communities apply a set of criteria to proposals in order to assess trade-offs between

altematives and improve decision-making. [This would ensure that] community set priorities

become the pivot around which other, related problems are gradually dealt with. 88

The consolidation of realms provided by Wolfe and Boothroyd would ensure that the most

important issues affecting the community are addressed accordingly.(See Figure ll2)

85 WoW, Jackie,Aooroaches to Planning in Native Canadian Communities: A Review and

Commentar], on Settlement. Problems and the Effectiveness of Planninq Practice., 67

86 Jores, Maggie, "The Community is Quite Capable: An Assessment of the State of Community

planning and Development in the Keewatin District of the NWT"., prepared for Guelph University, School

of Rural Planning and DeveloPmenl

87 tb¡d.,61
88 Boorhroyd, Peter,

British Columbia Region, Indian and Inuit Affairs, 1984
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Figure #1: Some Problems in Native Canadian Communities

(Source: The Community is Quite Capable)

Figure #2: Criteria to Assess Development Proposals

(Source: To Set Their Orvn Course: Indian Band Planning and Indian

Affairs., pp. 33-39)

Communal Approaches as a Necessity:

A successful self-help project, may at times, require a communal approach' This will

be absolutely necessary in cases where residents are unable to provide the required sweat

equity. Again, the strong communal focus of Aboriginal culture indicates that this will be
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provision of a housing unit. Communal assistance will consolidate a mixtu¡e of talents that

are otherwise difficult to harness.

The community Centred planning Approach will provide Aboriginal communities the

apparatus necessary to make their own decisions concerning future community

development. Wolfe identifies the presence of small communities as a deterrent to effective

community-centred planning, due largely to a phenomena known as Undermanning' The

Theory of Undermanning occurs in small communities where fewer residents are available

to undertake responsibilities necessary throughout the planning process. This would occur

where only a limited number of persons are capable of assuming the impoftant tasks

associated with the increased responsibility:

In small rural places generally, and in Native communities in particular, leaders and

community staff are few in number and may have limiæd formal education. Yet they are

expected, both by community members and by extemal govemment and corporate agencies, to

deal with a vast array of issues. In larger communities, such matters are handled by ñtll-time

paid professional staff and specialized adminisrative systems' 89

Many small Aboriginal communities do not have the luxury of qualified, skilled persons

that posses the ability to deal with the countless bureaucratic organizations and

administrative details of the planning process. Although to some extent this is true, small

community environments offer a potential that is difficult to achieve in larger centres.

Smaller populations "make the all-community meeting a practical reality."90 This partially

repudiates the claim that self-help will not work because of undermanning'

39 Wolfe,Jackie,Approachec to Planning in Native Ca¡ìadian Communitieq' A Review and

Commentary on Settlement Problems and the Effectiveness of Planning Practice', 70

90 tø¡¿.,10
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Summary and Conclusions:

Until the 1970's, government approaches to Aboriginal development were oriented

towards their assimilation into 'mainstream' society. These methods were largely

unsuccessful due to the multitude of differences between Aboriginals and the remainder of

the country's population. Due in part to assimilation, Canada's Aboriginal population was

generaly aparheric to\ilards issues affecting them. With the advent of the White Paper on

Native Assimilation in 1969, Aboriginals transformed their approaches into a self-initiative

movement, still evident today.

On-reserve, the movement was expressed through self-government' while in off-

reserve communities, The Community-Centred Planning Approach has emerged. Both

conceprs are remarkably similar in their approaches to Aboriginal development, each

requiring a certain amount of authority to operate effectively. This has afforded self-help in

housing an opportunity to emerge as an important contributor to public housing stock in

northern remote Aboriginal communities. Self-help can also work in conjunction with each

approach, particularly the community-cenfed approach to planning. Communal concepts

required in both indicate a potential for a mutually compatible relationship'

Government approaches prior to 1970 overlooked both the incompatibility of

Aboriginal to Euro-Canadian cultures and the unique aspects of traditional Aboriginal

values. Regardless, governments persisted, creating several years of frustration for

Aboriginals. In the last two decades, governments have begun to focus more on the self-

initiative movement, affording an opportunity for, amongst other things, self-help in

housing. A distinct culture such as the Aboriginal Canadian should be appreciated.

Traditional cultural values indicate that Aboriginal culture is appropriate for self-

government, the community-centred approach and self-help in housing. Strong communal

morals are useful throughout, permitting the unique aspects to present themselves' These
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culrural characteristics will afford the potential for Aboriginally operated self-help to

achieve success within the current economic, political, and social make-up of Canada'
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CHAPTER 4

POLICY / PROGRAM CRITERIA

Today, as the third wave of change begins to

batter at this fortress of managerial power,

the first fleeting cracks are appearing in the

power system. Demands for participation in

management, for shared decision-making, for

worker, consumer and citizen control, and for

anticipatory democracy are welling up in

nation after nation. 91

AlvinTffier

You don't have to be an expert to know what

you want.92

AlvinTffier

Introduction:

This chapter will review policy and program criteria used by public housing agencies

for housing projects in northern remote Aboriginal communities. Several difficulties have

occurred as a result of inappropriate policies and programs, resulting in unnecessary public

expenditures. This can be attributed to a large extent, to two primary factors: the urban-

oriented approaches to policy, and the reluctance of governments to include residents in the

9r roffIrr,A/vin, The Third Wave.,60

e2 tb¡d.,z5z
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housing process. Northern communities have several unique features that affect the

housing industry. These must be considered if appropriate financing and delivery

techniques are to be implemented. Past approaches have also failed to support true self-

help programs, where all stages of the process are managed by residens. one of the most

crucial stages in the self-hetp process is design formulation. Programs that fail to include

ttris element stand to encounter diffîculties in the long-term.

The Housing IndustrY Dissected:

To place self-he1p into the conrext of policy criteria" an insight into the housing industry

must be presented. Andy Rowe provides a dichotomy of the housing market. He defines

conventional method of housing delivery as the formal sector where a

...developer may take the initiative in all stages of the project, or a contract builder may

assume responsibility for the construction phase and the household for the development

stages. When either type of behavior occurs, it is called 'formal construction' and the

organizers of such construction are called the formal construction sector. 93

The formal sector includes both the public and private housing industries, whereas the

inforrnal sector includes "not only the self-build.ing households but also the individual sub-

trades and contractors who are employed by the household in the production of the

dwelling."94 In the informal sector, limited public and private involvement is required.

Further differentiating the two sectors is the 'initiative' involved through informal

projects:

The initiatives of the household can achieve cost reductions at least as great as can be

realizedthrough the provision of labour. Similarly, in the formal sector, property developers

who undertake all aspects of new housing development are better placed to make more out of

their activities than are individual building firms who only engage in the construction process

itself. ThuS 'initiaûve'provides a useful distinction be¡ween sectors. 95

93 Rowe,Ázd), Self:-Build: The Informal Sector and Housing Policy in Canada.' 4

94 tø¡¿., q
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Ind,ividual initiative can determine to what extent the household becomes involved in the

housing process and therefore to what degree the project is actually self-help. For a project

to be considered informal, it must display a deglee of independence from the public or

private sectors. This independence willvary depending on the household's economic and

social limitations.

Conventional Policy and Program Approaches:

Although the informal sector is growing in popularity, there is still a dominant presence

of convenrionally provided public housing units. The CMHC Rural and Native Program

has encountered several difficulties, which can be directly attributed to policy approaches

assumed. These include:

i. High Arrears: High arrears in both rental and mortgage portfolios. In some jurisdictions

as many as 857o of the accounts are in arears. Arrears tend to be more of a problem in

the remote areas. In Norttrem Manitoba, for example, cumulative arrears stand at 8O7o of

all revenues that should have been collected under the prograrn.

ii. HighVacancles: High vacancies which exceeded lOVo of the portfolio in many areas'

Often this is not due to a lack of demand but units sit vacant because they need extensive

repair after a household has vacated the residence.

ä. Turnovers, Foreclasures, andWatk-aways:These often necessitate quit claims a lengthy

process which also contribuæs to units remaining vacant for some time. Saskatchewan

is processing at least one quit claim a week in the south on a portfolio of 1,681 units.

iv. Rapid Deterioration to the (Jnit: This is often prompted by neglect of routine

maintenance and blatant misuse of the property. This results in very high expenditures

on maintenance and regeneration costs.

v. Househotd Dissatisfaction: Clients are dissatisfied with both the program and the units

they received.

vi. High Long-Term Subsidy Costs: These are the result of a variety of factors such as high

¿urears, high maintenance and repair costs, the low income of the client group and high

delivery costs.

vä.Heavy and Ongoing Ad.minístrative Involvement: This is due to the variety of problems

mentioned here.%

e5 tø¡¿., +
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Difficulties outlined here are the result, at least in pa¡t, of a number of policy and program

approaches implemented by federal and provincial housing agencies. Policies that impose

urban-oriented values on northern remote communities, and fait to involve residents in the

housing process are the root of these problems. Specifically, the use of the mortgage

instrument, and the reluctance of government officials to involve clients in the design

process are the two major causes of the problems listed here.

The Mortgage Instrument in Northern Remote Areas:

Urban-oriented approaches to financing can contribute to a number of the difficulties

listed including: high arrears; high vacancies; turnovers, foreclosures, and walkaways; and

high long-term subsidy costs. This is summarized by Ca::ter:

policies and programs appear to have been consistently founded on an urban mentality that

incorporates the concepts of a mortgage, equity accumulation, regular monthly payments'

urban standards and contract builders. This approach fails to recognize some basic differences

between major urban centres and the small rural and remote communities' 97

The mortgage instrument is inappropriate in northern remote areas. The most glaring result

of its inapplicability is arears. On the basis of her observations of the Department of

Northern Saskatchewan Self-Help Project (I976),Patricia Streich is able to conclude that:

...losses on the program might be high because of the high incidence of non-payments on

mortgages. In fact, 90Vo of.IheDeparnnent of Northem Saskarchewan Housing (DNS) units

are in arrears. Consequently, interest has been accrued on these mortgages to the point where

the baiance owing exceeds the original value of the mortgage' 98

96 Corter, Dr. Tom,Rural and Native Issues Paper., Submitted o CMHC', 2

97 Carter, Dr. Tom, "Housing Policy in Small Centres: A Critical Assesment", from the-.leauaglian

Urban and Housing Studies Conference., 3

98 Streich, Patriciø, Ru¡al and Remote Housins in Saskatchewan', 26
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Area¡s cha¡acterize the entire northern remote public housing industry. This indicates that

the use of the mortgage instrument in northern remote areas is not appropriate. There are

several reasons for this:

F innncial I nsñrutio n ln c aÍío n :

Streich denies that inability or unwillingness to pay is the principal reason for high

arrears. Instead, she blames the lack of any collection procedures in remote areas for the

problem. She outlines three factors involved;

ll.

Physical: the isolated

payments.

Institutional: there are

through accounts.99

location of housing units make it difficult to collect

no banks or credit unions in the North to make payments

This identifies a fundamental problem with the use of the mortgage instrument in northern

remote areas. Access to institutions is not always available for both obtaining mortgages

and retiring them.

F inancial I rstitwion P olicY :

The mortgage instrument is also inappropriate to the self-help concept because of

financial institution poticy. This is evident through funding shortages that occur

particularly in the initial stages of the housing process. Lending institutions do not

normally finance land and initial materials required due to the risks involved with an

absence of collateral. Instead, they choose to wait until the basement, the principle walls

and the roof are installed. At this point, the lending institution provides "the fi¡st of four

payments known as the roof-tight draw".100 This leaves the self-builder without ttre initial

capital necessary to purchase land, major materials and the necessary labour. The second,

ee h¡d.,zt
100 yt¡¡r¡¡, P¿¿l, Personal Interview., March 30th' 1990
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third, and fourth d¡aws are provided upon completion of subsequent stages in the process

(the fourth is provided for'spec'houses, or houses the builder expects to sell). Although

the absence of initial capital in the 'first-draw' is the most important aspect of this

discussion, these phases can also adversely affect self-help.

Lending institution rejection of self-help projects is in fact, very common. The

following factors describe the rationale for their reluctance:

i. lending institution's preference for an expedient sale

ii. tending institutions preference for a completed dwelling

iii. lending institution's disbursement practices are not well suited to informal sector [self-

helpl production. They are more suiæd to the formal sector lprivate] who can compleæ a

unit within three months. In self-build projects, the dwelling is often occupied before it
is complete and is often leased another year before any of the landscaping is near

completion. This exænds the period of time capital is required. 101

Informal sector dwellings often fail to satisfy the requirements of lending institutions on

one or more of these factors. This indicates yet another rationale for mortgage instrument

inapplicability to self-help housing.

Non-Marl<ct Factors:

Further substantiating claims related to inapplicability of the mortgage instrument is the

absence of a functional market in northern remote areas. A functional market generally

guarantees a return on invesünent. In non-market areas homes are normally sold at a loss,

relative to the cost of construction, contributing to a reluctance to invest in a mortgage. It

can also contribute to arreafs on mortgages because "the borrower has no assurance of

recovering his equity, so there is no incentive for him to pay."102 The reputation northern

communities have for high arrears, added to the knowledge of an absence of a functional

market, further discourages investment fîrms from providing funding to northern remote

107 por",,Andy, Self-Build: The Informal Sector and Housing Polic]' in Canada', 7

r02 5¡r"¡t¡, Patricia,Rural and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan., 30
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communities.

Limited InconES:

other factors contribute to ¿urears, and make mortgage financing inappropriate in

northern remote communities. Curent economic conditions in these areas, documented

earlier, limit resident incomes. Larsson Consulting claims that, "the average annual

household income recorded was [only] $12,863."103 L-ow-incomes coupled with a high

cost of tiving can make mortgage amortization very difficult. In most cases:

...when low income households have to make a choice between spending their income on

food, clothing and utilties or making the mortgage or rent payment, the choice is obvious,

particularly if ttre tlueat of eviction tacks teeth. 104

This can have a substantially adverse affect on the amortization of mortgages.

Contributing to rhe problem is income scheduling. Aboriginal communities that rely on

seasonal occupations as their primary source of income (trunting, fishing, and trapping) can

find making payments on a monthly basis difficult. Where Aboriginals have an income, it

is "irregular and season¡".105 This financial situation does not cater well to a substantial,

monthly payment.

M ort g age D o c utne nt C omp lexíties :

A substantial number of persons in northern remote communities lack the knowledge

necessary to comprehend the details of a mortgage document, which at times can be

cumbersome. Interviews conducted in Labrador, Newfoundland indicated that "clients did

not fully understand the mortgage documen¡s."106 Different application forms can create

103 ¡ortton Consulting ¿¡d., 1987 Monitoring of ttre RNH Demonstration Program Volume l: Pro9rarn

Findings., iii
LM Carter, Dr. Tom, Rural and Native Issues Paper., Submitted to CMHC.' 3

t0s 16¡¿.,27
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confusion, which led Middleton to conclude that mortgages are "inappropriate for less

sophisticated communl¡iss."l07 The majority of northern remote Aboriginal persons are

unaware of the particulars of the mortgage instn¡ment and may be intimidated by it.

Vast Culrural Dffirences:

Cultural differences can be identified as the primary contributor to the incorrect

approaches displayed here. Policy initiatives have created a scenario where:

...survivalisr afünrdes (seasonally oriented and flexibly scheduled) of the Native majority

population are in contræt to the Qonger-ærm and rigidly-scheduled) view of the mainstream

society minority. These differing tendencies are at the root of many misunderstandings and

difficulties in the northem housing industry, and in the northem administration generally. 108

This quotation outlines the basis of the problem. Agencies have failed to consider the

unique qualities of the host culture while implementing policies intended to ameliorate the

housing dilemma.

Changes are Required:

The Rural and Native Housing Program has recently been criticized for its policy

approaches. Traditionally, housing agencies have attempted to "transpose urban-based

policies into a rural setting where they are both meaningless and unwork¿51s."109 4¡

innovative concept such as self-help can ill afford to experience the difficulties associated

with conventional approaches. Self-help's initial cost intensive nature indicates that it must

106 Larsson Consulting¿¡d., 1987 Monitorine of tl¡e RNH Demonstration Program Volume 1: Program

Findings., 24

107 Middleton, Charles, Self-help Components in Housing Delivery',78

108 14t¡¡¡rr, GIen,"Pattems and Building Blocks", i¡ Northem Perspectives in DesiSn and Construction.,

34

I09 5¡rr¡t¡, Patricia,Rural and Remote Housinq in Saskatchewan', 31
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achieve success in the short-term, or program evaluations may not be favorable.

Encouraging in this regard are comments provided by George Anderson, CMHC

president, stating at a National Housing Conference in 1987 that the RNH Program "needs

a colossal revamping."1l0 The following are three approaches housing agencies can

implement in an effort to overcome difficuities experienced and to improve public housing

through self-help. These ¿ìre not all applicable to every prognlm in every a¡ea. Means will

have to be provided to determine the individual needs of various communities involved.

Alternative Approaches:

F lexibiliry as a Necessiry :

Policies directed ar program financing indicate a lack of flexibility. Urban-oriented,

nationally based universal policies and guidelines directed at northern remote areas are

certainly responsible for many of the difficulties encountered. Dr. Carter summarizes this

as it applies to the RNH Program, "one of the basic difficulties with the Rural and Native

program from its inception has been trying to apply national program guidelines to a

number of regions with vastly different characteristics and circum5¡¿¡ss5."111

Communities located in the northern regions of Canada can be either market or non-market,

can vary in size, and can have unique family hierarchies where the presence of dominant

families exist. Failure to address this variety presents a sense of urgency to the situation:

"it is absolutely essential that programs and policies consider regional factors involved.

One policy will not suit the needs of each unique community."l12 6ouernment housing

agencies must incorporate flexibility into program guidelines to address the unique qualities

r70 Carrer, Dr. Tom, Rural and Native Issues Paper', Submitted to CMHC., I
111 ¡6¡¿.,14
7t2 çott¡n, Kez, Personal Interview., January 11th, 1990
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of communities encountered.

The following are suggested as methods available to overcome this problem with northem

remote self-help projects:

Capital Grants:

Although the equity provided through true self-help reduces the mortgage amount, a

substantial debt stitl remains in the form of capital costs. In remote areas, capital costs can

be be very high. To assist the self-help builder, governments can "write-off part of the

capital çss¡."l13 A capital grant forgiven over time would enable occupants to earn

ownership in a 10-15 year period, while requiring the tenant to pay for utility and

maintenance expenses. According to Adam Schiissler, Consultant to the MMF,

"forgiveness would be provided to the client provided the unit was maintained during the

10- 15 year Peric)d." 
1 14

Patricia Streich provides economic rationale as a basis for her recommendation,

justifying capital grants by comparing the housing industry to large companies locating in

the north. Companies entertaining the possibility of northern regions for investment

receive concessions for capital cost. Northern residents are as lucrative an investment as

large money-making operations. Also providing rationale is the high incidence of arears.

Streich maintains that "arrears levels in rural areas tend to be high, frequently over

2go7o."Il5 This can be more expensive than in urban centres, as distance and time drive up

administrative costs of coilection. In a default situation, if the house is repossessed, even

gïeater costs are incurred through repairs essential forre-sale, and possible vandalism ofan

empry properry in the interim. It is suggested that in some instances, it is better to avoid the

LL3 5¡rr¡r¡, Patricia,Rural and Remote Housing in Sækatchewan., 33

174 5r¡¡¡tt¡rr, Adam,Personal Interview., February 71.h, 1990

115 Middleton, Charles, Self-help Components in Housins Delivery.,58
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problems and expense of on-going arears, by offering forgivable loans to northern remote

Abori ginal self-builders.

T he T otal Write -Off APProach :

The total wrire-off approach is simila¡ to an up-front grant, although it forgives the

entire mortgage as opposed to providing a grant for a portion of the capital costs of a

project. In a self-help project, a total mortgage write-off would apply to materials; any

labour necessary; administrative costs; and interest. Initially, the cost to public housing

agencies:

...would be very high, but rough esrimates suggest the pay back would & 6-7 years. Elimination of

on-going subsidies, adminisnation costs, legal fees associated with quit claims and foreclosures, and

reduced maintenance costs would result in a short-term pay back perisd.ll6

Savings realized through these areas should be added to those achieved through self-help

labour provision. This reduces the mortgage amount, making the initial write-off more

realistic.

If this approach is still perceived as politically inappropriate, a compromise could be

reached. The mortgage could be written off for the client, while still carrying it on the

books. Current ongoing subsidies would still be reduced "as it removes administration

costs, legal and maintenance costs leaving only the amortization 
"ot1t."117 

Regardless of

the approach assumed, the elimination of the mortgage / client relationship will help

overcome the numerous difñculties traditionally encountered.

Current Approaches to Financing:

Although the majority of pubtic housing homeownership units require mortgage

116 Carter, Dr. Tom,Ru¡at and Native Issues Paper., Submitted to CMHC', 15

).17 ¡6¡¿.,15
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financing, implementation of the total write-off approach has occurred in each of the

government operated self-help programs in Canada. The Demonstration Program, RHAP,

and HAP all provide materials at no cost to the client, requiring only labour provision.

Mortgage logistics are similar in each program: forgivabte on a registered land tenure after a

25 year period (increased to 25 from 5 years in 1987). Successes experienced by Albena

and NWT housing agencies in RHAP and HAP respectively, generated interest in the

approach, leading to its implementation in the Demonstration Program. Regardless of its

popularity, opinions of a total write-off are not entirely favorable. In Saskatchewan' for

example administrators recommend that alternatives to total mortgage financing be

considered. A compromise including a partial write-down of mortgages "will be

necessary."118 1¡i5 would overcome the capital funding problems outlined earlier, while

still remaining economically viable for governments.

The contrasting opinions expressed by the province of Saskatchewan illustrates a need

for regional consideration during financing methods selection. The total write-off approach

is not entirely applicable to all areas of the Canadian provinces because of the market, non-

market relationships in northern regions of Canada. In cases where market forces are

evident "some write-downs, as opposed to write-offs may have to be considere¿."119 115

approach is currently assumed for RHAP self-help projects. In market communities,

clients are provided with an up-front grant, to help reduce the mortgage amount- Whereas

in non-ma¡ket areas, total write-offs are common. RHAP implemented the write-off of

mortgages on fourty-two units "at considerable expense to the province."l20 Adoption of

this approach by CMHC for use in the Demonstration Program will ensure that the best

possible return will be realized in publicly operated self-help projects.

rr8 16¡¿., g

r19 ¡6¡¿.,7
120 lnrsson Consulting¿td., 1987 Monitoring of the RNH Demonstration Program Volume l: Program

Findings.,57
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Government Involvement in Self'Help:

Self-help should be considered as an integral part of Canada's public housing approach

for two reasons. First, it currently contributes a significant percentage of housing units in

Canada without government assistance. Rowe lists activity levels across the nation

identifying: Nova Scotia; Prince Edward Island; Quebec; Ontario; Manitoba; Saskatchewan;

British Columbia; and rural New Brunswick which leads the group. In that province: "70-

g0 Vo ofnew dwellings are initiated by the informal sector except in Saint John, Fredricton,

and Moncton where 20-507o are said to follow informal sector initiatives."l2l 16it is the

result of primarily private and personal initiative.

Second, although government assistance was provided, CMHC's Rural and Native

Demonstration Program has also contributed a number of self-help units to existing stock.

The unit production goals of the Program total 295 to January 1989. (See Table # 3)

RHAp has contributed 1,046 to the end of 1988 to that province's housing stock while

HAp in the North-West Terrirories has contributed 662:.¡r.¡s1al.l22

Although self-help has contributed to the housing stock throughout Canada, it is not

feasible to assume that the approach can continue in northern areas without govemment

assistance. Informal activity across Canada was operated by lower middle-income persons

who were able to avoid the problems associated with capital shortages. The current

economic climate of northern remote communities, added to the reluctance of financial

institutions to invest, prevents northern residents from affording the initiat capital required.

121 po*r,Andy, Self-Build. The Informal Sector and Housing Policv in Canada., 5

t22 progra^Evaluation Division,Evaluation of the Rural and Native Housing Program (1990 Rouqh

Draft)., 33-35
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Table # 3: RNH Demonstration Units

PROVTNCE/TERRTTORY

I'NITS COIiIMITTED
L9A7 19BB TOTÀL*++x1986

*

Newfoundland
Prince Edward Ieland
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontarlo
I'lanitoba
Saskatcþewan
Àlberta-
British Columbia )
Northwest Territories-
Yukon

CÀITÀDÀ

5
3

16
5

16
B

11
6
9
5
o

13

91

t2
3
7
7

18
L7
l2
10
l"o

4
o
o

13
o
9
6

15
10
t4
1L
10

5
o
5

Loo

30
6

32
1B
49
35
37
27
29
14

0
18

295

to.2
2.O

10. B
6.1

16.6
11.9
12.s
9.2
9.8
4.7
o.o
6.1

1009B

lProject Implementation Division, CMHC, 1989. Budget for Atberta units is

convcrtcd to cost-sharing of provincial RHAP units.

2RNU Dcmonstration program rcplaccd by cost-sharcd tcrritorial HAP in Northwest

Tcnitorics.
(Source: Evaluation of the Rural and Native Housing Program, p 33)

Although CMHC is involved in an experimental attempt at self-help in the

Demonstration Program, and provides funding to Habitat for Humanity in Winnipeg, its

role has been limited. Rowe explains:

ln some provincial jurisdictions in Canada' the state has provided support and training for

self-builders, however, with the cuts on public expenditures this has become far less

common.123

policy change must be implemented. Governments must increase their role towards self-

help housing beyond the approaches utilized in the Demonstration Program' This can

occur in several ways, including "through the provision of inexpensivs 1¿¡6."124 ¡tt¿

123 ¡¡t¡¿.,27
124 ¡6¡¿.,26
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ownership can vary substantially, although there a¡e a substantive number of cases where

government holds land under the Crown's name. These lands could be nansferred to self-

builders to remove one of the initial costs of constn¡ction. Rowe also suggests government

housing agencies implement policies that encourage financial institutions to consider self-

builders as clients. This has occured to some extent in P.E. I. While these programs ale

more effective in the formal sector, "they do also impact on the informal t""¡ot."125

Governments can also provide information and advice to self-builders. According to

Rowe, "this has been effective in Newfoundland in that province's Small Loans

programm"."126 These efforts can contribute to an effective self-help program. In

northern remote communities, residents require more assistance to combat the difficulties

associated with financing and other details of the housing process.

If these approaches are implemented, governments can reduce contact as self-help

begins to develop communities, decreasing dependency in the process' Andy Rowe

maintains that curently, government involvement in the formal sector is indirectly forcing

the private sector buyer to assume the risk of a mortgage, while the developer appreciates

the benefits of profits involved:

programmes designed for the formal sector often address both fiscal and social objectives,

however, they sometimes do so in a fashion which leads to the household purchasing the

output by increasing their exposure to debt and risk. From an equity point of view' it is
usually considered inappropriaæ for individuals to bear the risk for policy efforts intended to

assists the wider communiry. 127

Government involvement in self-help would initially transfer the risk from the client to

government. However, aS the community begins to develop, the risk can gradually be

transferred to the community, then back to the self-builder. Government involvement in

self-help now, affords the potential for "economic individualism which is a very topical

125 ¡6¡¿.,26
126 ¡6¡¿.,26
127 y6¡¿.,27
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self-help offers for the community and
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Government agencies must recognize the potential

long-temr government budges.

Government and its Relationship with the Community:

Governments must be prepared to direct funds at self-help if 'economic individualism'

is to be achieved by northern residents. While the implementation of a total write-off

approach will require substantial government expenditures,long-term benefits may occur

which make short-term spending viable. Successful self-help may enable government

agencies to devolve responsibility of housing provision to local housing authorities. This

can occur if confidence in residents is restored as skills develop through participation. To

achieve this, Aboriginals have to be provided with the authority to :

...administer their own housing programs, which should be geared to teaching people how to

build and maintain their own houses. This would not only provide better housing, but would

also be a way of upgrading local skills, providing meaningfi.tl work, and helping restore pride

in the household and the community. flhe aim shouid bel to spend the money more wisely

so as to promote sust¿inability, self-reliance and less dependency' 129

Sustainability should equate to decreased government expenditure.

The Alberta Housing Corporation with RHAP have been a leader in this regard,

through the encouragement of community participation in numerous stages of the process.

This can potentially result in a "more responsible client and fewer problems with arrears,

maintenancs s¡ç."130 In chapter Two, responsibilities were identified as involvement in

several stages of the housing process, all co-ordinated by a local housing authority. In

Manitoba, recent initiatives indicate a movement tolvards this approach. Ken Cassin of

r28 y6¡¿.,27

L29 ¡16y5¿,"I.D., "Towa¡ds Suslainable Communities: Lessons Leamed From Newfoundland Outporfs", in

Native Socio-Economic Development in Canada: Change. Promise. and Innovation', 57

r30 çorrrr, Dr. Tom,Rural and Native Issues Paper., Submitted to CMHC" 10
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Manitoba, recent initiatives indicate a movement towards this approach. Ken Cassin of

MHRC claims that "the four western provinces have met with Native leaders in Thompson,

Manitoba, in the past few years to discuss housing matters."131 In the least, this indicates

an awareness amongst government offrcials of the need for communication between the

two groups.

It is not entirely feasible to expect an individual community member to assume the

majority of responsibility required in a housing delivery process, given the current level of

development of Aboriginal Canadians. In these cases, "enhanced community involvement

in tenant selection, property management and maintenance should be encouraged."132 To

achieve success through this method, the community must be willing to assume increased

responsibility. Regardless of their curent economic and social status, Aboriginals still

remain a strong community oriented culture. This provides reason to believe Natives will

assist other community members in the housing process. Successes through RHAP

illustrate that community can be an effective vehicle for housing delivery'

Communities can also assume roles outside the housing process. Habitat For

Humanity requires residents in each community to get involved in the selection of clients

for self-help units. The group, referred to as the Family Selection Committee, determines

,,whether or not the family is responsible enough to make payments."l33 This places

community pressure on self-help clients, removing the need for post-constfuction

govemment involvement.

r31 Cassin, K¿n, Personal Interview., January 1lth, 1990

r32 çor¡rr, Dr. Tom,Rural and Native Issues Paper', Submitted to CMHC" 13

133 3ro*, , Keith,Letter of Correspondence from habitat for Humanity., March 2nd,1989,2
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Program Approaches:

If current paternalistic approaches are retained by government agencies, Aboriginal

people will not develop and the potential for sustainability will not tle achieved. Although

there is occasion where relations between the Aboriginal community and governments are

satisfactory, Aboriginal organizations still claim to be given the "the run-around: CHMC

tells us one thing and the Minister's office tells us another."134 Aboriginal organizations

and the communities they represent must be included in the development of programs and

polices affecting them. Program approaches assumed by governments in the past have

encountered criticism for their reluctance to involve residents in the housing process'

contributing to the insurmountable cases of unit abuse. These inadequacies surface in

many areas ranging from severe vandalism, lack of maintenance, and resident apathy.

User participation is advocated as a potential means of improving the situation:

One altemative seen by the activists of the citizen participation movement is to retum the

power of decision-making to the people - to let those in need of betær housing or improved

neighborhood author their own solutions. Citizen setf-help housing and development has

become the formula for achieving planning and programs that fit needs, and encourage an

individual's sense of achievement and satisfastie¡.135

The client's needs have to be addressed to overcome the difficulties associated with

inappropriate policy approaches. This can be achieved through involvement in the entire

housing process, creating a true self-help approach.

I34 ¡onr-prntz, Heather, "Homes that a¡e Anything But", in Canadian Housing.,28

L35 Axwo,thy, Dr' Ltoyd,A srategl' for self-Help and Renewal" I
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Current Degree of Involvement:

An area commonly overlooked in a self-hetp project is the design stage. Designs that

fail to meet the needs of the client can contribute to a number of the difficulties outlined

earlier including: high vacancies; turnovers, foreclosures and walkaways; rapid

deterioration of the unit; household dissatisfaction; and heavy and on-going administrative

involvement. While Rowe includes the design element of the housing process in his

definition of true self-help, participation in this stage has been minimal. To date, "there has

been minimal (and often token) Native participation in the design and delivery of

programs."136 Chapter Three addressed the extreme contrasts of Aboriginal Euro-

Canadian societies. Without a knowledge of this by architects, a potential exists for the

imposition of incompatible designs that do not adhere to the lifesryle of its occupants. This

can subsequenrly lead tar the difficulties experienced. In 1982, Simon et al studied the

Burwash Native Peoples Project. They concluded that:

When the designer has little empathy for the values that are embodied in the settlements of

the subculture, he unconsciously projects his own cultural values and world view on his

client. Settlements following from such ptanning are in perpetual conflict with traditional

cultural pattems because they do not reflect the inner values shared by the inhabitants. This

conflict congibutes ûo both physical and mental stress, the loss of cultural identity and the

gradual collapse ofthe subcul¡ure. 137

Unfortunately, it is not uncommon to find public officials "who are unaware of the

behavioral differences between Euro-Canadians and Native-Canu¿i*5."138 Ignorance can

lead to biases and prejudices, discouragng the adoption of culturally compatible designs in

the process. In fact, in situations where cultural considerations are required, it is not

uncommon for professionals to "try to coerce cultural conformity."l39 çurrently, in the

736 g¿rrn,7.6., A Culturaul¡ Sensitive Approach to Planning and Design \üith Native Cånadians.,2

137 ¡6¡¿.,4
r38 tb¡d., tr
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uncoûrmon for professionals to "try to coerce cultural conformity."l39 çurrsntly, in the

majority of cases, designs are brought in from the "south" where middle-class standards

dominate the professional mind.

The Overlooked Details in Design:

Designers working for public housing agencies in this regard, commonly fail to

"consider the physical, social and economic features of the host culture while designing

units for northern locations."l40 The following section outlines the details necessary to

provide culturally compatible designs for northern remote communities.

Physical:

Certain physical factors affect both design and site characteristics of a housing unit. In

northern remote communities, lifestyles and climates require certain elements to be included

in unit design. Feafures such as "removable skirting, air lock porches, and gravel pad

construction."141 Without consideration of these features in the design, the possibility

remains for inappropriate materials and lor features being imposed. This can have

detrimental psychological affects on the occupant, and can affect the physical condition of

the unit in the long-run.

Site selection is not a primary focus of this practicum, although its importance is

recognized. A designer can commonly "accommodate a house on a site that might not meet

ideal requirements."l42 ¡lsusing that fails to meet the needs of northern remote

communities can encounter abuse, and require subsequent maintenance costs. This can be

r39 tb¡d., t3
740 Robsor, Robert,Northern Housing: Perspectives on Design and Construction', 1

At ¡6¡¿.,2
742 Mrconn, Dsvid,"Northem Housing Design and Construction", in Northern Housing: Perspectives on

Design and Construction., 40
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illustrated by the site designer's failure to consider a site near the shore of a river, in areas

where people require running water for their livelihood. This kind of oversight may

generate a degree of dissatisfaction towards the unit. Site designers from southern

communities are normally unaware of the details of northern life, relying on their own

perceprions of life in the city instead. A mutual dialogue between the designer and the

community throughout the process may help overcome the problem. Further details on this

subject are included in "Northern Housing Design and Construction", in Northern

Housing: Perspectives on Design and Constmction., written by David McCann.

Socíal:

Certain social details must be addressed throughout the design process as well.

Aboriginals require a different design to accornmodate their social activities of every day

life. In a typical urban three bedroom bungalow, central living areas are only slightly

larger than the bedroom. In Aboriginal communities however, families require a larger

central space to accommodate their communal cultural needs. While middle-class urban

families require a substantially larger bedroom for privacy, northern Aboriginals only

require room to sleep. To effectively address this situation, designers must consider "the

design of all-purpose living areas, smaller sleeping quarters and additional storage

Spaca."143 Failure to address this can force residents to take their own ameliorative

measures. On a recent trip to the Dauphin, Manitoba aÍea, Ed Swain noted the absence of

interior walls in government designed units. He claims "tenants removed them. The

reason tenants gave for this was because they weren't used to being closed in. They

wanted a bigger central space."l44 Again this can be attributed to the absence of client

consultation. Designer ignorance will continue to create these problems without resident

L43 Robron, Robert,

14 Swain,Ed,Interview over the Telephone., October 25ú1,1989
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participation in design.

Economíc:

There are economic concerns as well. Aboriginals involved in different sectors of the

employment industry will have different design needs. This factor presents a particularly

complex problem. Aboriginal communities ate very diverse economically, which is often

dependent primarily on their location. With this in mind, it is necessary to provide a

economic division of Aboriginal communities into three principal groups. They include;

i. predominant non-Native and southem oriented communities within the wage

economy. Example: Yellowknife, Pine Point.

ii. Mixed Community Economy of wage employment, renewable resource activities,

a¡rd social assistance. Example: Rae-Edzo

üi. predominantly Native zubsistence economy community. Example: Snare Lake. I45

Although these areas are outside the geographical parameters of this practicum' they do

provide an indication of the variable differences that exist. Traditional employment pursuits

such as hunting, fishing, and trapping require "cold-storage porches, outside access

changing faciiities, 'mud-rooms' and a variety of other design features."146 These features

can be included in a design with the advent of client request.

The CMHC Tenant Design Participation Project:

There exists a gap between the policy maker / designer / planners'vision of public

housing and people's expectations of a home which presents a great need to clarify what

public housing should be. Colin Ward echoes the sentiments of Axworthy:

145 Mrconn, David,"Northern Housing Design and Construction", in Northern Housing: Perspectives on

Design and Consrucüon., 32

146 Robron, Robert,
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When potential residents actually a¡e in control of the planning of their future homes they

almost invariably make choices which reflect not only their immediate needs but other

peoples'furure needsl4T

Public housing should focus more on what people think is important to them, not what

professionals think is importantþr them.

While private sector housing addresses occupant needs through targeting user

preferences, public sector housing recipients are forced to accept designs offered. With

user participation in design included in the self-help process, tenants can choose a housing

form that conforms to their daily needs. An attempt at inclusion of tenants in the design

process occurred in an experimental basis in 1973. The Tenant Design Participation Project

in Winnipeg, operated by the provincial government in conjunction with the Central

Mortgage and Housing Corporation, explored the concept. Although there are no results

available, the case study provides an insight into the process used. Goals of the project

were to determine the effects of tenant involvement on the form and character of the project

and its units; and to determine if participation affecs resident attitudes towa¡ds the pdect.

The experimenr began with program planning, leading to the site selection stage.

Clients were further involved in both the site and unit design. An 'animator / consultant'

was secured to initiate, co-ordinate, and direct the involvement of the tenants in the

programming and design of the project. The animator / consultant was vital to the project

for two reasons: firstly to establish and guide the tenant forum for the design process; and

secondly to develop techniques to help tenants participate in the formulation of a prognm

and design the project and dwelling units.

A tenant committee was organized to work with the consultant and architect. Before the

actual planning and design it was necessary to establish communication familiarity among

the tenants and with the consultants. Site selection involved explanation and evaluation of

147 Ward, Colin,"Community A¡chitecture: TVhat a Time it Took for the Penny to Drop!", in Built

Environnment., 12
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potential sites by the consultation team. Project programming was based on information

gathered from tenant interviews and surveys. Tenant concerns and preferences were

established, as well as familiarization with the tenants'housing situations. The progress to

date was then reviewed by the tenants for accuracy of their preferences and ideas.

The two design phases (site design and unit design) were started by presenting

examples of housing projecs and various site and layouts. The examples were provided as

an educational input so tenants would have greater understanding of what is involved in

such projects, and enable them to more effectively evaluate design options and

components. Actual site design and development began by the tenants through an exercise

using scaled site components to test various layouts and to familiarize clients with the actual

site and the limitations it dictated. The consultant team refîned the various tenant proposals

and presented a number of the most workable schemes. A vote was conducted among the

tenants for a final selection of the site plan.

Unit design proved to be the most difficult phase involving the tenants. Major

difficulties resulted from problems in communication, specificalty those relating to the

design process. As stated in the CMHC report on tenant participation:

Designs are not produced by the simple addition of requirements, rather design is a process in

which requirements are combined simultaneously and fanslaæd inlo three dimensional spaces

and forms. Because of the challenge presented by this, it provided some of the more

important lessons. 148

The various communication techniques utilized throughout the process can have a great

affect on its results. Unit designs were presented in plan form: the tenants had a certain

degtee of difficulty in comprehending what was being presented. Communication

problems were alleviated by breaking down the design into a number of components' and

attempting to make the process and presentation as sequential as possible. Graphics were
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improved a number of ways: More realistic drawings were presented and scale models of

various unit types were used. The danger of this mis-interpretation was a potential problem

so design intentions had to be clearly represented. This indicated that:

...for the participation idea to develop further, architects will have to leam new

communication skills and be wiJling to examine critically the success of the process they go

through.149

When working with low-income clients, northern Aboriginals in particular, it is necessary

to avoid the use of jargon and techniques familia¡ only to architects, by structuring dialogue

and apparatus accordinglY.

Tenants, with the aid of consultants, had to choose the final design of the units.

Locarions of the units within the site and the exterior appearance of the units and project

also had to be decided. One observed problem at this stage was the tenant preferences

changed from meeting to meeting. Changes in preference indicated the importance of

"giving tenants sufficient time to considers the details of design, and that certain decisions

cannot be made too quickly."l50 1¡is may add costs to the program, which can affect its

marketability to public housing officials.

In determining the external appearance of the unit, again problems in understanding

graphic presentation occurred. Perspective sketches were more useful than two

dimensional sketches such as elevations. While it was understood and accepted that

constraints would necessitate certain limitations with regard to unit size and different types

oflayouts, tenants expressed preference for a certain degree ofvisual interest and variety of

materials for the external appearance. Workshops were conducted in which the tenants

explored relationships between the different unit types, and attempted to optimize location

not only with respect to physical considerations, but social considerations as well. "Since

149 O*tnt, Rulh, "Parttcipation Panacea"', in Architect's Journal', 26

150 Barker, EricJ.,Tenant Desien Participation Project: Phase 1 - V/inniDee., 15
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tenants had become well acquainted with each other, a number of tenants wished to change

their location and. be near friends."151 Because the tenants made contact with each other

before they became occupants, and were striving toward the same goal, a strong sense of

cohesion developed. Meetings, workshops and committee involvement increased both

pride and responsibility. Loyalty to the decisions made and to the designs created was

evident. The program therefore assisted in srengthening the foundation of the community

in addition to attempting to address resident's needs. This was also evident in terms of

education and awareness. Both the users and the consultants involved in the CMHC

project, learned a great deal and developed a greater understanding toward each other.

Participating tenants learned a great deal about housing design and production and became

"sympathetic to the difficulties encountered by designers and other participants in the

housing ¡s1¿."152 In addition, designers gained insights into their professional roles

through the need to re-evaluate their approach to design processes.

Cost Limitations:

True self-help as defined by Rowe, includes client involvement in the design process.

User participation offers a potential to increase the role of the community, in an effort to

ensure rhat a culturally compatible design is produced. While an approach requiring the

degree of dialogue and consultation used in the Tenant Design Participation Project offers

potential, it also requires additional time and money both to implement and operate.

Additional co-ordinators and consultants are often needed, and the experimental projects

also reimburse the tenants for their time. Co-ordinating the tenant group was time

consuming as was the issue of effectively presenting information. The success of such an

endeavor demands high levels of commitment of all involved, while working within new

r5r tb¡d., t6
rsz tt¡d.,lt
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methods and techniques, and unfamiliar interactions.

This presents an obstacle for true self-help. Given the current restrained fiscal

government environment, the adoption of an intensive design approach is unlikely. This is

evident in the current approach assumed in CMHC's Demonstration Program, where the

degree of participarion in self-help designs is minimal. According to Gord Roulette,

Officer and Contract Administrator for the RNH Program, states "we use two basic

designs, one sent to us from Ottawa, while the other is taken from a local company."ls3

(See Appendix #3) Client participation in the design process is limited to alterations

only. CMHC will permit "a wall or a cabinet to be moved upon request. We also allow for

additional items to be incorporated into the unit like an extra cabinet at their expense, and

offer a choice in the colour selection and material finish."l5a This approach is extremely

limited.

Unfortunately the realities of the system prevent involvement to the extent outlined in

the Tenant participation Design Project. Program options and flexibility are limited because

',there are strict cost controls per unit administrated by Ottawa."l55 q¡¡i1s the benefits of

client participation in the design process are obvious, increased program costs are not

entirely feasible at this time. This indicates a need for a more cost-effective alternative.

An Alternative to Direct Consultation:

Kevin Lynch's innovative Spiral Process approach provides the apparatus necessary

for consultation in the design process. While satisfying the design requirement of a true

self-help housing process, it also remains relatively cost-effective.(See Figure #3)

153 Roulette, Gordon,Personal Interview., January l5th, 1990

r5a tb¡d.,January 15th, 1990

155 lbid.,January 15th, 1990
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Lynch designed the process to assist designers in overcoming the tendency to impose

middle-ciass urban-oriented va.lues. This is achieved through a discovery of the intricacies

of the client culrure. Steps have to be taken to involve the Aboriginal in the process of

planning for the unit because "the peoplb best able to design or plan an environment or a

community are the people who will use that environment or inhabit that community."156

Lynch's method, originally presented in Site Planning., offers a solution that can achieve

success in only the short period of time the two goups deal with each other, in an effort to

limit costs. His method is di¡ected at planning of the community as a whole, but concepts

are applicable to the design of the individual unit.

Figure #3: The Spiral Process Used to Document

Environmental Values

Literàture

t-Þ

o
(¡)

756 Si¡non, J.C.,

(Source: Site Planning)
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Involved in his approach are direct and indirect communication with the client group.

The following tist outlines the indirect information required by the designer:

i. Indirect evidence of past spatial behavior through the analysis of area use when choice was

available.

ii. Analysis of existing environments which are stable and accepted by the cultural group one

is working with.

üi. Evidence of dysfi.rnction which are directly related to locality such as rates of disease,

accident, crime, social disorganization, environmental destruction. abandonment, etc.,

iv. A search of va¡ious media for references to the environment ttrat will establish the widely

held opinions and images about the subject"

v. A literature search: one always consults previous experience: what developments of this

type have been built and with what luckr 157

The collection of ind"irect information is particularly vital to the process and can be more

inexpensive than the direct consultation the Tenant Design Process requires. Consultation

with each individual client can equate to increased professional fees. The collection of

indirect information can be conducted by researchers, thus costing the project less in the

long-run.

The direct approach Lynch advocates involves going "beyond observable behavior by

communicating directly with the people about their images, feelings, experiences, and

values in regard to the real wo¡ld around ¡tt*."158 Lynch attempts to addresses all factors

of the host culture through a four step process :

i. The first lies in the understanding the culture's teachings as a window into the workings

of the cultu¡e. Through this, the designer can become sensitized to the needs of the client

group and begin to understand their point of view.

ii. The second step in attaining an understanding of the dialogue, is a study of contemporary

literature relaæd to the planning/design of Native communities. Through ttre material,tfie

designer can become informed of past successes and failures as well as a wide scope of

perceptions of possible future problems'

üi. The third step, and probably the most crucial, is ttrat of interviewing the client. Through

this process the planner will realize the dreams, goals and wishes of the people who will

r57 Lyrch, Keviz,Site Planning., 102

758 5¡1116r,7.6., A Culturall), Sensitive Aporoach to Planning and Desien With Native Canadians" 9T
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inhabit the community. The designer should be abte to sensitively interpret the stated

wishes of the client in terms of their cuifure'

iv. Finally, the fourth step, that of visiting other communities, is useful for validation of

what information has been collected through the other three areas. It also allows for

investigation of these communities to identify previous mistakes for avoidance

purposes.l5 9

The four steps outlined are spiral and at no time should be considered linear. To achieve a

spiral understanding, the investigator constantly refers to one of the four steps. Designers

often fail to understand the values and attitudes of the client culture. Lynch's method

should overcome this, while offering an alternative to the cost intensive approach utilized in

the Tenant Design Process. This will enable residents to participate in the design creation

of a tnre self-help process, reducing the incidence of difficulties encountered through

conventional approaches.

Building Standards:

Rigid standards imposed by the National Housing Act, (which make up the National

Building Code) may discourage the adoption of culturally compatible designs. Designs are

drawn to the standards set by the federal government which creates an unstable situation in

which the Aboriginals' unique needs are not considered. This problem is common across

the country, where Aboriginals complain about the "insensitivity of program guidelines to

Iocal needs, the lack of control and local input, and the reluctance of the various levels of

government to address repair and maintenance problems."160 In essence, the imposition of

rigid construction standards prevent the designer from implementing information provided

by the client throughout the participation process.

The MMF has run into difñculties while attempting to introduce alternative designs. In

r59 lbid.,99
16o Carter, Dr. Tom,
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The MMF has run into difñculties while attempting to introduce alternative designs. In

St. Laurent, Manitoba, straw-bale housing was attempted as a part of the construction

technique in a self-help experiment the Federation was involved in. According to Ed

Swain,

...we ran into great difficulties with the regional plannen. They insisted we could not use the

technique because they did not have govemment standards to follow. This really delayed the

process. lænding instituúons are a problem too. They will only lend a guy money if the

house is built to goveÍrment standards and govemment inspected. 161

This system must be reviewed to ensure culturally compatible designs can be implemented.

The presence of construction standards is not a problem: government regulations in the

housing industry are necessary for safety and efficiency reasons. According to Rene

Rocher, Housing Director for the Island Lake Tribal Council, rigid standards are in fact a

contributor to improved housing conditions, "The reason Native housing is falling apart is

because the standa¡ds were so lenient 10-15 years ago. Now, standards require better

insulation for example. This prevents condensation and subsequently prevents decay of the

unit's *u11s."162 Standards ensure that only safe and efficient designs are utilized.

Instead, a degree of flexibility must be incorporated to ensure designs are compatible to

host cultures.

The incentive to ensure flexibility is dependent upon government initiative. To ensure

the correct approach is assumed, consultation with the community is necessary because:

...the more ¡elevant information available, the better informed decisions will be. It is

remarkable that public authorities are prepared to pay professional consultants for advice, but

are unwilling to accept assistance from the people who are most familiar with the

projects.163

161 5r6¡n,Ed, Persoanl Interview., February 7th,1990

162 Ro c her, R¿¿e, &rsqa!-l,tql9rvi9y,', Ocûober 3 1 st, I 989

163 Dennis, Micheal and Fish, Susan,Programs in Search of a Policy: Low Income Housing in Canada.

224
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If the community is involved in the standards formulation process, in concert with a

consultative design process, more culturally compatible designs will be produced. This

will subsequently result in a reduction in the incidence of abuse, walkaways etc.

Flexibility in program approaches is also important to the success of self-help. This

has been achieved to some extent in the Demonstration Program. Until the introduction of

the Progtam, all government provided units were not constructed until essential services

were installed. CMHC however, has "eliminated the requirement for all basic services

depending on availability."l64 This enables self-help projects to be introduced into remote

areas where services are not available.

Although this illustrates a movement towa¡ds flexibility, the Demonstration Program is

still somewhat rigid in some capacities. Self-help programs present a special case for

minimum standards because of the labor required. In response to this:

...it has been suggested that different standards should be required for self-built homes.

Occupants, it is argued, cannot be expected to achieve the same standard of construction

quality as trained and experienced contractorsl 65

Flexible minimum standards would permit inspectors to assess construction quality on the

basis of the non-certified labour involved, subsequently preventing any major, unnecessary

obstacles for self-help projects. This has not occurred in the Demonstration Program.

Summary and Conclusions:

This chapter has reviewed the policy / program criteria of the Canadian public housing

industry. Several difficulties have occurred as a direct result of urban-oriented policy

implementation for projects in northern remote regions of Canada. Conventional policies

and approaches have created difficulties with high arrears and vacancies; turnovers,

164 progro* Evaluation Division,Evaluation of the Rural and Native Housing Program (1990 Draft)', 66

I6s 6¡¿.,66
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foreclosures and walkaways; rapid deterioration of the unit, household dissatisfaction of

the unit; high long-term subsidy costs; and heavy on-going administrative involvement.

Until recently, conventional program and policy approaches have also failed to encourage

the adoption of self-help programs, although this is changing with the introduction of

RFIAP in Alberta, HAP in NWT, and the Demonstation Program nationally.

To overcome past d.ifficulties encountered, and to ensure success in future northern

remote self-help projects, governments must change approaches to add¡ess the needs of

communities and at the same time, support self-help. Polices and programs must be

flexible, to ensure needs are addressed. They must also attempt to encourage self-help

through rhe removal or reduction of mortgage financing. The majority of difficulties

encountered can be attributed to the utilization of mortgage instrument in northern remote

communities. Government self-help programs must eradicate this problem through the

implementarion of up-front capital grants or through total mortgage write-off. The

appropriateness of each approach should be considered according to the ma¡ket siruation in

each community targeted.

past approaches have also overlooked the potential the community offers for economic

development. Involvement in self-help can develop self-confidence and the skills

necessary to assume an increased role in the entire housing process. In the long-run, this

will decrease dependency of northern Aboriginal communities on government social

payments, equating to cost savings for both government and the tax-payer. This can not be

achieved without participation in every stage of the housing process, including the design

formulation srages. The CMHC Tenant Design Participation Project indicates that dialogue

with individual clients increases costs because of increased professional fees. This is not

entirely feasible at this time, given the current restrained fîscal environment. Lynch's

Spiral process offers a method designed to involve residents while remaining cost-
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effecrive. This satisfies the requirements of a true self-help process, Potentially

contributing to the benefits of economic individualism.

National Building Standards present an obstacle to the adoption of culturally compatible

designs. Flexibility must be incorporated into standa¡ds to address the needs of northern

residents. It is also important to involve the community in this process to utilize the

knowledge base available. Self-help housing programs must offer a degree of flexibility to

address the non-certified labour element. While construction quality in some cases may fail

to meet program standards, an adequate dwelling unit for northern residents is ensured.
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CHAPTER 5

SKILLS ATTAINMENT AND TRANSFERABILITY

Individual initiatives and talents are the

engines of economic we[-being. 166

Andy Rowe

Introduction:

Residents of northern remote communities have traditionally lacked skills in the areas

necessary to survive in the economy of the western world. This has led to the high levels

of unemploymenr and poverty, the high incidence of housing unit disrepair, and the low

levels of self-confidence necessary to act as an effective leader in any working situation.

Lack of qualified tradesman in northern regions forces public housing agencies and private

contractors to recruit southern contractors to perform the tasks necessary to build a home.

This contributes to a "treadmill effect. From the perspective of a northern resident, you are

always educating an outsider who moves elsewhere when you have got him / her

trained."167 This is all too coÍrmon a scenario in Canada's nofthern regions. In an effort

to produce an efficient northern economy' skill training must be provided.

Three program methods will be outlined in this chapter, followed by an evaluation of

166 po*r,Arzdy, Self-Build: The Jnformal Sector and Housing Policl/ in Canada' 12

L67 Withrr, Glen,"pattems and Building Blocks", in Northem Housinc Perspectives in Design and

Construction., 34
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each program as it applies to self-help in northern remote communities. Skill level

development in self-help can affect four areas: Skills Acquired; Skill Transferability,

Independence; and Housing Quality. These will provide an effective outline in an effort to

review each approach assumed. For chronological purposes, the Deparfment of Northern

Saskatchewan, evaluated,in 1976, will be reviewed flust within in each section, followed

by discussions on The Island lake Tribal Council Self-Help Demonstration Project and

CMHC's Demonstration Program. Each program offers a different approach to self-help

training which should be addressed first.

Program Approaches:

In recent years, different approaches have been introduced in an effort to train Natives

in northern remote areas through self-help housing programs. Three methods will be

presented in this chapter including: development of a northern work-force trained on-site

(DNS); development of a northern work-force trained in recognized colleges and on-site

(ILTC); and the use of client and / or community labour trained on-site (Demo Program).

A fourth approach: The Rural and Native Housing Program, through Section 40 homes,

requires very little client involvement in the housing process. While it is necessary to

outline these three approaches in some detail, the curent national RNH Program does not

warrant attention in this context.

DNS:

It is important to indicate that the The Department of Northern Saskatchewan, under an

exisúng agreement with cMHC, delivered the Rural and Native Housing Program in the

northern sections of the province rn Ig7 5. The only source of information available for this

practicum is a background report entitled "Rural and Remote Housing In Saskatchewan"
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wrirten by Patricia Streich in August of 1976. When Streich's a¡ticle is cited in this

chapter, it is important to consider the historical aspect of the document. While the project

is somewhat antiquated, Streich's evaluation provides valuable insight into the details of a

northern work-force designed to construct self-help units in the north.

The work-force: The Project Management Group of DNS, was organized to carry out

construction of housing for northern remote self-help housing. Work-force training was

cond.ucred primarily on-site by qualified tradesman. The DNS approach overlooked

specialized trades. At the time DNS was evaluated by Streich, there was a shortage of

qualified tradesman, "especially plumbers and electricians who are still imported from the

south. There is clearly a need for apprenticeship programs for northe-"tt"168

Apprenticeship programs would help develop certifred trades in an effort to reduce the need

for outside assistance.

Although the approach offers several benefits to the northern economy, it can limit the

client's role in the housing process. This is due largely to the requirements of the program

itself. Each clienr was required to provide either the $500.00 down-payment or the

equivalent in sweat equity. The token amount and the presence of the work-force

encouraged "the client to pay the down-payment instead of providing the labout."169

While work-force members gained useful construction skills through involvement in the

process, most clients failed to realize the benefits of self-help.

ILTC:

The ILTC also organizes a northern work-force that consists of on-reserve Natives. It

trains its applicants in the full complement of skills necessary to construct and operate a

housing unit in its Remote Communities Demonstration Self-Help Project. Training occurs

168 5¡rr¡r¡,Parriclø, Rural and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan',20

169 Cassin,Ken, Personal Interview., January 1lth, 1990
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at Keewatin Community College in The Pas, Manitoba. All four levels of an

apprenticeship carpentry course are offered focusing on both pragmatic and theoretical

approaches in an effort:

...to inform the students of the reasons they are doing what they do. They are taught

mathematical and algebraic concepts that help them understand the mathematical concepts

applied in the working field. For instance, it is important to know why a stair has a nine

inch rise and a seven ¡t¡ t',¡1.170

This comprehensive training approach ensures that a qualified work-force is produced.

ILTC also trains residens on-site throughout the construction process. Training course

graduates provide training to members of the community. The Tribal Council distributes a

training manual to residents entitled: Energ)¡ Efficient Carpenter Builder Training Course:

Student Manual. The manual outlines details of the unit construction with references to the

essential knowledge required to construct a housing unit. The manual asks the student to

describe va¡ious processes such as heat and air flows; causes for moisture damage;

prorection and handling of potyethytene; and methods necessary for the maintenance of

tools. The Island Lake Tribal Council also distributes information guides for foremen.

The Work Organization Chart., delegates responsibilities foreman can assume. (See

Appendix #4) All responsibilities are outlined according to the corresponding crew

duties listed on the opposite side of the chart. The chart illustrates the expected rate of

completion in twenty-five per-cent intervals, providing direction for scheduling purposes.

The ILTC training approach, like DNS, overlooks specialized tradesman. Plumbers

and electricians are flown into northern remote communities at great expense to the project.

The program does not require all tenants to provide labour. In fact, residents can be

precluded from the process, as only "qualified individuals are permitted to provide labour

on their own homes. This includes graduates from Keewatin and on-site training

program5."171 Again, the benefits of self-hetp participation are limited to qualified

170 Roch"r,R¿ne, Personal Interview., October 3lst, 1989'
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individuals. This must be addressed through training approaches in an effort to decrease

project costs and to develop community work-forces.

C M H C D emo ns tr atio n P ro grarn :

Training approaches utilized in the Demonstration Program are radically different from

DNS and ILTC. While these organizations relied on recognized training programs, the

majority of training in the Demonstration Program originated from CMHC staff.

Originally, rhis was provided by the federal office in Ottawa but in the second year of the

program Local Office staff became involved in the construction process (In Manitoba, the

Local Office is in Winnipeg). The formal title of local supervisors was Construction

Manager (CM) who, in addition to providing on-site training, supervises and co-ordinates

activity between the client and the local office. Program training was oriented to "on-site

and hands-on training to groups and individuals, not formal off-site training. This

approach was constructed in an effort to educate trades-people and teach through

example"l72 Tl¡e amount of training provided varied substantially depending on the skill

level of the clients at the time of construction. (See Table #4)

The rationale for the Demonstration Program approach is outlined by Larsson

Consulting Limited in their 1987 evaluation:

Conventional programs do not take advantage of the skills and energy of low-income rural and

remote people, many of whom would still like to build their own houses. The result is to

undercut the independence of such people and, in practical terms, to foster an attitude of

indifference to the maintenance of their houses. The objective of the Demonstration Program

is to develop and test the capacity of this clientele to build their own houses by providing

materials and expert helP.173

r7l ¡6¡¿., october 31st" 1989.

r72 Larsson Consulting ¿1d., 1987 Monitorins of the RNH Demonsration Program Volume l: Program

Findings.,26
173 ¡6¡¿., 1*
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The level of involvement can be seen in on-site labor inputs, illustrating the extent to which

CMHC feels clienrs can handle responsibilities. Also included are percentages of labor

provided by CM's, Subtrades, and Volunteers. (See Table #5)

Table # 4: Skill Levels of Clients

Number of Clients ln Each Skill Category

Skill Category As Reported by CM's
lnltial Final

As Reported by Clients
lnltial Final

1 (few rkllls)
2 (some rkllls)
3 (moderate ekllls)
a (¡kllled)
5 (profesalonal)

Total

Average, all resP.

lncrease ln Avg.

2
10
18
12

4

16
19
I
4
4

0
¿

35
\t¿

6

12
22
19

7
¿

62

2.4

75

3.7

1.2

51

2.0

46

3.1

1.1

(Source: 1987 Nfonitoring of the RNH Demonstration Program

Volume 1: Program Findings-, P- 27)

Clients are required to provide the Iabour necessary to construct the entire housing unit,

with the exceprion of those trades dependent on certified technicians for health and safety

reasons. According to Larsson, "it was recognized that some specialized work would

have to be done by professionals, especially electrical work and the roughing-in of

piumbing."174 (See Table # 6)

ll4 ttt¡¿., qz
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Table #5: Approximate On-Site Labour Inputs by Participants

Project Approximate Percent of On-Site Labour Performed by:

CM Subtrades Clients Volunteers

Labrador - Coastal
Labrador - Sheshatshlt
Preston
New Brunswlck
Latuque
Letang
Quyon
Cara.¡nat
Chetwynd
Silverwater
Parklands
Baden f

Matheson lsland
Descharme Lake
Garson Lake
Meslllnka
Old Crov"

Average, all units

Flshlng Lake
Klkino
Garden River
Paddle Pralrie

0
20
10
10
30
20

30
5
5

15
15
10
15
70
30

Â

17

0
0

nol visited
not vislted

35 35
50 10

25 40
25 40
30 20
555
50 10

35 30
65 10

50 25
25 25
455
40 ' 10

65 20
300
30 20
605
44 16

00
10 5

20
20
25
20
20
20
35

5
20
20
35
35
40

0
0

20
30

21

100
85

NOTE: ln some cases,'volunteers were paid trhough local manpower programs

(source: 1987 Monitoring of the RNH Dêmonstration Program

Volume 1: Program Findings., P. 44).

If sweat equity can not be provided by the client, the program requires clients to pursue

friends and relatives to compensate. In the majority of cases, there was a high volunteer

turn-out. Where communities \pere apathetic, CMHC went so far as to instate a'building-

bee' concept offering free food and drinks for participants. This "appears to be a very

good way of encouraging volunteer participâtion."175 With the high number of persons

unemployed in Native communities, shortage of time will not stand as an inhibiting factor.

175 tb¡¿.. z5
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Table #6: Type of Work Subcontracted

Project Electrical Plumbing Heating Other

Labrador - Coastal
Labrador - Sheshatshlt
Preston
New Brunswlck
Latuque
Letang

Quyon
Caramat
Chetwynd
Silverwater
Parklands
Baden
Matheson lsland
Descharme Lake
Garson Lake
Mesilinka
Old Crow

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
part
yes
yes
yes
yes _

NA
NA
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

part

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

water/sewer, part foundations, f ramlng
f oundations, water/sewer
foundations, drywall fin.,kitchen cab.
f oundations, water/sewer, drywall
blasting, foundations, doors/windows,

cabinetwork
excavation, foundations, drywall
cabinetwork
excavation, water/sewer, f oundations
excavation, water
excavation, grading, clg,insulation, floor
excavation, grading, clg.lnsulation. floor
waler, parl foundations , roofing, drywall

excavation. sewer. drywall finish
gravel pad, grading. HRV lnstallation

yes

yes
yes
pan
A
NA
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes

(source: 1987 Monitoring of the RNH Demonstration Program

Volume 1.: Program Findings., P. 43)

Skills Acquired:

Each program demonsrrated a certain degtee of skill level increase depending primarily

on the training approach implemented. lncreases are necessary to outline:

DNS;

The DNS experience was successful in skill development through what was primarily

an on-site training approach. Sreich claimed that in 1976, "many northerners now have

building skills, and these skills could be applied to building their own house."176 The

program was limited in its approach as it did not require all clients to panicipate.

T¡erefore, a significant percentage of persons in the north did not benefit from the skill

176 5¡rr¡r¡,Pa¡ricia. Rtrral ancl Rcmote Housine in Sîskatch*van', 15
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development of self-help in housing.

ILTC:

Program administrators are able to boast an eighty-five per-cent gladuation rate from

the college training program. Patrick Done, assistant to the Manager of the Island Lake

Tribal Council, claims that "this sort of success rate is the best in the country. No one has

been able to do as weil at training Natives."l77 The Council's affiliation with local colleges

provides an effective training model for organizations across the counUry.

C M H C D eftØ nstr ation P ro gr atn :

The CMHC Rural and Native Housing Demonstration Program has achieved some

success with skill development through the self-help program. An attempt was made to

establish the approximate level of construction skills possessed by the clients after

participation in the construction process and these results "indicate that an increase in skills

has occurred. All participants learned skills, many significantly so."178 Clients placed

most of the emphasis on their own construction experience as the contributor to

improvement in their skills. This is followed by the contribution construction managers

provided. Clients were surveyed using a scale from 1-5. This ranges from only a few

skills learned represented by the #1, to highly skitled represented by the #5. The sixty-two

clients respond"ing to the question, reported that their construction skill level increased from

an average of 2.4 to a level of 3.7 . The results obtained from CM's were slightly lower

however, but improvement was still indicated, with an increase from 2.0 to 3.1. (See

Table #7)

177 Dort, Patick,Personal Interview., February 261h,1989

778 Lorrron Consulting¿¡d., 1987 Monitorins of the RNH Demonsration ProFram Volume l: ProFram

Findings.55
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Table #7: Attribution of Client Increase in Skills

lncrease ln Skills Attributed to: (No. of Clients Reporting)

Construction Other
Manager clients

Client's own
experience

1 (little) 15 23 0

2' 3 I 1

g I 5 16

a271838
S(much) 6 0 4

Toral 59 55 59

Average, all resp. 3.1 2.3 3 8

Values were asslgned bycllents on a 1 to 5 scale, wlth 1 = llttle, 5 = ¡fluCh

(source: 1987 Monitoring of the RNH Demonstration Program

Volume 1: Program Findings., P. 28)

Transfcrability of Skills:

Skills attained in the construction process can be applicable to several areas of Native

tife. The most perrinent are employment; and maintenance and upgrading including general

tasks around the home such as furnace and plumbing repair:

i. Emplo¡'ment:

DNS:

In addition this acquisition of skilis necessary for construction and on-going

maintenance of the housing unit, skills attained are applicable to the local building market:

DNS cmploys thc majority of r-tre employable work force in the north for part or all of cach

year. In 1976, about 800 pcoplc werc cmploycd during the peak construction period' More

than thrcc-quarters of tllc labour forcc on DNS projccts arc northemcrs' 179

r79 5¡rr¡r¡,Patricic, Rural and Rcrnotc Housing in Saskatchcrvan'' 16
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This sysrem, applied ro cwrent public housing projects could assist the development of the

work-force alongside self-hetp. Streich is a firm believer in housing as a catalyst to

effective employment creation, stating that:

...through DNS policies, housing has been transformed from a welfare prcgram into a social

development activity in the north Housing programs along with other constn¡ction activities

such as roads, schools and so on, serve a dual purpose ofproviding services and providing

jobs. This is seen as the most effective way of meeting both housing supply and manpower

objectives. l8o

DNS recognized the potential housing offers for employment increases in the northern

remote regions of Canada.

Housing has the potential for the development of other facets of the economy. The

DNS Projecr Management Group administered projects in addition to housing. These

included sawmills and portable planer mills which in 1975 alone "supplied two million

board feet of lumber for Northern building projects. There is also the beginning of

northern sub-contractor businesses in the larger centres."181 In essence, this project

management gïoup acted as both a builder and developer.

ILTC:

The Island Lake Tribal Council approach has been quite successful in its efforts to

increase skills through training proglam approaches. Upon graduation from training

courses, students are required to work as an apprentice carpenter for approximately 4-5

years before receiving inter-provincial carpentry papers, (this process may take slightly

longer in northern remote communities due to the lack of consistent carpentry work in some

areas). It is at this time Natives can seek employment "anywhere in North 6-"¡s¿."182

r8o tb¡d., tt
r8r tb¡d., tt
182 Rocher,R¿n¿, Personal Interview., October 31, 1989.
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The training in this case presents marketable persons. Rene Rocher, Housing Director for

ILTC, indicates that "there have been a couple of foreman we have trained that ended up

getting jobs on other reserves. Our best foreman just got a job with the St Theresa Band.

He trains and supervises their housing projects."183 This offers an invaluable service to

other communities.

Graduates of college programs with adequate experience in the working field are

eligible for inclusion into ITLC's foreman training process. Those chosen must have

obtained inter-provincial papers and possess "a head on their shoulders as well. They have

to be able to display the leadership qualities required to co-ordinate activities during the

construction program."l84 po..man developed through ILTC provide leadership within

their own communities and for reserves administered by other bands.

Involvement in training programs by residens has posiúve affects on other members of

the community. Graduates are viewed as successful members of the community,

encouraging non-quatified members to enroll. "Once one guy gets a job other people

inquire about the training .ourrr."185 This has created a spin-off effect in many of the

reserves in Manitoba as it offers a potential for increased qualifÏed persons eligible for

employment.

The Tribal Council has also demonstrated a transferability of skills into the work force

for large and small scale construction. ILTC has seen:

...several trainees work for the Limestone project. The program also offers poæntial in small-

scale trades zuch as cabinet making skills which can be applied to fumiture and possibly the

small-scale local industrY. 186

Both small and large-scale trades contribute to employment opportunity and economic

r83 lb¿d.,october 3 1st,

184 tb¡¿.,ocrober 31st,

L85 tbtd.,october 3 lst,
186 bid., october 31st,

1989.

1989.

1989.

1989.
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development in northern communities.

D emo rstration P ro gratn :

Demonstration Program training approaches are not as effective in contributing to

employment increases as through recognized training program approaches. Gord Roulette

maintains that "skills acquired on site can not be construed as employment creating."l87

While involvement in the housing process develops basic construction skills, it does not

constitute certified status. This precludes residents from pursuing employment in the

housing industry outside the community that requires certification.

ií. Maintenance:

DNS;

The Department of Northern Saskatchewan sees client involvement in the construction

process as a source of knowledge that can be applied to the maintenance of homes:

...when applicants have been selected, the Department of Northem Saskatchewan tries to

ensure they are employed in house construction for some time before their house is ready.

The rationale is to provide some skills and knowledge that would æsist the owner to maintain

and care for his own house.l 8 8

While the DNS opinion of skill development was at the time, favorable, the use of an

exclusive work-force denies all community members access to the labour provision

process. There is a development of work-force member skills through practical experience.

Unfortunately, this is not applicable to non work-force residents. This reduces the

potential for all community members to obtain the skills necessary for maintenance of self-

help homes.

187 Rouleue, Gard, Personal Interview., January 15th, 1990

188 Streich,P¿¡rici¿. Rural and Remote Housinq in Saskatchewan', 12
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ILTC:

Transferability of acquired skills to maintenance is also limited through the ILTC

approach. Clients do not, on most occasions, provide the required labour. Instead, the

ILTC work-force is responsible, precluding other members of the community from the

process. The ILTC approach does not prevent them from participating entirely. On-site

training offers the potential to include non-graduates in the construction process. Although

this is less common, this goup can also develop skills necessary to maintain their own

self-help unit.

poorly maintained units are not always the result of an absence of skills. Rene Rocher

maintains that other factors must be considered:

I'm not sure abuse was the primary reason for the poor living conditions evident on reserves.

It was more the poor construction techniques used on the units built 10-15 years ago. For

example, requiremenß for insulation were very slack in the past. This would cause the walls

to sweat and subsequently decay. Now, with improved standards houses are of beüer quality.

They will deteriorate at a far slower raúe. 189

Improved sundards reduce the need of on-going maintenance.

Budgetary shortages can also contribute to poorly maintained units. High

unemployment in northern a.reas forces residents into social dependency. Worsening the

situation are federal welfare policies that overlook the high northern cost of living:

Welfare provided by the federal govemment is not adjusted according to the high cost of

living. For example, gas in these remote areas is almost $5.00 a gallon. Once all the bills

are paid there is little remaining for repairs. 190

This leaves very little money availability for maintenance.

Regardless of these factors, Rocher is confident skills attained in training courses are

applicable ro unit repair that is necessary. Training programs offered by Keewatin College

189 Rocher,R¿ne, Personal Interview., October 3lst' 1989.

190 tb¡d.,october 31st, 1989.
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train students on basic skills required to maintain housing. This offers the potential for the

introduction of a maintenance work-force, consisting of training course graduates.

CM H C D e mo nsf ation P ro grarn :

Program adminisrators are confident that client involvement in the construction process

would "deveþ the skills required to maintain their units."191 61¡¡sugh skill development

is necessary for the proper maintenance of housing, there are other elements necessary to

ensure housing is maintained. In northern remote communities, homes are perceived

differently by residents. A home is commonly perceived as a shelter, reducing the initiative

of homeowners to maintain the unit. In these cases, residents will have "to develop an

understanding of the concept of a permanent home, if it is expected that they develop an

interest in mainten*r""."192 To ensure this is achieved, post-occupancy courses must b€

implemented.

Independence from Government Assistance:

The different programs displayed varying deglees of independence from government.

It is logical to assume that as independence increases, government expenditures decrease.

It should therefore be an objective of both governments and the Native communify to

increase the role of the community. For governments this equates to decreased

expenditure, while the Natives can enjoy the benefits of controlling community

development.

l9I Lorrron Consulting¿¡¿., 1987 Monitoring of the RNH Demonsradon Program Volume 1: Pro9rÍun

Findings., 5

192 tb¡d., zq
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DNS;

There was a degree of independence through the work-force approach, although it was

somewhat tainted by the presence of government in an administrative role. DNS required

govemment departments to operate the Project Management Group, requiring substantial

expenditures of public funds

ILTC:

ILTC has taken a rather innovative step towards autonomous training progmms. While

Rocher views Keewatin College as an effective training tool, he suggests that training

effectiveness would increase if it were provided to Natives directly by the Council. This

has encouraged the Council to introduce Canada's first Band operated comprehensive

training progam. Rocher describes the program:

Its called a Resou¡ce Centre. It will operate under the same course curriculum as Keewatin

does. It will address both the theoretical and practical aspects of carpentry. Its the only one

of its kind in Canada. We're sening it up now and it should be ready in the summer of

1996.193

The capital required was provided primarily by the Federal Government Northern

Development Agreement. The Resource Centre promises to be a very effective training

apparatus for Natives in remote areas of Manitoba, while offering a degree of independence

from other organizations. Although original capital costs provided by governments are

high, the approach will likely afford savings in the long-run through employment creation.

Local community colleges require government funding in the fomr of operating subsidies.

This could be reduced through the introduction of an independent training proglam

operated by Aboriginal grouPs.

To further increase independence of northern remote communities, schools of this

193 por¡rr,Rene, Personal Interview., January 10th, 1990
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variety must implement training programs that address all aspects of the construction

process. There is still a great need for training in specialized trades such as plumbing and

electrical, as all programs overlook training individuals in these areas. t-ocal schools must

implement specialized trade programs in an effort develop qualified individuals. This

would reduce the need to import electricians and plumbers for self-help projects in northern

remote regions.

CM H C D emo ns tr atío n P ro grarn :

The Demonstration Program illustrated the least independence of the three approaches.

Clients were only required to provide non-specialized labour. The incidence of

participation in specialized trades was minimal, equating to increased program costs. Every

other stage of the housing process was provided by the Construction Manager or the L,ocal

Office. This makes it a very cost-intensive approach, as administrative costs increase

program budgets.

Construction QualitY:

A concern in self-help housing is the quality of units produced. This is dependent on

the status of individuals conducting tasks in each project. Each program demonstrated a

varying approach to self-help relying on either qualified or non-qualified people for labour

provision.

DNS;

Although Streich does not provide an assessment of housing quality as a result of the

work-force labour provision, she does discuss the issue in some detail. Instead of blaming

consfn¡ction techniques for poor housing quality, she blames construction standards.
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Building codes and standa¡ds do not conform to northern climates which require them to be

"more rigorous than in the south, especially with respect to durability and energy

conservatisn"l94 Housing quality suffers because standards designed for southern

climates are applied to the north resulting in a rapid deterioration "because of condensation

Problems."195

ILTC:

Although standards are a problem, without proper training, housing unit quality can

suffer. A comprehensive training approach of the ILTC variety produced a competent

work-force, qualified to provide labour on seif-help units. This resulted in good quality

homes. Rocher claims that ILTC homes can compare to Section 40 off-reserve or private

sector homes.

In northern and remote areas of Canada "there are relatively few northern resident

build,ing skills, and a lack of training occasions."196 1¡ a unit is improperly constructed by

an ind"ividual lacking adequate skills, it will withstand less long-terrn stress. This can

equate to long-term govemment expenditures on maintenance andrepair.

C M HC D ennns tr atio n P ro gratn :

While CMHC has not provided recognized training programs in the Demonstration

Program, housing quality has not suffered to any significant degree. CMHC has

demonstrated "how unskilled, caring people, under good supervision, can build good

quality ¡our"r."197 These sentiments were echoed by Gord Roulette, Officer and Contract

194 Streich,Patricia, Rural and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan., 20

r95 ¡6¡¿.,29

196 Withrr, Glen,"Pattems and Building Blocks", in Northern Housine: Perqpectives in Design and

Construction., 34

197 6¡¿.,29
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Administrator for CMHC's Rural and Native Program in a personal interview. He

indicated an improvement in quality of Demo units with each ensuing year of the program.

Roulette stated "the quality of Demo units in 1988 was equivalent to Section 40 and private

sector homes."198 Although assessment of housing quality can be subjective, these

opinions offer encouragement.

There are occasions where construction quality has suffered, although skill levels

should not be blamed. Instead, material quality used can affect the end-product. As an

example, Deanna Lajambe, Researcher/ Analyst for the Manitoba Metis Federation claims

that "Section 40 units are housed with triple-pane windows, while Demo Units ¿1's ¡s¡."199

Harry Moore claims the reasoning for this is that "we are forced to keep Demo designs

simple to keep unit costs down to a minimum."2O0 Cost difficulties can affect material

selection, which in turn affect unit quality.

Comparative Evaluation:

Although all three programs outlined here have increased skill levels of participants in the

construction process, these were inconsistent in the Demonstration Program. There were

two contributing factors to this. First, the failure to include a theoretical information

approach as a part of the training process can be cited as a reason. ILTC has introduced

several innovative training programs that provide terrns of reference for organizations

involved with Aboriginals all over the country. Rocher claims that "in terms of training

programs, no one can touch us, ,we are the leader in ç*u6¿."201 Second, skill level

development in the Demonstration Program is heavily dependent upon the Construcúon

198 Rouleue, Gord, Personal Interview., January 15th, 1990

199 Lajambe, Deannq,Personal Interview., February lst' 1990

200 yoorr, ÍIarry,Personal Interview., January 15th, 1990

20t Rocher,R¿ne, @A!-!ntervi.ry., January 10th, 1990
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Manager. Because of his lead role in projects, a project's success can be determined by the

"willingness, ability and availabitity of the CM to undertake this task."202 Without a

competent CM, a project that otherwise offers potential for success can potentially fail.

Skills can also be obtained from involvement in subsequent projects. The tradesmen

involved in both DNS and ILTC work-forces become better tradesmen through experience

in construction operations in the same program: "the skills learned in the first project will

allow the client to subsequently build without supervision."2o3 1¡ addition to personal skill

development, skills are transferable in subsequent projects. This presents an advantage

self-help can provide if co-ordinated properly. Residents who obtain skills in one project

can assist in another, passing on knowledge to persons involved in the next project. Skill

transferabiliry is also applicable to future employment opportunities which was particularly

effective in the DNS and ITLC approaches. Although knowledge was transferred on

occasion ben¡i,een neighboring communities in the Demonstration Program, the applicability

of skills acquired in Demo self-help projects to employment is limited.

Skill levels as a prerequisite lvas an issue. ILTC required skill levels prior to

involvement. "All people working must be graduates of qualified programs."2M Streich

fails to make a specific reference to this in her evaluation of the DNS Program although she

does indicate that "when applicants are selected, DNS tries to ensure that they are employed

on house construction for some ¡i-r."205 The Demonsmdon Program however, requires

only motivation as a proglam prerequisite. "A high level of construction skills is not a

prerequisite of parricipation."206 CMHC accepted the skill level of Aboriginals and decided

202 Larsson Consulting l¡¿1, 1987 Monitoring of the RNH Demonsnation Prog¡am Volume 1: Proeram

Findings.,26
203 tø¡d.,32

204 Rocher,R¿¿¿, Personal Interview., January 10th, 1990

205 Streich,Parriclø. Ru¡al and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan., 13

206 Lorrro, Consulting f¡¿f., 1987 Monitoring of the RNH Demonstration Progr¿m Volume 1: Progmm
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to work around it. Through effective on-site raining techniques, housing quality was more

than adequate. The approach CMHC assumed made the Demo Program the most

accommodating of the three outlined. The potential existed, from a regulation standpoint,

for all community members to participate in the self-help process. This is not the case in

the DNS and ILTC approaches.

Summary and Conclusions:

Three programs were presented in this chapter illustrating varying approaches to skill

development in self-help housing. Although the Federal RNH Program incorporated some

self-help, the incidence was minimal. It was therefore necessary to review only approaches

assumed by the Department of Northern Saskatchewan in the mid-1970's, and both current

approaches: The Island Lake Tribal Council Self-help Demonstration Project; and the

CMHC Demonstration Program.

Each program approach was successful in addressing aspects related to self-help in

housing. In terms of skill level development and housing quality, all three methods were

effective. However, in an effort to address the wider social objective of community

economic development, DNS and ILTC northern work-force approaches offer a more

effective means. Employment and leadership skills were developed and transferred to other

northern remote communities, subsequently developing the economy and increasing

independence. Although the Demonstration Program offered little to skill transferability, it

proves to be more effective in enabling the entire community to participate in the

construction process. This ensures skill development realization for more than the

designated members of the work-forces of DNS and ILTC approaches. All three programs

fail to address the shortage in specialized contractors. Dependency on tradesman from

Findings., 26
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larger urban centres adds program costs. Training programs must address this through the

introduction of a diverse course curriculum that includes the plumbing and electrical trades.

This offers rationale for the ILTC approach, which can include specialized training

programs into its curriculum.

An effective rraining approach must consider all of these factors in a self-help project.

The approach assumed will depend on a number of factors, but none is more dominant than

the philosophical objectives of the organization involved. If its mandate intends to address

the maximum number of community members, the Demonstration Progtam approach

should be assumed. If it focuses on development of the northern regions of Canada, then

either the DNS or ILTC approaches are more appropriate.
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CHAPTER 6
THE POTENTIAL FOR SELF.HELP IN CANADA

Introduction:

Self-help has several economic cha¡acteristics that can potentially prevent its large-scale

adoption by public housing agencies. However, the current economic situation of

governments in Canada dictates that the role of self-help must be maintained, and also

increased in an effort to combat rising public deficits. The current role of households and

communities is limited to labour. Although this creates cost savings for governments, it

does not meet the full potential of self-help in housing. Governments can realize additional

cost savings through increased household involvement. This is highly dependent on the

human and f,rscal resources the community has to offer.

Economic Drawbacks:

past self-help projects have not always achieved success, leading some housing

analysts to question the actual cost savings self-help affords:

The use of 'sweat equity' has done almost nothing to reduce capital and subsidy cost of the

program. The houses built so far have been more expensive than existing public rental

housing, and the subsides are higher.zo7

207 Streich, Patricia,Rural and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan', l0
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In the majority of cases, government programs must balance budgets to avoid termination.

Self-help can also have detrimental affects on the economy of a community. Through

volunteer equity provision, self-help begins to remove labour requirements from the scope

of the Northern construction industry. A decrease in the already minimal amount of work

available occurs, increasing dependency on govemment social pro$ams. This illustrates

that:

...such savings through self-help have to be balanced against the employment provided by

construction. A large shift to self-help could only lead to an increased welfare roll. Any

social or personal benefis gained from the independence of building their own houses, would

be more than offset by the lack of jobs and dependence on the welfare cheque.z08

The acceptance of any approach in public housing programs is dependent on its ability to

reahze economic benefits. These factors listed here do not offer encouraging characteristics

of self-help.

Hidden Costs:

In a self-help program there are costs that are not assigned to the particular unit but are

borne by public housing agencies. These can be considered as hidden costs which are

highly dependent on two factors: community isolation which includes travel costs of staff

and materials; and administrative requirements which includes supervisory costs.

Isolati.on Factors:

Northern remote locations aÍe more expensive to service due to their extreme distance

from manufacturing centres. A large number of Aboriginal communities are isolated,

presenting unique obstacles:

208 tb¡d., tq
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The expenses and difficulty of communication and coordination of time and position during

all phases of housing administration present unique problems; and this often conflicts with

the "time is money" business philosophy. 209

Increased distance can equate to increased program costs.

Isolated areas are usually characterized by sparse populations which contributes to three

obstacles to self-help. First, sparse populations oniy require limited amounts of materials.

This forces housing agencies to purchase materials at cost, unable to realize the cost

savings of bulk purchasing. Streich claims that:

...disceconomies would be involved in purchase and shipping small amounts of materials to

remote locations. The same material supply problem would arise with small groups as an

individual. It would be almost impossible for people to buy small bits of materials and

finish houses as they could afford ¡¡. 210

The self-help process dictates that materials are required only when the household can

afford them. This results in increased program costs in remote areas as "the lack of volume

of building in scattered communities means that few economies of scale can be ¡¿¿."211

Unfortunately, the geographic isolation of remote communities makes this difficult, due to

the inability to achieve economies of scale. Without economies of scale, self-help savings

will be reduced substantially. Second, sparse populations requiring a limited number of

housing units can increase salaries of qualifred labour. This occurs because self-help is "an

intensive labour process and since the numbers of units per project are small, there a¡e no

economies of scale."212 Third, sparse populations limit the availability of human resources

for volunteer equity provision, especially affecting households unable to provide the

209 74t¡¡¡¿¡, Glen,"Pattems and Building Blocks", in Northem Housine: Perspectives in Desigr and

Construction., 34

210 Streich, Patricia,Rural and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan., 15

2lr Withrr, Glen,"Pattems and Building Blocks", in Northem Housing: Perspectives in Desien and

Construction.,35
212 Streich, Patricia,Rural and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan., l0
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required labour. Created is a hidden cost resulting from the additional capital outlay

required to hire tradesman from outside the community.

Administrative Costs:

Administrative costs are required in all government operated projects. Two examples

include: project costing and financing, which requires qualified staff; and project

implementation stages that require qualified managerial and secretarial staff. Through self-

help in particular, additional expenditures are required for supervisory roles, provided in

the Demonstration Program by Construction Managers . Their presence is vital to the

success of setf-help programs, especially in "their functions as trainers and motivators of

the clients."2l3 Ç6ns¡1¡ction manager salaries are assumed by the program, adding another

hidden cost.

Short-term / Long-term Economic Factors:

A potential deterrent to an increased role for self-help in the public housing industry is

the short-term approach governments take on expenditures. Politicians afe accountable for

their actions to the electorate, forcing them to pursue programs that promise short-term

economic retgms. Self-help programs require substantial amounts of initial capital, and do

not normally demonstrate substantial benefits over the short-term. These characteristics do

not make self-help aPPealing.

Furthermore, the long-term benefits of self-help are not always guaranteed. Savings on

maintenance provide an example. Proponents of self-help contend maintenance costs will

decrease because of involvement in the constn¡ction of the unit. The psychological

connection benveen the client and the unit will encourage on-going maintenance and repair.

213 ¡orrsln Consulting ¿¡¿., 1987 Monitoring of the RNH Demonstration Program Volume 1: Program

Findings., ii
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Although this is possible, other factors may prevent maintenance expenditures. The

majority of clients in public housing progmms are low-income. This situation forces them

to prioritize their income for daily living expenses (already extreme due to the high cost of

living), thus creating a scenario where maintenance and repairs become secondary. Carter

substantiates this claim:

...there is considerable skepticism that this (setf-help) will eliminate the need for assistance

with the maintenance and repair over the longer term. Some units would still deteriorate

rapidly, and households, or communities, would be back asking for assistance.2l4

The witl to maintain the unit may be strong, but monetary incentives can prevent action.

This demonstrates additional rationale for the implementation of alternative approaches

to financing. The introduction of up-front grants or the total write-off of mortgages in self-

help projects will temove a substantial expenditure from the client budget, leaving

disposable income:

Removing mortgage payments should free up income that individuals can devote to

maintenance. The revenues communities collect should also increase as they should have

more control over the collection o¡ tnt¡s. 2 15

While the removal of the mortgage payment affords its own benefits, auxiliary difficulties

are created. The introduction of up-front grants and / or the total write-off of mortgages

will also encounter the short-term / long-term economic factors of any govenìment operated

program. Both are very capital intensive which is likely to foster a reluctant anitude

amongst government agencies. Although capital costs are reduced through provision of

labour, costs are quite high. Furthermore, the introduction of up-front grants or the total

write-off approach in self-help housing creates a need for additional expenditures in

addition to capital directed at new stock. To avoid animosities that may occur amongst

214 C*trr, Dr. Tom,Rural and Native Issues Paper., Submitted to CMHC, 18

215 ¡6¡¿.,15
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owners of existing stock in arrears, CMHC has entertained the total write-off of all

exístíng porrfolio. Ken Cassin, Director of Planning and Resea¡ch at MHRC maintains

that:

If there were th¡ee self-help units added to a given community with the total write-off

approach in effect, then the existing stock that were for example, mortgaged Section 40

homes, would have to be written off also, othen¡¿ise it would appear inequitable. The process

would take several years and lots of money.216

In an effort to provide all communities with access to the Demonstration Program, the

write-off of the total portfolio must be entertained. Harry Moore, Officer and Contract

Administrator for the Rural and Native Program, indicates that this approach would cost

CHMC:

...approximately $80,000 a unit. This adds up when you consider the existing stock out

there. There are over 1200 CMHC homes in Manitoba alone. That's not including the urban

Native Program and units provided solely by MltRC. 217

At this cosr rhe total write-off of existing portfolio would be difficult to implement.

The Cost Advantages of True Self-Help:

Regardless of the disadvantages of self-help outlined here, governments have adopted

the concept on a national basis. Although successes in the Demonstration Program

illustrate that self-help can contribute to public housing, the future of capital intensive social

programs are bleak as governments continue to decrease spending. This illustrates a

potential for two trends: an increase in the role of self-help within the public housing

industry; and an increase in the roles of individuals and communities in the self-help

process, moving slowly towa¡ds true self-help, as defined by Rowe. True self-help offers

2L6 Cassin, Ken, Personal Interview., January 1lth, 1990

217 Moore, H*ry,Personal Interview., January 15th, 1990
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a great potential for cost savings for governments. Governments will decrease costs as

they begin to increase the role of the community. Currently, self-help offers the cost

saving potential in several areas including: savings on inputs; savings on overheads and

profits; savings through avoidance of mortgage financing; and savings through interest

rates and charges.

Savings on Inputs:

Savings on inputs include two factors: land; and labour. Savings in land can only be

rea\ized by those self-buitders who purchase their own. Rowe indicates the average

savings on land is approximately $1000. This saving is possible because land can be

purchased from relatives. The second saving in this category is on labou¡. He cites the

P.E.I. projects as an example where 42Vo of the labour was provided by the clients. This

amounted to $7,150 in savings. On average:

...labour makes up about a third of the cost of the house, or around S10,000. Substitution of
the owner's labour could reduce the cost of the house. Savings to the govemment in

subsidy costs could be considera61s.218

Total savings in both land and labour amount to $8,150.

Savings on Overleads and Profits:

In addition to savings on production of the home, there is the potential for savings on

the organizational phases. According to Rowe, "overhead, margins on materials and

labour, and profits are added whenever a general contractor is hired. These are usually

about 10 percent of construction costs."2l9 kr the P.E.I. case, the savings on organization

was approximately $5,500.

218 5¡rr¡r¡, Patricia,Rural and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan., 14

219 p6p¿,Ánd), Self-Build: The Informal Sector and Housing Policy in Canada., 13
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Savings Through Avoidance of Mortgage Financing:

The mortgage instrument traditionally provides a means to purchase a commodity well

beyond the potential of the average person's income. V/ith self-build, pa:ticipation reduces

costs and potentially the need to finance:

While some informal sector households choose to take advantage of the lower costs to build

larger dweilings, others welcome the savings and find that the gap between current income and

savings and the cost of their dwelling is not as large as to require mortgage financing. They

often use a number of financing sources and finance at a far lower proportion of the total

Qower) costs of their dwelling. [In fact,] self-builden are far less likely to use mortgage

financing.22o

A survey of self-builders in Colchester County, Nova Scotia illustrates this. Results

showed thatT2.lVo of 1981-83 starts were not residually financed (or financed by

organizations other than the self-builder). This enables Rowe to conclude:

Self-builders have a more secure hold on their dwelling not orily because they are less likely

to use debt financing but also because of the lower costs úo þ financed alrd more conservative

financing strategies; they indenture a lower proportion of the value of their dwelling. 221

Sweat equity required increases the owner's equity in the housing unit, which decreases the

need for residual (mortgage) financing.

Savings on Interest Chnrges:

Given that self-builders are less likely to mortgage finance, they are also less likely to

be affected by mortgage rate increases. In a hypothetical situation, interest rates of a

housing unit produced a¡e increased by 4Vo, from t2Vo to 16%o. He states, while:

...the impact on self-builders is significant, it is not as great as it is for industry produced

housing. twhitel access through self-building is reduced by 10.67o with the increase in

interest rates, lit is] reduced by 14.37o for industry produced housing.222

220 ¡6¿¿.,7
22r 6¡¿,11
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Interest charges will also be reduce through self-help. A reduction in both the amount,

and the necessity for mortgage financing reduces interest charges. It is also logical to

assume that self-builders will be affected less by interest rates if the amortization period is

less due to the decreased mortgage amount required.

Potential for Involvement:

CMHC's Demonstration Program currently limits the potential for true self-help which

subsequently limits the potential for its associated cost savings. Several factors contribute

to the failure of CMHC to involve residents in every stage of the housing process

including: the current level of skill development of the individual; the family status of the

individual (single mothers may have pressing maternal responsibilities that prevent them

from participating); and the age of the individual (frail seniors may have difficulty assisting

in rhe construction process); the physical status of the individual (physically or mentally

disabled persons may have difficulty providing sweat equity as well). These factors may

preclude involvement in true self-help or any one stage of the process. The following

section outlines the curent degree of involvement in the public housing indusbry, and the

potential northern remote Aboriginals offer according to the deterrents outlined here.

Rowe's model of the housing process will be used to provide a framework for this

discussion.

Acquisition of Land:

Varying ownership of land affects this stage of the housing process. There are three

ownership types: personal, community and Crown land. The most common scenario

involves the Crown. In these cases, CMHC and its provincial affiliates

222 ¡6¡¿.,26
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will not provide housing assistance unless tenure is negotiated between the client and the

Crown. According to Gordon Roulette, "very rarely does CMHC have to acquire the land,

although CMHC has paid for surveying to sub-divide on occasion."223 In some cases, the

community utilizes their political position as a bargaining tool with the Crown in an effort

to acquire title and / or lease to the land. In Baden, Manitoba, Mayor Leon Guiboche was

faced with this option. Guiboche explains:

Northem Affairs just gave us title to the land. The guy came to me and told us we had to

move. I told him we would be glad to but he'd have to pay the moving expenses. In six

weeks they gave us title to thelnd. Dl

Guiboche used his position as Mayor to bargain for the land required. In other

communities, such as Homebrook, Manitoba, either the household or the community holds

title to the land. This is the most appropriate relationship for self-help, as it avoids

bureaucratic or financial difficulties.

This inconsistent ownership environment means savings on the acquisition of land are

very variable Households and / or communities appreciate savings in a private and

communal ownership situation. In the squatting to own and and outright lease situations,

while the household saves capital investment, the Crown stands to assume costs associated

with the value of the land itself. The financial burden of this transfer is lessened somewhat

by the low land values in remote communities. The majority of Crown Lands transferred

are in non-market areas, making them less atfractive to outside investors. While

governments lose equity, they lose only properties limited in value, while at the same time

contributing to the social good. Lands under formal title will also generate tax revenue that

otherwise could not have been collected in the squatting situation.

In conclusion, the indívidual and or communiry can participate in the acquisitíon of

223 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January 3lst, 1990

224 6u¡6or¡e, Leon,Personal Interview., February lst, 1990
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land, but given the variable status of lant. ownership ín remote northern communities,

savings will also vary. The savings on land Rowe reþrs to in the previous section are

only realized if the Crown is not involved. Where Crown lan"ds are used, cost will be

borne by governtnent and nat the individual, who will subsequently realize cost savings.

Planníng of tlæ Proiect and Obtaining Approvals and Permits

Both planning of the project and obtaining approvals and permits are areas where

individuals can participate. While an individual requires some degree of skill level

development to effectively facilitate the planning process in these environments, a shortage

of skills does not preclude an individual "from becoming involved in the planning process

to encourage an interface between the planner and the local resides¡."225 The acquisition of

permits, however requires certified personnel for legal reasons. In reserve communities,

"rhe Band hires a contractor to obtain building pennits."226 Although the cost is minimal,

the absence of qualified staff precludes communities from participating.

It would appear that the potential exists for community participation ín the planníng of

the project and obtaining of approvals and permits, but gíven the current degree of skill

level in northern remote communities, this ís somewhøt limíted.

Costing andFínancíng:

The costing of a project also requires "a certain degree of skill level developmen¡."227

ILTC, as an example, has a person on staff that provides financial break-downs of each

project. The average client currently lacks skill development and experience to conduct a

financing process. According to Rocher, "financing a project is a very complicated

process, the guy we have on staff has been doing that for yaars."228 Again, the individual

225 Cassin, Ken, Personal Interview., January 1lttt, 1990

226 Rocher,R¿¿e, &[sg¡al-lûçrviq., January 10th, 1990

227 Cassin, Ken, Personal Interview., January 1 I th, 1990
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will have to rely on government agencies for this responsibility at presenr In the future, as

the community develops indirectly from both training progtams and skills attained in the

self-help process, more qualified persons from the community will be able to assume this

task.

The financing of a self-help project will likely require the presence of government. The

limited capital base of most Aboriginal communities prevents them from participating in this

stage, regardless of the long-term economic development achieved through self-help.

Northern remote regions lack the resources necessary for complete independence from

government subsidy. The provision of capital for self-help housing projects is not an

exception. The current reluctance of lending institutions to finance remote Aboriginal

communities, particularly those with the absence of a functional housing market, also adds

rationale for the presence of government in this category. Government can either provide

capital necessary of insure mortgages.

The potential for involvement in this stage is also limited becawe of the current degree

of skills of residents in these communities. If taining is provided this siruation will

improve. The actual financíng of a project ís a far more complex íssue. The communiry

will not be able to particípate ín this process until the very long-term, if at all. Communiry

economic development is a long drawn out process that will not solve all dfficulties

e nc o unter e d by c ommunitie s .

General Confractíng:

The consensus amongst officials interviewed, illustrated that the majority of Aboriginal

people are best suited to involvement in the general contracting stages. This does not

preclude qualified individuals from participating in the first three stages of Rowe's model at

present. Instead, it demonstrates that the majority of Aboriginals are more suited to the

228 Rocher,Rene, Pglsglallffgrdgg,., January 10th, 1990
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general contracting stage. Having said this, it is necessary to outline the three sub-

categories Rowe includes:

t . Administrativ e and F innncial T asl<s I nc luding Sub -C o ntracting :

Administrative duties of the housing process require some degree of skill development

and financial securiry. Concerning sub-contracting, the household may lack the knowledge

of management techniques necessary to facilitate housing activity. The household may also

lack the financial means to meet the legal requirements of public housing agencies for sub-

contracting. Adam Schiissler, consultant to the MMF explains: "All projects valued at over

$3000 musr be tendered by invitation, while all projects valued at over $25,000 must be

tendered after they are advertised through the medi4."229 This precludes local Native

constnrcrion companies from participating in the bidding process. To bid for a project, the

contractor must be bonded which precludes a large number of community companies that

are not large enough to achieve this status.

The individual household is limited ín this role. The conununiry, however, offers a

pool of both human and financial resources necessary for participation in this stage.

Unþrtunately, this rationale is only applícable to a select nunber of northern remote

Aboriginal convnunities. The economic status of most is bleak. Communiry operated

construction compantes will not be able to particípate in self-help proiects unless they are

awarded the job through the formal bídding process. This prevents the ffue essence of

self-help from being achieved. The potential to develop skills of local northerners and the

local economy is rnt realízed because of the requirernents of tlæ tenderíng process.

ii. Organízation and Provision of Materials:

The organization and provision of materials is an important part of the housing process.

229 Schässler, Adam,Personal Interview., February 7th, L990
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If properly administered at the local level, great cost savings can be achieved.

Unfortunately, small community size and isolated location preclude housing agencies from

realizing cost savings in this area. There are two methods to overcome this obstacle:

through the purchasing of materials in bulk; and through what is known as "piggy-

backing".

Streich indicates that bulk purchasing has been attempted in the past: "the Department of

Northern Saskatchewan, [1976] achieves considerable savings on material costs by buying

in bulk, stocþiling and shipping in bulk."230 1¡is is also occurring in some capacities

today. Organizations have oriented their approaches to bulk materials purchasing and

provision. Central material yards are used to co-ordinating purchases through the

packaging of tendered materials for shipment. The Island Lake Tribal Council has utilized

the idea in co-ordinating housing activities for a large number of reserves throughout the

province of Manitoba:

All materials arc sent to this yard for division and packaging. The trusses are built on-site.

From there the packages are delivered to each community as an individual unit. This saves

time and money due to decreased labour costs. Therc are also other advantages including

decreased maærial loss and the decreased risk of dam agi.3r

This has been a difficult operation to co-ordinate. Although the communities Rocher refers

to are in the same proximity, the communities have intense cultural differences:

It was very difficult to get all the reserves in the Island Lake area to agree on the

establishment of a yard. The reason these communities separated from each other years ago

was because of differences in opinion in religion. But once we presented the advantages of a

yard to them, they frrally agreed just last year Llgïgl.232

While the presence of cultural or religious differences may inhibit co-ordination between

230 Streich, Patricia, Rural and Remote Housine in Saskatchewan' 15

231 Roch"r,R¿ne, &!ga!--I!.terview.., January 10th, 1990

232 Rocher,R¿n¿, Personal Interview., January 101¡, 1990
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communities, the ILTC scen¿ìrio indicates success can be reahzrÅ,.

CMHC has established a simila¡ materials yard for the Demonstration Program. After

purchasing all materials in bulk through the tender process, CMHC sends them to one

central location for packaging in much the same fashion ILTC does. According to

Schiissler, "we tender all materials at once, package them in one yard, and then deliver

them right to the sight."233 CMHC might consider devolving this responsibility to the

community as they develop the skills necessary to administrate the tendering process.

Again, it may be more feasible for CHMC to establish and subsequently operate the yard in

the initiat stages of the progam until the necessary skills are developed.

Economies of scale can also be provided by large supply companies. It may be more

appropriate for CMHC to discuss 'piggy-backing'with major supply companies (Beaver

and McDiarmid Lumber for example). It is not uncommon for these companies to supply

large housing projects with lumber and all necessary materials in large-scale housing

development projects. If CMHC / MHRC plan to develop a small number of self-help

projects, they can achieve economies of scale by requesting the lumber company to add the

required number of homes to thefu already substantial amount. Although Adam Schiissler

agrees that this approach may achieve the economies of scale pursued, he is somewhat

reluctant because of its legal ramifications. He claims the approach

...may work, but you might run into difficulties with the tendering. You have to stay within

the rules when you are dealing with public money. The tendering process must be

implemented when materials are valued at over $3000.00 by invitation. When it is over

$25,000, it must be pubticly tendered by a bonded contractor.234

While the public tender process protects the interests of the tax-payer, it prevents local

groups from participating in this stage of the process. Public housing agencies are

commonly forced to awa¡d contracts to non-local companies on the basis of lowest bid.

233 Schässler, Adam,Personal Interview., February 7th, 1990

na b¡¿.,February 7rh, r99O
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Although this problem may be difficult to overcome, a review of the public tendering

process may be necessary.

Time delays are also an issue in remote communities. The delivery of supplies to

remote communities can be difficult due to the inaccessibility. Several remote communities

are accessible only in certain periods throughout the year commonly known as "fime

windows."235 ¡4¿¡srials and supplies can be delivered only during these time windows

which falls in the summer by boat and the winter by winter roads. This could create delays

in scheduling in remote communities. Surprisingly in some cases, time delays have

worked to the advantage of self-help housing. Gord Roulette claims that:

...if there is a delay its usually only about two days. It would actually help getting the

whole project done because I would get the work-men to go on to each unit in the community

to work up to a certain level before proceeding to the next stage on any particular unit. This

guaranteed that all units were completed, and compleæd at the sarne ¡i-". 236

In this case, the isolated location of some communities will actually work to the advantage

of self-help.

Regardless, several factors currently prevent local communities from panicipating. The

difficulties with tendering, cross-cultu¡al differences and time limitations create obstacles

that require public housing agencies to retain their lead role in this stage in the short-term.

As community involvement develops, cost savings can be realized through the adoption of

material purchasing in bulk quantities. The establishment of decentralized materials yards

and the adoption of piggy-backing can be effective methods for local organizations to

assume.

Participatíon in this process can occur through the establisltnent of a local housing

organization. Thís will provide the apparatus necessary to co-ordinate bulk purchnsing,

decentralized materials yards, and piggy-backíng. This will not be possible until the

235 ¡o¡or,5r, Deanna,Personal Interview., Februa¡y lst' 1990

236 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January 3lst, 1990
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pttblíc tendering process is reviewed.

iii. Organizatíon and Provision of Labour:

In the Demonstration Program, the provision of labour represents the stage where most

participation occurs. Clients participate in every stage of the non-specialized construction

process. For health and safety reasons, CMHC requires specialized tradesman to conduct

all plumbing and electrical work. The absence of qualified individuals in the electrical and

plumbing fields prevents communities from saving on labour costs as they are imported

from larger urban centes. There are exceptions:

For example, Norway House, [a northem Manitoba Indian reserye], has plumbing and

electrical contractors in the reserve and at Cross Lake. Cross Lake also has qualified

carpenters. These communities are not as common as those that do not have qualified

contractors.ã7

An increase in training programs oriented towards specialized trades is a logical solution,

but in the short-term, authorities are forced to rely on outside assistance.

Time delays with sub-contractors present difficulties, presenting more rationale for the

implementation of northern training programs oriented towards specialty trades such as

plumbing and electrical. In The Bluff Road, Manitoba, the construction of a unit was held

up for over a month over the holiday season. The plumber and electrician were not

prepared to work on the unit until after the Christmas holidays which prevented area

residents from dry-walling the unit. If more qualified tradesman were available to self-help

projects, the frequency with which this occurs would be minimal.

Building inspectors are also a factor in any housing project. Federal building

inspectors are required to visit the construction site to determine if units meet National

Building Code Standards. This adds administrative costs to the project, essentially

237 Moore, Harry,Personal Interview., January 15th, 1990
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increasing each individual unit cost. This role does not preclude local community members

from parricipating as "any carpenter with experience could write the [building inspectors]

test and pass, its relatively straight-forw*¿."238 Once training programs are implemented

and area residents graduate from carpentry courses, they will become eligible for the

CMHC Housing Inspector Test. The test is a three part exam: three hours written; a one

hour practical application; and a fwenty minute oral test.

This relationship would not necessarily decrease the unit costs of the project, as a local

resident would have to be paid the same as a CMHC provided inspector would. Aboriginal

operated local housing authorities could assume the responsibility for inspection of thei¡

own units, but in the initial stages of development, govemment housing agencies would be

required to pay for the costs of northern supervisors. This cost may evenftally be assumed

by the local housing authority, in the event of community development. This approach

would afford the self-build project with an intensive, hands-on approach to inspecting.

Previously, CM's doubling up as inspectors at the same time were not available for

supervisory purposes. This scenario could be overcome by providing a local, qualified

person with inspector status. It is fair to assume that favoritism will inhibit the ability of a

local CM to objectively evaluate a project. To ensure this is limited, the Aboriginal CM /

Inspector could be co-hired by CHMC and the Aboriginal housing authority. Social

benefits will also be realized including increased leadership skills.

The provision of labour is currently available with the exception of the specialized

trades. Until training conrses oriented at this group are ímplemented, remote communities

are forced to pursue specialized tradesmanfrom outside the communiry.

238 Rocher,Ren¿, Pgrsolal-lrElyieq., January 10th, 1990
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Cost Savings Through Self-Help:

The failure of governments to involve residents in all stages of the housing process

prevents them from realizing the cost saving potential of true self-help. Program costs

were outlined by Rowe in his assessment of self-build for primarily middle-income

earners, and La¡sson Consulting Limited in thei¡ review of the Demonstration Program.

Through the Demonstration Program, self-help "reduced the cost of a housing unit from the

$80,000 conventional public price tag to approximately $45,000."239 This equates

approximately, to a 45Vo redtuctton in costs. Andy Rowe claimed that "the average informal

secror dwelling cost $50,000 while the formal averages $70,000 equating to a $20,000

difference."24O Ro1¡ss's self-help unit reduced the cost by approximately 30Vo, while the

Demonstration Program reduction is claimed to be 457o. Self-help in both cases also

reduced the monthly mortgage payment. In Rowe's self-help, the monthly payment was

reduced from $834.31 to $595.95. In the Demonstration Program, CMHC realizes a

monrhly payment reduction from $953.50 to $536.34. The client in this case, realizes a

total saving because there is no mortgage payment requirement. Where there is a mortgage

requirement, self-help increases accessibility to adequate housing for low and moderate

income persons through a reduction in monthly payments. These figures are illustrated in

the following table.(See Table *E)

Although it appears that government involvement has been a more effective method of

cost reduction, the true potential of self-help was not achieved. Large fiscal expenditures

are required in the Demonstration Program while through true self-help, government

involvement is not normally required. This is due largely to the approach undertaken

through the Demonstration Program: the household and / or community is responsible for

239 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January 3lst, 1990

240 po*r,.Andy, Self-Build: The Informal Sector and Housing Policy in Canada.,26
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constn¡ction of the unit, with the exception of those activities that rcquire specialized

tradesman (ie. plumbing and electrical). In Rowe's self-build informal approach, the

household and I sr communiry can potentially panicipate in every stage of the process, thus

removing hidden costs such as travel expenses for supervisors and specialized tradesman,

interim financing interest charges etc. These responsibilities are assumed by CMHC in

addition to the original capital cost of the mortgage. Furtherrnore, CMHC does not realize

any rcvenue after constn¡ction because of the absence of a mortgage.

Table #8: Cost Savings Through Self-Help
Mortgages calculated over 25 year ammtization period at 14.25 7o (lvlay, 1990). Calculations

consider only Prirrciple and Interest Calculations exclude prqerty taxes.

*This figure provided by CMHC Winnipeg office, includes extra contributions such as

CMHC time and expenses, and removes the highly variable land and service costs.

øCurrently, there is no mtrtgage requirement in tlþ CMHC Demonstration Program

(Source: Calculated from information provided by CMHC Winnipeg
OfTTce and Self-Build: The Informal Sector and Housing Policy in
Canada., p. 26)

Rowe CMHC Demonstration Program

Self-Builder Government Client

Conventional Unit Cost $70,000.00 $80,000.00 $80,000.00

Monthly Payment
Conventional Unlt

$834.31 $953.50 $9s3.s0

Self-Help Unit Cost $50,000.00 $45,000.00* Labour Provision

Monthly Payment
Self-Help Unit

$s95.95 $s36.34 ø

Total Capital Cost
Savings

$20,000.00 $35,000.00 $80,000.00

Total Monthly Payment
Cost Savings

$238.36 $417.16 $953.s0
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The individual curently benefits far more economically through the Demonstration

Program than through the Rowe perspective. Unfortunately the future of the highly capital

intensive Demo Program is in doubt, given the restrained economic climate of

governments. For self-help to survive this trend within the public realm, increased

devolvement of responsibilities from program administrators to the community must occur.

If true self-help is successful its cost savings will be realizedn while relieving the public tax

system in the process. The cost savings currently realized by governments will

consequently be transferred to the household and / or community while at the same time,

decreasing government expenditures.

The philosophy behind self-help is that it creates a cost savings. Logically, the more

the household participates in the housing process, the more savings are realized. This is

not entirely ffue in nonhern remote Aboriginal communities given the human and fiscal

limitations of its residents. This demonstrates a need for community involvement in the

self-help process. Increased community involvement can equate to an accumulation of skill

levels necessary to effectively facilitate the process.

Summary and Conclusions:

Regardless of the various drawbacks associated with the self-help concept,

governments must promote self-help in the context of the public housing indusury. It offers

several advantages, outlined in Chapter Two that can be realized by governments in the

initial stages of development. The restrained fiscal environment of Canadian governments

dictates that devolution of housing process responsibilities to the community will continue.

In this new envi¡onment, both the household and community can begin to realize the

benefits of seH-help at the local level.
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Currently, low skill levels and fiscal shortages preclude individual households from

participating in the entire housing process as defined by Rowe. This demonstrates that

alternative sources of resources, other than governments, have to be considered. The

community offers this potential. To achieve the benefits of true self-help, the community

must be prepared to facilitate the housing process in an effort to develop a adequate

community housing stock and to develop the community economy.
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CHAPTER 7
THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY IN SELF-HELP

More than at any time in our history we

have the material and human resources to

fulfill our promise as a northem people, a

northem civilization. 24 1

R. F. Keith andJ.B.Wright

Introduction:

The extent northern remote Aboriginal people can feasibly participate in the overall

housing process, both on an individual and communal basis, can vary substantially. The

cturent status of these communities generally limits individuals to the labour provision

stage of the process. Self-help is an intensive process that requires a certain degree of skill

level development and fiscal strength. There are also stages in the process that require

some degree of skill development. Where clients lack these qualities, it may be more

effective to rely on the community to fill the role, due to its more diverse talent pool.

An organizational planning approach is required to co'ordinate and facilitate community

participation in all stages of the housing process as defined by Rowe. Locally integrated

development will provide the direction necessary to achieve this status. Currently, a Tri-

Level Task Force has been established to review the feasibility of a devolvement of

responsibility to local communities. This illustrates a political will to enable communities to

241 yr¡¡, R.F. andWrightJ.B.,Northern Transitions., 56
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co-ordinate their own community development.

The Importance of Community Involvement to Self-help:

Community involvement is necessary in self-help for four reasons. First, community

involvement is an essential ingredient in an effective self-helo :rogram as it logically

decreases costs to governments and increases skill levels. Second, community

involvement can pressure other residents into maintaining a good community standard:

...it appears that community groups have played useful economic roles by maintaining

contact with their communities and fostering sound household management and budgeting.

Examples were noted (during interviews) of families making payments on trucks and

snowmobiles, but not on their house, which was taken for granted. Community groups

assist in modifying the anitudes of their own people. 242

Third, the labour requirement of self-help can preclude some residents from participating:

single-mothers; and seniors. The community can ensure this is overcome through

assistance. Fourth, resident participation can develop the community beyond its dependent

status through the pooling of both human and fiscal resources.

Examples of True Self-Help:

While tn¡e self-help is difficult to achieve in northern remote communities, there are

cases where residents have built homes without government assistance. In Cormorant,

Manitoba "one individual has built his house entirely by himself, free of government

funding. He has a saw mill and does odd jobs to pay for materials as he requires ¡t"-."243

Another example where true self-help is evident is on Matheson Island. Matheson Island

242 y¡¿¿¡¿¡6n, Charles, Self-Help Comoonenrs in Housing Delivery., 59

2ß La¡ambe, Deanna,Personal Interview., February lst, 1990
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was charactenzed by delapitated housing conditions and a depressed economy. Area

residents decided to join together to develop the community without a great deal of

government assistance. With the help of a saw mill and the traditional hunting and fishing

trades, the community was able to generate enough capital to rebuild the community

housing stock. According to Deanna Lajambe, Researcher/ Analyst for the MMF, "single-

mothers, unable to help in the construction process, provided meals to laborers. It is quite

a success."24

These communities had several advantages the majority of northern remote

communities lack. In Cormorant, "in addition to the saw mill potential, there is some

tourism involved due to fishing in the area. In fact, the entire community has a reputation

for being quite indusg'ioor"245 This is illustrated in the following photograph showing

residents and housing officials during a sod-turning ceremony.(See Photograph #1)

Many of Canada's northern remote regions currently have little economic base on

which to build. The cost of living is extremely high, making it difficult to pay for daily

living expenses. In Sheridan, Manitoba, a ride into Cranberry Portage "can cost up to

$120.00. These taxi rides are necessary to do something simple like the laundry. The ride

is expensive because the only road to travel on is in terrible condition."246 (See

Photograph #2) A logical solution to this problem may be to purchase a clothing

washer, but even this altemative has its difficulties as a significant percentage of northem

residents cannot afford the expenditure. Where residents have the purchasing power, they

are unable to operate a modern clothing washer because the majority of housing units are

not equipped with modern utilities such as running water or electric power. This, amongst

other factors, limits the potential for total participation in the housing process.

2M ru¡d.,February lst, 1990

2a5 ¡6¿¿.,February lst, 1990

246 5ro¡r,Ed, Personal Interview., February 7th, 1990
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Photograph #1: Cormorant, Manitoba

Source: Manitoba Metis Federation Photograph Library

Photograph #2: Sheridan Road, Manitoba

Source: Manitoba Metis Federation Photograph Library
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Self-Help and Locally Integrated Development (LID):

Currently, government housing agencies co-ordinate the majority of activities outlined

in Rowe's housing process stages. CMHC, MHRC, and the MMF conduct the various

tasks involved in stages one through three, and par:ts of four. The presence of poor

economic conditions and low skill levels in the majority of northern remote Aboriginal

communities illustrate a need for government involvement until these conditions improve:

...some communities could participate more than others, but the majority will require

government assistance. It is necessary to retain the current degree of govemment

involvement.247

Although self-help through the Demonstration Program develops skills, their applicability

to the entire self-help process is questionable.

This offers strong rationale for the implementation of a locally integrated development

strategy alongside self-help in housing. A locally integrated planning scheme can work in

concert with self-help to effectively accentuate self-help's potential to develop skills and the

economy. Although self-help can achieve success on its orvn, an LID strategy must be

introduced to complement self-help. According to Ken Cassin, with self-help and locally

inte grated development:

There is a mutual benefit involved. They are perfectly consistent. There is not necessarily a

dependency, but they will assist each other. MHRC is currently considering community

based approaches to housing.248

A community approach to housing will assist in the development of the skills necessary to

achieve true self-help.

Chapter Four outlined the need for community involvement in the design process. The

same rationale can be applied to the housing process in general. According to Ken Cassin,

247 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January i5th, 1990

248 Cassin, Kez, Personal Interview., January 11th, 1990
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MHRC advocates community p articip ation becau se :

They are far bener prepared to address the housing issues of their communities. A community

development scheme can act as a good apparatus for housing delivery including participation

in design, construction, ownership and manage¡1s¡¡.249

This offers an excellent opportunity for Aboriginal communities to develop, utilizing the

community as a resource.

There is a consensus amongst the academic community, and those interviewed, that an

LID Strategy is an effective method to revitalize a community. Involving residents in a

grass-roots approach to economic development can be beneficial to both the community and

the individual, while more effectively utilizing the community's talent pool. This will

enable the community to participate in more than just the general construction activity

stages. Although a communal approach to self-help in housing will assist in the labour

provision stage, it can not develop the community on its own. It must work as only a part

of a more pervasive system.

Locally Integrated Development Defined:

LID will not develop the self-help process but it will help develop the skills necessary

to facilitate the housing process. Furthermore, LID can develop the skills necessary to

participate in large-scale development projects. Traditionally, southern governments and

corporations have directed large-scale development projects at northern regions that catered

little to local labour forces. Keith and Wright contend: "It is frequently forgotten that these

communiúes have not had sufficient time to develop locally the human and institutional

capacity to respond positively to large-scale initiativs5."250 This has contributed to the

2a9 ¡6¡¿.,January I 1rh, 1990

250 yr¡¡, R.F. and WriehtJ.B., Northem Transitions., 56
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inability of Aboriginals to transcend from social dependency. A locally integrated

development strategy can develop the social aspects of a community before any large-scale

projects are assumed. This will provide a responsible, confident labour force that can

contribute to these projects and the enthe housing process.

Locally integrated development focuses on the local human resource. Keith and Wright

outline the LID philosophy:

It is orienæd to identifying and developing the local human and natural resource base, to

matching the scope of private and public invesunent to the potential of the community, and

to preparing communities to take advantage of major development when it occurs. 251

The following list, provided by Keith and Wright outlines some basic assumptions on the

locally based integrated development processes :

i. The development process must begin where people are, even if that means starting with

basic literacy.

ii. Local initiative and responsibility are essential to healthy seif-respect and to successful

community endeavors.

üi. There will be an initiating role for govemment in the early stages when communities

need assistance in raising the level ofconsciousness and awareness oflocal people, and

when they require organizational skills.

iv. The govemment must become a support / resource / response mechanism to the

community and its initiatives.

v. Programmes and services should be administered at a local level wherever population

numbers, the resource base, or technological requirements permit.

vi. Development endeavors will cost less, be more efficient, and enjoy more responsible

local involvement if the community is in a position to initiate, manage, and control the

development

vii. The development approach must make provision for a regional component to deliver

services to people in unorganized areas.

viii.Economic development is an essential part of local development progr¿rmming if any

significant change from present conditions is to take place. However, economic

oppornrnity is seen as one of a constellation of factors that must be present.

ix. Not every remote communiry can develop a viable economic base if the uzual criteria are

applied. However, there are many communities where it would be less expensive to

zsI lbid.,56
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implement local development efforts ttran to continue transfer payments (UIC payments,

welfare) as an altemative.

x. A locally based socio-economic development programme of the type envisaged will
invoive spending public money on a strategy which may not show tangible results for

some time. 252

Keith and V/right also provide a list of characteristics and objectives of locally

integrated development. These are based on the Canadian experience and the

aforementioned assumptions listed:

i. proceed as a balanced programme to match needs to oppornrnities (programme elements

include social, cultural, educational, and political factors);

ii. proceed in stages (timing and scale) realistic to each local situation, taking into account

social, cultural, educational and environmental conditions;

üi. in the case of large initiatives, be programmed to ensure maximum benefit to local

people, through employment training, identification of opportunities for local

entrepreneurial activities in service sector etc.;

iv. put local people in control of planning, with outside assistance in a supportive role;

v. ensure integration / co-ordination of extemal resources and inputs;

vi. have adequate fi¡nding not tied to the fiscal or potitical calendar to establish an aunosphere

of long-term commiunent;

vii. exploit locai economic oppornrnities, particularly in the renewable resource sector, as an

altemative to extemally imposed initiatives;

viii.faciliøte oppornrnities forpeople to develop self-respect, and reinforce the identity of

local people;

ix. t¿ke full advantage of local knowledge, experience, and skills;

x. provide opportunities to leam new skills. 253

Many parallels can be drawn between locally integrated development and the self-help

concept. The themes presented in the lists of assumptions and objectives by Keith and

Wright are very similar to concepts and philosophies presented thus far in the practicum

including: reducing the role of government to a supportive one; involving community

residents in the decision-making processes; introducing training programs; incorporating a

2sz ¡6¡¿., 56

253 y6¡¿.,57
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long-term funding commitrnent and developing people's skills and self-confidence. Added

to this are the following similarities:

...people being involved in identifying their own needs, interests and potential; people

developing their own skills, social institutions, economic enterprises and cultural pursuits;

people leaming how to manage those developments; people modifying their value systems

and social philosophies to incorporate this process of change into a stable and coherent social

system.254

The self-help philosophy depends on several of the issues characteristic of LID.

Successes Through LID:

A LID strategy and self-help can work together to create sustainable communities

necessary for northern development. The Kahnawake community illustrates a success in

locally integrated development. Although not located in the northern regions of Canada,

many of the successes under a self-help, community-oriented approach can be applicable.

The Mohawk Indian community of 5,400, located along the St. Lawrence River sees

"self-help, with accompanying local control, as a highly valued principle among the

Kahnawake leadership."255 Through self-help Kahnawake has realized successes not

necessarily limited to housing:

Recent economic development efforts include a tourism project, a housing construction firm

owned by the council, a dairy farm and milk processing plant, and a golf and country club. In
December 1984, there were reportedly 109 businesses in the community. 2S0

Kahnawake's success can be attributed to community involvement: "often, volunteers play

a prominent and demanding role. Communiry meetings have been used as a crucial feature

25a ¡6¡¿.,56
255 Ponting,-I. R., "Insritution Building in an Indian Community: A Case Study of Kahnawake

(Caughnawaga)", in A¡duous Journey., 157

2s6 ¡6¡¿.,163
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of the decision-making process."257 Resident participation in the development process

ensures that the opinions of the community are heard while providing an example of skill

pooling in an effort to develop the communiry.

This is not to suggest negative factors affecting this southern community are anywhere

near the severity of those affecting northern, remote communities. The Kahnawake

community would likety have far more economic (proximity to market-place) and political

advantages than northern Aboriginal communities can ever hope to have. The Kahnawake

case study does illustrate, however, that success can be achieved in Aboriginal

communities.

Community Involvement in the Housing Process:

As communities develop, increased responsibilities of the housing process can be

assumed. Alberta's RHAP Program has been successful in this capacity:

...the RHAP program appears to be in a class of its own in generating very extensive self-

help in all phases of the project, while also providing a training and support network. RHAP

combined the efforts of individuals and groups, to produce a very effective program. The

RHAP program is one demonsmrcd success of intensive, organized self-help.258

Maximum $oup involvement can create an environment in which all activities are co-

ordinated at the local level. The RHAP pro$am indicates self-help can achieve success if

properly implemented.

2s7 ¡6¡¿., y56

258 Middteton, Charles,self-Help Components in Housins Deliverv., 76
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Constraints and Opportunities:

Both constraints and opportunities must be identified before a local development

approach is implemented in conjunction with a self-help housing program. These factors

indicate the inconsistent status of Aboriginal communities in the remote areas of Canada

and conversely, the potential available.

In northern remote areas of Canada, it is not uncommon to find isolated communities

with a limited number of families. This does not offer an ideal situation for both self-help

and locally integrated planning strategies. For self-help, it would be difficult to achieve

economies of scale given the isolated location. Odds of a qualified work-force residing in

the community are decreased with the limited number of persons, making it necessary to

import labour. For locally integrated planning strategies, it may be difficult to promote

community interest if there are only two families involved, although the increased ability of

community interaction as outlined by Wolfe in Chapter 3 should not be overlooked.

There are two other constraints, somewhat related to each other, that can affect

development. Cost difficulties can inhibit success once a community begins to implement

large-scale projects. In fact, "the higher the costs, the greater the risks of significant

overruns as a consequence of inadequate management skills."259 ¡¡¡¿lnment of capital is

also diffîcult for these depressed communities. Current government financial cut-backs

does not offer encouragement. According to Harry Moore, "funding is a major battle for

community operated self-help projects. It is difficult to implement a locally integrated

development scheme without a tax base in the community."260 Failu¡e to recognize these

factors throughout the implementation of a locally based development technique will create

difficulties and possibly failure.

Self-help in rural and remote communities will also encounter difficulties due to the

259 p6yt¿,Andy, Self-Build: The Jnformal Sector and Housins Policv in Canada., 26

260 Moore, H*ry,Personal Interview., January 15th, 1990
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high percentage of single-mothers and seniors evident. In these communities, other

residents are required to assist in the process of labour provision to compensate. The

overall attitude of Aboriginal persons might be considered by some as apathetic. For

several years, generations of Aboriginals have been oppressed by the federal government,

subsequentiy preventing them from developing both socially and economically. Rene

Rocher indicates that there is somewhat of a skeptical attitude towards involvement in the

housing process by the general Aboriginal population: "why bother co-ordinating when

CMHC will do it for you."26I 1¡persons are afforded the opportunity to participate, they

may feel more enthusiastic about the housing process.

It is encouragmg to discover that there is indeed a sense of community in remote areas.

Comments provided by Swain indicate its presence. The knowledge of the strong

traditional cuitural values of the Aboriginal people indicate a potential for the adoption of

both self-help and locally integrated development approaches. Numerous Aboriginal

communities across Canada display industrious and innovative characteristics in their

approaches to both housing and local economic development. The Bluff, Manitoba, from

first-hand experience, appeared to fall into this category. Community residents built

several Demonstration Units which appeared to be of good quality. The community also

appeared to be industrious, being located lake-side on which they applied their fishing and

hunting trades. These type of communities are not exceptions. Cormorant and Moose

Lake in Manitoba and Kahnawake, Ontario have proven that self-initiated local

development can be achieved.

Communities, in a general sense, are enthusiastic towards involvement. This is an

essential element of both self-help and a locally integrated development scheme. Ken

Cassin claims that "they may not articulate it as such, [locally integrated planning strategies]

261 por¡¿¡,Rene, Personal Interview., January 10th, 1990
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but they express a desire to act as the authority."262 7¡s presence of leadership is also

required to organize efforts. Some communities rely on mayoral councils as in Baden,

Manitoba. Leon Guiboche, the Mayor of Baden recognizes the importance for community

economic and social developmenr Guiboche claims,

I built this community. Before, there

council and a mayor and we are haPPY.

gor to go and get i¡.263

was nothing. Now we got our own land, we got a

We know that there is money to be had. You just

In other communities, there are no formal councils, but "aggtessive personalities from the

communities are usually the leaders. They are the most vocal ones that are not necessarily

the mayor."264 1ryi¡¡ effective leadership, locally integrated planning strategies can be

implemented successfully.

Current Tri-Level Process Offers Direction for Self-Help:

Co-ordination between the academic and government communities, and the Aboriginal

people on a large scale is currently limited to annual conferences. As addressed, in

previous chapters, these do provide a useful means for co-ordination of participatory

activities, but to affect change of consequence, linkages must be established between the

community and the va¡ious institutions (such as the MMF, MHRC and CMHC). In fact,

the apparatus for implementation of these organizations is currentty being negotiated.

Tripartite self-government negotiations have been implemented to address the

devolution of power from the federal and provincial governments, and the Manitoba Metis

Federation, to local communities in Manitoba. According to Ed Swain, the Federation is

working in conjunction with the two senior ievels of government in an "attempt to devolve

262 Cassin, Ken, Personal Interview., January 1lth, 1990

263 6r¡6or¡e, Leon,Personal Interview., February lst, 1990

264 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January 3lst, 1990
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responsibility to the local community organizations in all areas of importance to the

community."265 T¡sss areas, referred to as sectors, are divided into four sections:

i. education

ii. child and family services

üi. housing

iv. economic developmefi 266

Although all four sectors outline the essential elements of a community, housing and

economic development are particularly pertinent to this practicum. There is a solid

connection between them, each mutually compatible.

A Task Force has been organized to co-ordinate discussions. It is made up of a

technical group consisting of representatives from each agency, for each of the four

secrors. Each agency is responsible for the provision of its own technicians. In addition,

Adam Schiissler, former CHMC Mortgage Manager, has been hired by the MMF as a

consultant to the project. He is involved in creating manuals that outline the policy and

program details of the housing process. Schiissler indicates his work will provide

communities with the means to prepare:

...mortgage agreements, assist in pre-screening of clients, assist in the consultation of rules

and regulations. In summary, it will better familiarize community leaders with housing

programs available to them and their responsibilities as homeowners. They can tum around

and apply that knowledge while they teach it to the community. 267

His work will help guide the Task Force in its efforts to decentralize responsibility and

consequently increase the community role in economic development.

Conclusions have been drawn in this chapter indicating that a locally integrated

development scheme will afford rural and remote Aboriginal communities the opportunity

to achieve a true self-help situation. Although involvement in the general contracting stages

265 5ro¡r,Ed, Personal Interview., January 30f¡, 1990

266 ¡6¡¿.,January 30th, 1990

267 Schiisster, Adam,Personal Interview., February 7th, 1990
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of the housing process provides several benefits including the all-important cost-savings, it

does not achieve the tn¡e potential of self-help as outlined by Rowe. The current Tri-Iævel

Organization will provide the apparatus for locally integrated development including the

responsibiiities associated with the housing process. According to Schiissler,

CMHC, MHRC, and the MMF have had an excellent relationship in the past. I think the

current housing stock is indicative of ttrat. This is encouraging from a devolution standpoint.

In fact, I can see a time when there is total involvement by the individual and / or community

in the entire housing process. Although that would not occur for some years down the

¡¡s.268

This negotiation process is vital to the development of remote Aboriginal communities. If

self-help's benefits are to be fully appreciated, this process must be implemented.

A Conservative Approach to Devolvement:

Adam Schiissler outlines the benefits of an authoritative transfer to the community in a

reference to community counselling:

...when remote Natives are provided with a conventional home, they will experience a major

change in lifestyle. Most have never lived in a modem home with all the amenities. They

have to be counselled on the operating procedures associated with it. These programs must be

provided by the community because they will be receptive to other community members in

the counselling process. %9

Although there is definite merit to increased community involvement, CMHC and its

provincial affiliates must proceed with caution in delegating added responsibilities.

Provision of authority to an undeveloped community may create confusion and

consequently produce ineffective housing approaches. It is therefore necessary to

268 ¡6¡¿.,February 7rh, 1990

269 ¡6¡¿.,February 7th, 1990
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implement a tocally integrated development scheme to develop the skills that self-help alone

cannot provide. When the community begins to develop and demonstrates that its residents

have the skill necessary to deal with administration of housing, responsibilities should be

transferred. "As some communities develop, self-help housing would make more

r"nr"."270 Governments must retain their current role until the community displays the

skills necessa¡y for success in true self-help housing.

The RHAP approach achieves success while developing both self-confidence and

personal skills. This is achieved because housing officials do not pressure residents to

assume responsibilities they are not qualified to deal with. "The program is suited to the

abilities of individual families and does not overtåx them in tenns of financial, educational,

or skills capacitiss."27l

The removal of cost conrols, a regulatory measure imposed by govemment agencies to

ensure capital is properly administered, should adhere to this policy. Although their

removal is necessary, past experiences may discourage governments. Roy Nichol,

Provincial Manager of CMHC Winnipeg, claims that funding "self-help projects outside

our Demonstration Program has created financial problems. This is due largely to

mismanagement in projects where cost controls were removed."272 A more conservative

approach may have overcome these failures.

The Requirement For a Local Housing Authority:

To implement both LID and self-help in housing, local administrative structure will be

required. On-reserve, local Bands assume responsibilities necessary to co-ordinate

housing activities: "the Band acts as the community organization and landlord through

270 5¡rr¡r¡,Panicia. Rural and Remote Housing in Saskatchewan., 14

271 ¡4¡¿¿¡¿¡6n, Charles,self-Help Components in Housing Delivery., 76

272 Nichol,Roy, Interview Over the Telephone., March 14th, 1989
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CMHC Sec 56.t ¡oto"r."273 This authoritative structure can be transferred to the

Aboriginal community off-reserve in the form of local councils and housing authorities.

The legal apparatus is already evident through 1984-85 amendment to the Local Housing

Authority Act under the MHRC Act in Manitoba. According to Ed Swain, the revisions

were implemented to "encourage increased activity and involvement at the local level."Ú4

Housing authority responsibilities will include administration of each of the stages in

the housing process. It is also necessary to provide additional social services, both before

and after the construction process. Social support services must be established to address

the various issues related to the community including counselling on: child and family

services, education, maintenance of the unit, unit financing etc. One approach to

counselling is through media. The ILTC distributes a video to reserves within their

jurisdiction, called Home Maintenance and Chimney Cleaning. This video includes a

carpenter who displays the steps required to repair windows and clean a chimney. It is

provided to the band by ILTC who in turn displays it to the residents at a very minimal

cost.

Implementation Strategies:

To ensure self-help and locaily integrated development achieve success, it will be

necessa.ry to introduce several implementation strategies . Although it is beyond the scope

of this practicum to provide these strategies, it will be helpful for the reader to consult:

Successful Neighborhood Self-Help: Some Lessons Learned., prepared for The McKnight

Neighborhood Self-help Initiatives Program by Rainbow Research Inc. The document

outlines several strategies a community may implement, and is divided into two sections

273 Rocher,R¿n¿, &rsera!-lltrerv:iglg., January 10th, 1990

274 Swain,Ed, Personal Interview., January 30th, 1990
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including: Involving Resídents and Organizing and Governing The Work. The approach

is oriented primarily to the urban environment, but the underlying themes may be effective

in rural and remote areas.

For further insight into the locally integrated development concept, the reader should

consult: Knowledge and Action: Bridging Community Economic Development and

Planning., .a graduate thesis written by Rod E. Nasewich: Masters in City Planning at the

University of Manitoba.

Summary and Conclusions:

To affect change, Aboriginats will have to become involved in determining their own

direction. White self-help in housing can act as an impetus for further development, a

locally integrated planning approach will be required for the development of responsible

persons to organize the administrative functions associated with the housing process.

In the Demonstration Program, individual and / or household participation is generally

limited to the labour provision stages. The remainder of stage four, and the first three

stages, with the exception of possibly the acquisition of land, must be undertaken by

qualified government agencies or tradesman. With the advent of skills development

through both self-help in housing and locally integrated development, more of these tasks,

currently administered by CMHC, can be assumed by the community. A community

possesses a larger talent pool than the household. This increases the potential for a

parricular community to have, for example, an electrician.

If self-help and locally integrated development strategies begtn to facilitate development

in the Aboriginal community, cost savings will be realized to the grcatest possible extent,

relieving both the Aboriginal community and government public housing agency budgets.

Self-heip can provide governments with a means to deliver an effective housing program,
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which will act as an integral pan of a more holistic approach to community development.

The efforts currently undertaken by the Tri-t evel Task Force may guarantee success in

these efforts. Its presence indicates that all levels of authority are interested in devolvement

of responsibility to the local community level, in an effort to address areas traditionally

difficult to develop.

In the devolved environment, government would provide a supportive role for the

community who would become responsible for the co-ordination of the housing and

community development processes. Initially, the community should not be expected to

assume full responsibility. Low skill levels preclude them from facilitating each process

effectively. However, the community can provide an effective interface be¡teen housing

officials and other community members. As skill levels begn to develop, additional

responsibilities can be devolved to the community. Both self-help and locally integrated

development require the encouragement of its residents to participate. The examples

provided in this chapter: The Kahnawake community; and Matheson Island, demonstrate

that a community's residents can achieve success in this regard.
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CHAPTER 8
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction:

This chapter will present an analysis of issues identified throughout this practicum.

Issues will be grouped under specific themes and accompanied by recommendations and

implementation strategies. The chapter will conclude with general comments identifying

suggestions for all actors concemed pertaining to the recommendations provided.

The Role of the Community:

Patricia Sreich illustrates an overall reluctance towa¡ds the implementation of self-help

progftrms in government housing. The most disturbing comment she provides denounces

the potential for long-term savings in a self-help environment. This indeed may have been

the case ar the time she evaluated the project (1975), but it was likely due to other factors

including the approach assumed by the Department of Northern Saskatchewan, which

failed to involve the resident in more than token responsibilities. Although the option was

available, the Program did not require the client to participate in the construction process.

Clients chose not to participate, leaving the responsibility to the work-force instead. Ken

Cassin of MHRC reiterates:
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The program took the wrong approach to self-help. It really did not involve the client to any

extent where they felt they were a part of the process. It was more tokenism than anything.
ln fact, it may have been an insult to the client. 275

In conclusion, The DNS self-help prcject paled in comparison to the cu¡rent approaches

assumed by RHAP in Alberta, and HAP in NWT, and to a lesser extent, the Demonstration

Program. The presence of tokenism obviates the failure to realize the long-term benefits of

involvement in the construction process.

Chapter Seven illustrates that self-help can work The cu¡rent status of northern remote

Aboriginal communities precludes most residents from participating in the entire housing

process as defined by Rowe, but it does not prevent them from participating. Successes in

RHAP and HAP illustrate that communities can administer a housing process effectively.

If governments expect to continue to provide social housing, they must begrn to increase

the role of the community in an effort to balance limited budgets. Programs of the RHAP

and HAP variety should be resea¡ched for their innovative approaches to community

involvement. It is also imperative that a flow of this information throughout the housing

community be initiated. This will ensure that all members are informed of any program

developments. The type of information distributed should not be limited to administrative

matters. Personal information should be included to ensure that the spirit of self-help

developments at the local level are advertised to generate enthusiasm.

Although self-help alone may not provide the skills necessary to administer a

community development process, there are development strategies available that can. A

locally integrated development strategy can provide the direction necessary to harness the

skills available in the community for local development. To ensure locally integrated

development is administered effectively, proper planning techniques must be incorporated.

Dr. Wolfe's Contemporary Planning Approach to Native Communities offers a technique

275 Cassin, K¿n, be!úlûçtr1iø., January l lth, 1990
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parricularly when combined with the use of Peter Boothroyd's Priority Listing Approach.

Both contemporary planning and priority listing will ensure self-help achieves its full

potential within the realm of locally integrated development. A formal community

organization wiil also be necessary to provide the structure for these techniques. A local

housing authority provides a logical solution.

Recommendation# 1: continue further devolvement of responsibility
and encourage local involvement in the housing process by utilizing
the Local Housing Authority Act.

Recommendation# 2: establish a local housing authority to provide
structure that would facilitate the self-help process.

Recommendation# 3: implement a locally integrated development
approach to complement the self-help process.

Recommendation# 4: introduce Contemporary Planning Approaches
as defined by Wolfe.

Recommendation# 5: introduce a Priority Listing Approach as

defined by Boothroyd.

Recommendation#
self-help programs

6z

by
build awareness of any developments in

means of a newsletter.

Implementation of Recommendations #l-#6: To effectively address each

recortmendation outlined here, CMHC, working in conjunction with provincial

housing organizations, local communiúes, Aboriginal groups etc., should research

both RHAP and HAP programs before implementation. The reader can also

consult Dr Wolfe's article entitled "Approaches to Planning in Native Communities:

A Review and Commentary on Settlement Problems and the Effectiveness of
Planning Practice" in Plan Canada, March, 1989. The article provides a detailed

overview of contemporary planning approaches that utilize Peter Boothroyd's

Priority Listing Approach. CMHC or another appropriate organization should take

responsibility for the preparation and dissemination of newsletters to all members

of the housing community involved in self-help programs.
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Skills Development:

Locally integrated planning will guide communities toward development. To

effectively deal with the new responsibilities associated with the devolvement of

responsibility, skills will have to be developed. Three approaches to skill development can

be assumed: both on-site and in-class in an effort to develop a northern work-force as in the

ILTC approach; on-site as in the DNS approach in an effort to develop a northern work-

force; and on-site as in the Demonstration Program in an effort to train clients for

application on their communiry housing units.

For the pu{poses of developing a northern work-force, the ILTC and DNS Training

programs promise to be more successful. Although the Demo program indicated that

involvement in the housing process develops skill levels, the Íansferability of skills is

somewhat timited. lndustrial society requires a certificate to participate in construction

activities, especially in specialized trades such as in plumbing and electrical work. This

highlights the need for more recognized training programs of the ILTC variety, as DNS

informal on-site training does not provide certified status.

The ILTC training program can act as a standard for both CMHC and locally operated

housing authorities during the formulation of their own progr¿ìms. Identification of the

ILTC success should not belittle the attributes of the Demonsration hogram. Involvement

in the Demonstration Program resulted in a general increase in skills. Suweys indicated

this on the basis of response from both the client and the Construction Manager. It has

provided clients with the skills to "help maintain the unit. We usually leave them the tools

we originatly provide ¡r"*."276 This can equate to a reduction in long-tenn costs of on-

going maintenance. However, self-help has a lot more to offer than developing individual

skills alone. CMHC must recognize this potential. The Demonstration Program can also

276 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January 3lst, 1990
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lead to development in other areas of the community, where administration is currently

provided by the various social agencies. CMHC has a commitment to these groups as a

federal social agency. Self-help projects that incorporate a recognized training program will

decrease the burden currently assumed by Welfare Canada and Canada Manpower through

the development of an effective northern work-force. It witl also decrease the dependency

on 'southern' tradesman and help develop local economies, should the trained individuals

choose to apply their trades within the north.

Training programs should also focus on more than the improvement of the work-force.

They should complement the implementation of other social support services as outlined in

Chapter Seven. A new home can result in a drastic change in lifestyles. Counselling in the

technical aspects of a home can therefore provide a form of preventative medicine. Other

approaches including the video that ILTC distributes can also be effective.

If communities are going to assume the increased responsibilities of the devolution

process, they must be able to communicate with officials involved in the process.

Therefore, individuals must be trained in the details of planning techniques utilized. These

individuals will then become capable of providing an interface between officials involved

and the community.

Recommendation# 7: incorporate recognized training programs with
the support and assistance of local colleges.

Recommendation# 8: increase the number of training programs

oriented to certifÎed trades such as plumbing and electrical.

Recommendation# 9: establish a government operated training
program modelled after the ILTC college in the initial stages of
development. This training program could later be assumed by the

local housing authoritÍes.
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Recommendation# L0: increase counselling servÍces on health and
safety in the home, and counselling that explains technological
advances in housing maintenance.

Recommendation# 11: increase planning education in northern
remote areas. Programs should be oriented to skill development
regarding the facititative role between the greater community and the
professional planner. The local resident in this regard should
provide an interface between the community and the planner.

Implementation of Recommendations #7-#II; CMHC must be prepared to affiliate
itself with the Deparrment of Western Diversification, Manpower,Vy'elfare Canada

and the Unemployment Insurance Corporation for the development of training

courses oriented to construction. The resources of local colleges and / or
universities should be co-opted for possible planning education progmms.

Hidden Costs:

The primary factor differentiating the cost savings between government operated

programs and the intensive projects that Rowe outlines are the hidden cost involved. The

most common are administrative which are not evident in Rowe's version of self-help,

where little if no involvement at all is required by governments. In the Demonstration

Program, however, hidden costs ¿ìre difficult to avoid. The most obvious are costs

assumed through the use of the on-site supervisors, which is currently a very integral part

of the construction process.

While CM's are currently useful in providing training and guidance throughout the

process, their presence may no longer be required as the community develops. Instead,

local Aboriginat organizations can provide training to those residents still lacking skills. To

some extent, this is occurring in the Island Lake region. Members of the community that

have developed skills through training programs at Keewatin College in The Pas,

Manitoba, are marketable commodities for training purposes in other reserves. The
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Demonstration Program has also achieved this to some extent, although the transfer of

skills is limited to basic construction skills. In The Bluff Road, Manitoba, a Demonstration

Unit owner received assistance from a Demo owner from another community. This

enabled him to drywall with no previous experience. Gerry Stevens claims that "I knew

nothing of drywalling before I started working on it. A guy from Powell came over and

showed me how to do it. He had done it on his Demo over in Powell."277 The

competence Mr. Stevens displayed, which resulted from the guidance the experienced

Demo owner provided, actually decreased the need for on-site supervisors. Stevens claims

that the CM visited the site only twice throughout the entire construction process.

To further reduce hidden costs involved, local Aboriginals must be hired as

supervisors. Credit must be extended to CMHC for curently hiring Aboriginals as CM's.

Gordon Roulette, who doubles as the Demo Program administrator and CM claims that

"the majority of CM's are Aboriginals. I am Metis and we also have a guy from Norway

House. He supervised caucasian families at the Davis Point projec¡."278 CMHC must take

this one step further by providing authority to local Aboriginal housing organizations to

enable them to act as CM's on a full-time basis. This will overcome one of the most critical

problems of the program. At present, minimum project numbers in any one proximity are

set by CHMC. Gord Roulette provides the rationale for this:

If $42,000 is the average Demo unit cost, and only two units are built in one community,

then the salary of the CM has to be distributed amongst the two units. For that leason, we

set project minimums u¡ ¡ou¡. 279

A local Aboriginal could overcome this problem by supervising projects located in close

proximity to each other.

277 Stevens,Eddy, Personal Interview., February lst, 1990

278 Rouleue, Gord, Personal Interview., January 3lst, 1990

279 ¡6¡¿.,January 15rh, 1990
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projects. In the past, "there have been some personatity clashes between the CM's and the

laborers. They ran into problems with laborers sleeping in or taking days off."280 With a

community resident acting as a CM for a number of projects, a sense of community

pressure wouid result in addition to the employment created by the hiring. Local residents

can also double as federal building inspectors, who are culrently required to evaluate the

consrruction quality of alt units built in the country. Achieving inspector status is a

relatively simple process, and would enable a local resident to act as a full-time CM and

inspector. This would reduce project costs in addition to establishing an idendry for the

CM.

This approach would not be entirely appropriate for extremely isolated communities. In

these cases, hidden supervisory cost would be difficult to overcome. It will be necessary

to continue utilizing CM's, as they provide useful guidance to Aboriginals lacking such

skilts. The costs of CM's to CMHC was less than expected, due largely to a number of

strategies used to keep program costs within limits. In one instance, the Local Office

inspector doubled as CM, transferring the cost from the project budget to CMHC, and at

the same time, halving the amount in the process. The total per-unit expenditure for CM's

was "only an average of $2597, well below the guideline recorlmended $5000. The

largest expenditure was $4800 for a CM who did much of the work carried out by

subtrades in other projects."28l Therefore, in isolated pdects where it is necessary to fly

in supervisors, the cost is minimal, although substantial enough to warrant local

involvement in communities where it ls possible.

Other hidden costs include salaries directed at counsellors required for arrears in

mortgages. In the Demonstration Program, ¿urears counsellors are not required because

280 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January 3lst, 1990

281 Lorsson Consulting¿¡l., 1987 Monitoring of the CMHC RNH Demonstration Program Volume 1:

Program Findinqs., 18
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mortgages are written-off by the Corporation. This removes an administrative cost that

otherwise has become a necessity in public housing. One area where hidden administrative

çosts are evident in the Demonstration Program is through the abandonment of publicly

provided units. Clients frequently move from community to community in search of

employment. This adds costs to overall program budgets through the search for new

clients. In Manitoba, the MMF pursues new clients on a fee for-service basis which adds

to program costs. CMHC also has to inspect, repair, and tender the repairs before a new

client can reoccupy, which further increases costs. There are cases in the Demonstration

Program where migration is evident. In Baden, Manitoba, households have switched

residences quite frequently. Deanna Lajambe claims that "one family lived in th¡ee Demo

Units. This contradicts the Demonstration Program requirement to stay in the unit for at

least five yeats"282 The failure to adhere to program guidelines presents a need for review

of the Demonstration Program guidelines.

Northern remote communities offer another hidden costs due to their isolated location,

resulting in difficulties achieving economies of scale. This is especially evident in the

purchasing of materials. Small populations limis the need for bulk purchasing, which can

be overcome through ttre establishment of decentralized materials yards, operated by locally

operated housing authorities. Materials can be purchased in bulk, packaged and shipped to

the appropriate communities. This method may encounter difficulties with operating costs.

Decentralized yards require security, staff, and hydro power for the office. Northern

temote economic situations preclude communities from providing the capital necessary for

these expenditures, making the presence of government organizations necessary. These

factors must be considered before a materials yard is introduced. The 'piggy-backing'

method, where large supply companies are utilized for materials purchasing, may offer an

alternative to decentralized material yards. Large companies can provide the capital to

282 ¡o¡ort6s, Deønna,Personal Interview., February 1st' 1990
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purchase the bulk materials while including the materials required for the remote self-help

units.

Establishment of the apparatus necessary to conduct these methods will be assumed by

a locally operated housing authority, although this will be difficult to implement due to

CHHC regulations.. Any project valued at over $25,000 must be publicly tendered,

presenting a need for re-evaluation of the public tendering process. Another alternative

may be to provide the housing authority with the capital base necessary to tender for

projects.

Recommendation# 12: increase the percentage of supervisors from
the Aboriginal communities.

Recommendation# 13: encourage local residents to pursue a Building
Inspector's Certifïcate.

Recommendation# 14: establish decentralized materials yards for
packaging and shipping of materials.

Recommendation# 15: establish liaison with large'scale supply
companies to help achieve economies of scale.

Recommendation# 16: re-evaluate the public tendering process.

Provide local Aboriginal operated construction companies with
bonding to enable participation in the tendering process

Implementatíon of Recommendations #12-#18: CMHC should be responsible for
all recommendations outlined in this section with the exception of #13. The MMF
would be more appropriately qualified to encourage local residents to pursue a

Building Inspector's Certificate. Although recommendations should be

administered at the federat level, responsibility for operation of the central materials

yards can be assumed by the local housing authority as skill levels develop. At that

time, CMHC must be prepared to provide the local housing authority with the

capital necessary to tender projects. Also, CMHC should provide local housing

authorities with the capital necessary to be bonded. The province could also take

initiative in these areas although funding rnay have to be federal or cost shared in
the current situation.
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Policy / Program Criteria:

Policy and program criteria utilized by government housing agencies have been less

than effective in addressing the needs of host communities. Nationally based, urban-

oriented policies and programs have not been effective. Aboriginal communities are vastly

different from the urban-industrial society most policies are designed to accommodate.

Adding to the confusion are the several dichotomies within Aboriginal society. Social,

cultural and religious backgrounds differ from community to community. Furthermore,

different population sizes of Aboriginal communities add another factor. Communities

comprised of only two or three families may also present a ba:rier to effective communiry

involvement in the housing process.

Current policies have not beæn successful in eradicating the northern remote Aboriginal

housing problem which indicates a need for change. Polices and programs must cater to

the needs of communities, instead of dictating community direction according to

governmental perceptions. Lynch's Spiral Process offers a feasible alternative to policy

creation through preliminary and on-going research. This method provides the assurance

that the community voice is heard. Lynch's approach should not be limited to the design

aspects of pubtic housing, as it can be appropriate for all areas of northern remote

Aboriginal housing including: overall program needs assessment, project financing, the

creation of acceptable building standards, and other areas unique to housing in Aboriginal

communities.

Participation of this magnitude will be difficult. Comments provided by Roulette

concerning the design process indicate barriers that must be overcome. It is also logical to

assume that this rule pervades other stages of the housing process. Increased consultation

with the client equates to increased professional fees, consequently increasing unit costs.
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Programs operate under tight and limited budgets, inhibiting flexibility within the program.

These fiscal restraints limit discussions with community leaders at annual or bi-annual

housing conferences. In this forum, the community leader represents the client, decreasing

professional costs. Although this may provide an effective means of consultation, there

may be a iack of representation due to the presence of dominant families in the community.

Lynch's Spiral Process can overcome the fiscal difficulties associated with consultation as

it limits the time spent with the individual client while relying on background research as an

integral part of the process. Lynch overcomes the policy problem while still remaining

economically feasible.

There are also issues related to housing that do not necessarily require direct

consultation. Implementation of appropriate financing techniques will also require

background research of the host community. Investigation of the current market situation

of a particular community, will indicate the absence or presence of a housing market. In

communities where market forces operate, mortgages may be appropriate, assuming there

a¡e financial institutions in the proximity. Where there is an absence of a functional market,

a reduced or total write-off approach to financing may be more appropriate. This again

indicates a need for a review of the financial ¿urangement according to the characteristics of

the community. Policies must address the needs of the host communities. All-

encompassing, blanket polices are not appropriate in the diverse northern, remote

environment.

Recommendation# 17: introduce more
increase program flexibility to recognize
Aboriginal community.

Recommendation# 18: involve the client
formulation processes.

accommodating policies and
the unique features of each

in both design and standard
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Implementation of Recommendation #17-#I I : *incorporate the preliminary

analysis stage of Lynch's Spiral Process to research communities in an effort to
ensure appropriate program approaches are utilized. Incorporate the entire Lynch

Spiral Process as a guide for interactions with the community concerning design

and standard formulation.

The Inflexible Demonstration Program:

Not unlike traditional government housing programs, critiques of the Demonstration

Program often focus on its inflexible pro$am guidelines. The inability of the

Demonstration Program to access all communities in need of public assistance is an

indication that the Program is inflexible. Alberta's RHAP Program specifically limits its

community selection to a "Metis settlement or designated remote community provided that

no conventional market exists and no other programs appty in the community."283

Although the Demonstration Program mandate does not state this, program administrators

make every effort to avoid communities that have existing subsidized units. Ed Swain

indicates that "we did not go any where near communities where existing subsidized units

existed. It might anger subsidized residents making payments."Z84 'p¡" reluctance by the

MMF and CMHC is justifred, but in the quest for long-term savings, it is more important

to provide persons with a self-help program that satisfies the needs of the area. The

Demonstration Program does not provide all persons access, indicating that the total wdte-

off approach may create more problems than it solves. An example can be seen in the

photograph provided of a home in Pelican Rapids, Manitoba. This delapitated unit is home

to no less than 14 persons, "most of them u¿u1¡t."285 (See Photograph # 3) This

$oup of people is not able to access the Section 40 R and N Program because the program

283 program Evaluation Division.,Evaluation of the Rural and Native Housine Proqram (1990 Rough

Draft)., 39

284 Swain,Ed, Personal Interview., February 7rh, L990

285 ¡6¡¿., February 7th, r99o
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program has a "guideline that prevents eligibility due to existing rt"¡'5."286 They can not

access the Demonstration Program because there a¡e a substantial number of subsidized

units in the community. This has forced fourteen people, to live in the overcrowded

conditions illustrated in the photograph.

Photograph #3: Pelican Rapids, Manitoba

Source: Manitoba Metis Federation Photograph Library

The Program is aiso limited to cornmunities that have a minimum of three families in

need because of the federal requirement to average out Construction Manager costs on a

percentage basis. As indicated earlier, the introduction of a minimal mortgage amount that

adequately reflects local market values, may be more appropriate in an effort to increase

access of the Demonstration Program into northern remote Aboriginal communities

286 7o¡o*6r, Deanna,Personal Interview., February lst, 1990
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with existing stock. It would also help pay for the administrative costs associated with

program development, including the CM salaries. This would make the financial cost of

one CM per unit easier to assume.

Short-term and Long-term Economic Factors:

The write-off of the existing portfolio, and the provision of self-help units without a

mortgage requirement will require large, short-term expenditures. Although expenditures

of this magnitude are rarely viewed favorably by governments, a total write-off of new

self-help units and the existing portfolio is absolutely essential. Without this expenditure,

RHAP, IIAP and the Demonstration Program, will not be able to access all northern remote

communities in need of housing. While the write-off of new Demonstration Program

units will be diffîcult to absorb, it is not as substantial when factors are considered from a

long-term perspective. The cost of a total write-off:

...of new Demonstration units is minimal. To build it conventionally would cost twice that.

The monies saved now, calculated over a 25 yearpt'rod, would put CMHC in at least a break

even point.287

A Demo Unit cost approximately $45,000. At a minimum, this equates to just below half

the cost of Section 40 homes where only limited sweat equity is required. Given the high

percentage of Section 40 units currently in a:rears, it seems logicat to assume the long-term

costs of inreresr accrued on a $80,000 Section 40 home will far outweigh the $45,000

initial cost of a Demonstration Program Unit. Although the cost of a write-off of the

existing subsidized porrfolio wilt be quite substantial, it must be encouraged to ensure that

all northern remote communities are eligible for govemment operated self-help programs.

287 Roulette, Gord, Personal Interview., January 3lst, 1990
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The cost of a total write-off of subsidized stock will not be "as significant as

anticipated....the cost may reach only $50-60 million."288 4 total write-off of the existing

portfolio will enable all communities to access self-help, affording long-tenn benefits for

the community as a whole. On-going administrative costs, however limited, must also be

balanced against a total write-off of both new and existing stock. Arrears counsellors are

required to deal with the outstanding accounts unpaid on mortgage financing. The absence

of a mortgage payment removes the requirement of an arrears counsellor. If a limited

mortgage amount is implemented as policy, the need for arrears counsellors may still be

avoided. To achieve the benefits of self-help in all northern remote communities, these

approaches must be considered.

Habitat for Humanity operates on a mortgage pay-back system. Although the client is

not responsible for the interest and taxes involved, repayment of the principle is necessary.

This is not entirely realistic in remote communities for economic reasons. Instead, it would

be more appropriate to base the mortgage amount on the market value of the community,

and the economic potential of the area. An arbitrary example might range in the area of

g10,000, amortized over a 10 year perid. To remove potential animosities and enable the

Demonstration Program to access all communities, a percentage reduction in the mortgage

porrfolio could also be implemented to resemble an up-front grant. This will decrease the

amount of capital required to write-off both the new and existing porfolio, making the

process easier for governments to justify to the electorate in the short-term.

A process that offers minimal reductions in mortgage fi.nancing alnounts can potentially

create animosities in communities that have variable debts. Equitable treatnent could be

achieved through the transfer of these units to the community as rental portfolio. To ensure

this process is successfutly implemented, support services must be introduced "to help with

the transition."289 Services would be provided by government and / or community

288 Cortrr, Dr. Tom,Rural and Native Issues Paper., Submitted to CMHC, 15
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housing authorities.

A forgivable loan can also be introduced in an effort to overcome diffrrculties with the

morrgage instrument. This would be forgivable after a ten year period, provided the client

maintains the unit adequately. Although this approach has its benefits, it does not

overcome the difficulties associated with animosities originating from clients who own

existing porfoto.

Recommendation# 19: introduce a minimal mortgage amount as a

requirement in the Demonstration Program that in its absolute
maximum, adequately reflects local market values.

Recommendation# 20: introduce percentage reductions in existing
mortgages on the existing Rural and Native portfolio to accommodate

the Demonstration units in every community.

Recommendation# 21: introduce support services in communities
where ownership is not implemented to ensure the transfer from
ownership to rental is achieved.

Recommendation # 222 An alternative to the utilization of the

mortgage instrument is a total write-off approach that provides

forgiveness after ten years provided the unit is maintained
adequately.

Implementatíon of Recommendation #19-#22: CMHC must be responsible for a

review of the c1¡rent financial arangement of the Demonstration Program. Support

services must be provided by either CMHC, the province, or MMF staff. Although

recorrmendation # 22 willovercome the difficulties associated with the mortgage

instrument, it will not enable the Demonsmdon Program to access all northern

remote communities.

289 Cassin, K¿n, Personal Interview., January 1lth' 1990
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CommunÍty Screening as a Necessity:

In direct contrast to program inaccessibility is the problem of client selection for

Demonsfation units. Although there is an informal interview process, difficulties a¡e still

encountered by program administrators with households who fail to follow progam

requirements such as general maintenance of the unit. Habitat for Humanity decreases the

potential for the acceptance of irresponsible clients by accepting only those households who

display responsible character during intensive interview processes. CMHC essentially

offers a new home to households at no cost: attracting several individuals, regardless of

their intention to maintain the unit. Some communities commit to the program

enthusiastically while not necessarily intending to provide the required sweat equity. Adam

Schiissler recognizes the diffîculties the program has encountered. This has led him to

conclude that "good community screening is necessary."290 a¡s requirement for a strict

approach to screening in program guidelines will overcome several difficulties.

Recommendation# 23: incorporate a more stringent community and /
or household screening process for character assessments and

acceptance into the program.

Implementation of Recommendation #23: CMHC or provincial adminisffators must

be responsible for this operation to avoid any local favoritism.

Summary and Conclusions:

The recommendations presented in this chapter tend to place the federal housing

authoriry as the primary active parry in delivery. Although CMHC should take the initiative

in self-help programs while increasing the scope of its Demonstration Program, this should

290 5r¡¡¡tt¡u, Adam,Personal Interview', February 7th' 1990
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not be pennanent. Devolution of authority to lower level governments and housing

authorities wilt be required in the near future if Native communities are expected to develop

Implementation of the aforementioned recommendations must include some careful

consideration of local factors before action is undertaken. V/ith regard to the local housing

authorities, housing officials must devolve responsibility gradually, or as communities

demonstrate the ability to deal with the operational tasks of the housing process. Successes

in Cormorant and Matheson Island demonstrate that Aboriginals can indeed author thei¡

own solutions. The Island Lake Demonstration Project has also displayed that fiscal

responsibility is possible, with only limited intervention from government housing

agencies. These case studies indicate that success can be achieved as residents become

more involved in controlling their own di¡ections. Although this is not articulated as locally

integrated development, the development of northern remote communities is occurring,

which is a central characteristic of the concept.

It is therefore logical to assume that governments have begun and will continue to

devolve responsibility to local communities. The presence of the Demonstration Program

is indicative of this phenomenon. Authority must be provided and cost controls removed,

but only when the communiry displays the skills necessary to administer a housing project.

This approach will avoid difficulties that have been encountered in the past where

communities were unable to deal effectively with the complex issues associated with

housing management.

Special attention must be directed at smaller communities as locally integrated

development strategies and contemporary planning techniques will be difficult to administer

because of undermanning. Although participation in the administrative duties of the self-

help housing process will be difficult in a¡eas with fewer residents, two factors may

contribute to a change in this: an increase in community size, currently in progress; and the

more appropriate environment of small communities for community discussion. There is
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no guarantee that either of these factors will ensure success in self-help housing and

community development, indicating a need for caution when devolving responsibilities to

smaller communities.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS

This practicum has attempted to add¡ess the potential for self-help housing in northern

remote Aboriginal communities. Self-help offers cost savings to governments in several

areas but two factors have discouraged its adoption on a large-scale. One is competition

with the private sector. There is a concern that if self-help increases in popularity, it can

threaten the private market. If persons are involved in government assisted self-help

programs, this will remove a substantial percentage of potential private sector buyers. This

concern is not applicable to northern remote Aboriginal communities because most lack a

functional market which discourages the private sector from investment. The second factor

preventing large-scale adoption of self-help housing involves both short and long-term

concerns. The initial expenditure required for self-help housing projects can be very high,

which traditionally discourages government involvement. Cost-savings are only realized

over the long-term, normally beyond the four year tenn of most elected officials. To

overcome this, responsibility must be transferred to the community which will reduce

administrative costs particularly in ttre initial stages of development.

On the basis of empirical and theoretical research, it is evident that northern remote

Aboriginals are unable to participate in true self-help as defined by Rowe. Involvement in

the entire housing process requires a certain degree of skill level development. The status

of northern remote Aboriginals has precluded them from obtaining the skills necessary,
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which limits current involvement in self-help to less sophisticated aspecrs of the

construction process.

This illustrates a need for government involvement promoting greater participation in

self-help. The current approach assumed by CMHC through the Demonstration Program

has produced several good quality homes, providing adequate shelter for several northem

remote Aboriginals, while improving conditions substantially.(See Photograph #4)

Although the approach has its benefits, it does not achieve the full potential of self-help in

housing. The current political and social climate of Aboriginal Canadians indicates a

willingness to participate. It seems therefore, that CMHC is overlooking a valuable, cost

saving resource.

Photograph #4: Demonstration Program Unit in
Red Deer Lake, Manitoba

New CMHC Self-Help Unit Shown Here Beside Previous Accommodation
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Before Aboriginals assume an increased role, certain measures must be undertaken in

an effort to develop skill levels. Although the Demonstration Program develops skills,

ransferability is limited because it does not guarantee certified status which is a requirement

of the work-force. Discussions identifying training program approaches determined that

the ILTC method, utilizing recognized local colleges, is the most effective in skill

development. Recognized training programs will ensure that housing quality is adequate,

while developing skitls applicable to: specialized trades; managerial stages of the process;

and other employment in northern communities. Another measure that must be addressed

is a co-ordinating structure for local housing activity, as more authority is devolved to the

local level. A locally integrated development strategy (LID) can help local authorities

facilitate activity to ensure success. LID strategies will require the formation of a housing

authority to facilitate the housing process including: accessing government funds; assisting

in the design of projects; and providing property maintenance. The Local Housing

Authoriry Act provides the legal apparatus necessary for implementation of a local housing

authority which can act as a valuable liaison between the community and government

housing agencies. The presence of the community as a co-ordinating body is necessary in

a devolved environment because it offers an accumulation of skills. The community can

also compensate for those residents unable to provide the required amount of sweat equity.

Seniors and single-mothers must be assisted during the constn¡ction process by the

communiry to ensure the unit is completed.

The Aboriginal community is also unable to achieve true self-help where there is

absolutely no government involvement, because of the weak and welfare dependent

northern economy. Governments must be available to provide financial resources

regardless of the level of skill development, however the mortgage instrument may not h

rhe most appropriate vehicle for public housing financing for several reasons including: the
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absence of a functional market, making re-sale unlikely in northern remote areas where

costs generally exceed ma¡ket value; the absence of financial institutions to provide funds;

the seasonal income flow which makes the monthly payment inappropriate; and the

perception of ownership of northern remote Aboriginals, which is more communal than

individual. To ensure that all communities are eligible for self-help prog¿ìms, difficulties

with the existing subsidized portfolio must also be addressed. A total write-off of both the

existing and new porfolio may not be feasible in such financially restrained times. It is

therefore more feasible to introduce a partial write-off of each in an effort to avoid any

community animosities bet'ween owners of stock in the two groups.

The most crucial element in this discussion involves the consideration of the unique

features of all northern communities and also each community involved. The current

Demonstration Program, operating in every province and territory but Alberta and the

NWT, fails to consider the unique features since nationally established guidelines fail to

meet regional circumstances. Communities vary in a number of ways: in size; some

communities are more non-market in nature than others; some have existing subsidized

stock which can prevent Demonstration Program access because of the fear of community

animosities; some communities have a reputation of industrious, productive attitudes; while

others lack direction. According to Adam Schiissler, "CMHC would be reluctant to

introduce the Demonstration Program into some communities because of the absence of

communitr."2gl Each of these factors must be considered to ensure that CMHC's

Demonstration Program affords all responsible communities the opportunity to realize the

numerous benefits of self-help. The current Demonstration Program lacks a regional

focus, which limits the self-help potential. If the characteristics of the local area are

considered in the policy formulation process, several difficulties encountered will be

avoided.

29 1 5, ¡¡¡ s s ¡ ¿ r, Adam, Personal Interview., February 7 th, 1990
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Primary research indicates varied successes in the Demonstration Program. While the

attitude towards Demonstration units is generally enthusiastic, there are conflicting

cornments. Red Deer Lake residents were provided with self-help units and complained

about a number of details. One resident actually "wanted patio doors added at CMHC's

expense."292 Residents at The Btuff Road were quite satisfied with the program but

indicate that the living room and kitchen space could be enlarged. The crurent attitude of

some public housing officials is not conducive to the development of self-help initiatives.

Comments by senior public officials often discredit an Aboriginal role in the housing.

These comments are erroneous and unjust. Primary on-site research, and favorable

evaluations of the Program by Larsson Consulting, discredit these opinions. Although

there are problems, The Demonstration Program should be credited for its innovate

approach to housing. According to Adam Schiissler, the "Demonstration Program is the

most flexible program ever."293 Mixed reactions listed here indicate a need for a re-

evaluation of program guidelines. There a¡e several characteristics of the Program that

need to be addressed, most of which are outlined in Chapter Eight. (See Appendix #5 )

Although the Demonstration Program has encountered difficulties, it also displays that

people will contribute in an attempt to improve their own living environment. This is

essential if self-help is to be successful within the context of the Canadian public housing

industry. The Demonstration Program illustrates that self-help can be effective, but the

potential is still there for expansion in a variety of areas which can lead to more affordable

housing, skill level development, and enhanced community economic development. Self-

help has housing advantages for individual households, but it results in beneficial spin-offs

in other areas as well.

On the basis of research in this practicum, it appears that self-help can work in northern

remote Aboriginat communities. Self-help offers several advantages over conventional

292 7o¡orl5r, Deanns,Personal Interview., February lst' 1990

293 Schüssler, Adam,Personal Interview., February 7th, 1990
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methods of housing provision including: costs savings for government housing agencies;

increased self-confidence; community economic development through skill level

development and employment creation; and a decrease in dependency on all areas of the

social safety net. The curent approach assumed by CMHC and the skill level development

of the majority of northern remote Aboriginal people preclude them from participating in

anything more than the non-specialized stages of the construction process. This limits the

potential of self-help. To achieve its full potential, several approaches must be undertaken

by both the community and government. First, government must devolve authority to the

local level to ensure that a true self-help process can be achieved. This must be undertaken

conservatively until the community displays the appropriate level of responsibility and skill

level development. Second, governments must overcome the disadvantages of self-help

including: traditional government policies that do not involve the client in the housing

process; high initial expenditures; and low levels of skitl development in both the trades and

management occupations. The latter can be overcome through the introduction of

recognized training programs. Both government and the community must work together to

achieve the essential requirements of self-help if success is to be realized. The elements

important for success include: community group contribution which is necessary to

compensate for residents unable to provide equity; solid management practices which can

be overcome through training programs; a certain degree of construction skill levels which

can also be developed through on-site training and / or recognized training programs; and

most importantly initiative and motivation which are absolutely necessary for program

success. If the community does not participate, government officials will be forced to

assume rhe responsibilities of the housing process. The benefits of true self-help would

not be rcalized, making the entire process useless.

Northern remote Aboriginat communities do not have the skill level development to
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assume the responsibilities necessary for facilitation of the entire housing process. Both

self-heip in housing and locally integrated development will work together to overcome

this deficiency in an effort to decrease government involvement in public housing

provision. This will reduce public expenditures while increasing the self-confidence of

northern remote Aboriginal persons, providing adequate affordable housing, and

developing the northern remote economy.
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APPENDIX # 1: OUTLINE OF RURAL HOME ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
(RHAP) AND HOMEO\ryNERSHIP ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (HAP)

The following is a list of policies advocated by the HAP and RHAP progËms outlined by

Dr Tom Carter in his article Rural and Native Issues Paoer.:

*clients would receive assistance in the form of a material package to build a home.

The cost of freight on the package to the community plus site development costs and the

cost of elecrrical, plumbing, and heating installations would also be included in the

assistance.

*the cost of additional labour, land and material over and above the package would be

the responsibitity of the client. The local community should be encouraged to subsidize the

cost of land.

*utilities, taxes, insurance and regular maintenance costs would be the responsibility of

the client.

*assistance could be wrinen off up front or forgiven over a three to five year period

provided the client maintains a responsible approach to homeownership.

*the assistance would be on a one time only basis.

*assistance would be targeted to households who do not already own a home or

households who own, but live in overcrowded and / or substandard units.

*clients would be selected on the basis of the greatest need but in remote communities a
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higher income should not necessarily eliminate a household from eligibility. Availability is

a problem in remote communities and even households with higher incomes have difficulty

accessing adequate housing.

*clients in arrears on other units should not be eligible, nor should clients on welfare.

xclients must take a mandatory course on home operation, maintenance and budgeting

skills before they can take occupancy of the unit.

*local communities should be encouraged to get involved in planning and development

of projects as well as organizing the labour required to build the package.

*the program should be designed so that community groups or non-profit organizations

can take part in the program and act as their own builder, but only after they have proven

they have the necessary adminisrative, construction and property management skills.

*units built by communities could be turned over to community residents who cannot

build their own home or maintained as a rental portfolio for clients such as welfare

recipients who are not eligible for clea¡ title to the unit.
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APPENDIX #22 LETTER OF CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE
MANITOBA METIS FEDERATION (MMF)
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PHONE: (204) 586-8{74
FAX: (204) 9.{7-l Bl6

Presidcnt

/. YVON DUÀ1OÀ-T

Àpril- 21, 1990

John Pi-neau
university of Manitoba
Departnent of Architecture
l'¡INNIPEG, I'lanitoba
R3T 2N2

Dear }lr. Pineau:

À quest.ion has been raised
the woris "r\boriginal I' and
inhabitants of Canada.

proper usage of
to the originaJ.

Canada, Sec. 35,
"Rights of the"Àboriginal" is the usage in the Constitution of

of the 19s2 Constitution Àct, refers to the
ÀboriginaL Pcoples. of Canada.rl

Sec. 35 (2) provides a clef inition of aboriginal peop).es of Canada
as folLo;s:- "In this Àct, 'aboriginai. peopJ-es of Canada'
incLudes the Indian, Inuit and l'fetis peopJ.es of Canada.rl

Therefore, the word I'Aborigina)."'. has cone to.supplant the word
"Native", and is increasingLy doing so in common usage.
À).though, notn \./ords are interchangab).e in meaning, . the..current
u-og" ánå preference is for r'Àboriginal" rather thanrrNative"
beiñg the äcknow).edged appeJ-Iation.'- of the originaJ- inhabitants
of the country

S incerely,

Ed Swain

MANITOBA METIS FEDERATION INC.
a0B ÀlcCRECOR STRTET
WINNIP€G, Àt\NITOBA

Rl\\'i\5

with respect to the
I'NaLive'r in reference
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APPENDD( # 3: CMHC DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM UNIT DESIGNS
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PRESER\TFN WOOD FOI]¡TNATIONS
1. All Lumber material- used in preserved wood foundations shall

be treated in conf ormance with C. S. A. Sta-nda¡d OB0 . 15 a¡d
shal-1 bear the C.S.A Certif icati.on st¡mp.

2. PLrwood used for preserved wood ferrnd¿liq¡5 shalL be
exterLor grade conforming to C.S.A. Standard 0121M1978 or
0151H1978.

3. .ALl fasteners incLuding joist þ¡ngers a¡d timber f¡nmìpg
connectors shal] be hot dip galvanized accordi.Ei to C.S.A.

. Sta-ndard 811Ì , 197 4 . All nail-s to be stainl ess steol
according to C.S.A. Standard B II1,

-4qrYJ4--:ÁÍ1, srÇt,

lr

tl
il

/

/,r¿t. sarsl

Í,/
.__r

¿1-n\ ÍåY!3:-Z_
:lr r4rL rrL\ v.B.
ùJElq¿=" trwñ.

4 - ALl seal-ants or cau.lking used with preserved
fou-udations shall conform to CGSB 19-GP-13 or 14.

_ -EavhLaO 7ilJ, ;4f-r^Pe r>1-oe7,
-'--Zxa 1*ÊAiLç 1f '¿"y'¿ \(--'lc

PEK.k1 E¡.K-ì-H A.1. wVÀLr- --
- ¿F.AVJL 9?t--i? 4Lt?E- -

r Backfil-l- shal-l- not be pLaced untiL the basement end main
fLoors of the structure have been pl-aced, sheathed and
anchored to the foundation walL-
Nailing Requirements - PÞIF Systenr.
I{aJ.J. Frarning: a) Bottom waÌL plate 2x4 Lo 2x4 waLL stud

(end naiÌ) 3" naiJ-s - 2 each stud.

' ïli.i"l',"1ål; ::";':i":::'rÏ:ïl) r.3 
t/2"

plate nalling for doubLe top pl-ates
2 - 3 L/2 naiLs per stud.

c) Footing pl.ate 2x70 to 2x4 bot-i-om pÌate,
2 - 3 L/2 i-ncL. naiLs each wal-L stud.

d) Horizontal waLL blocking to waLl- stud
(toe nail) 3" nails - 2 each stud.

FLoor Framing e) Plywood rim joist at top of foundation
v¡aLl to cripples each side of fLoor truss
joist, 3" nail.s - 2 each crippJ-e.

f) Pfyr¡ood to walL franing 2" nails - 6
on center al.ong edges. 12" on center

tv.-t RÞt4 lNårr'-a1-r4J ArK¿zN
lr7't Tæ. ATva y'-y vJ c o o

b.

1=:r-r¿ñ *.r =yr.rrSpi-f r,;rj Vi å*L
:-, '. /- I *-- \tt = l, - Otl

L\ q f uxle
'Lrlc AKF-^T1A 

".41þ6 pLÄTEio c.s.A. s*,andard 0g6. i
it- 7. Treated funber shoul-d not be cut lengthwj.se or notched.
'-ar.^pÀ¿T-? ít(AvÊL -r-rlTlp¿\ Studs. rf cut to l-e-,gth after ini'"iaL treatment, should be

instaLLed wÍth cut encis up. in the Case where cutting or

along internediate supports.
ÉL^Tt Nail.ing requirements not specified above shal-1 be according

J.
<ú \)'
l- ¡¡¡Lu-
OU'

bo:ing after treatmen! is unavoidable, the cut surface
shoul-d be protecred with a speciaJ- non- j.eachable f ield-cut
preservat.ive.
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P¡I -*.IT

21O I,B. ÀSPIIÀLT SIII}¡GLES
3 /A' SPNUCE SIIEÀTIITI¡G IJITII
2'X I SPRUCE RAÌ.TPRS AT 24'
2X4SPRUCARIDGEBOÀRI)

1 ROOr VE¡¡IP

1
t4.

II
2to'

I-l
2ro'

_l

2 X 4 SPRUCE CEILING JOI5TS

STIT}JGLES TO OUERII,/I}ìG
HI}IIHUH OF 1' 

-

OR

6 SPRUCE FACIÀ ÀT SIDES
õ.À_6LES

3 / 3/8' ArRCRÀFr CTBLES
C}I.LTNS PER I,.II¡IT

GÀLVÀT¡¡ZED ETE-BOLTS

CMHC f: SCru-
Wtl,t ttPEG BRA^\CH SE&ES t-tOMES

5/A. P.W.r. S¡tnnrrtr
2'X 6 P.t{.F. t-IÆOn

ÀT 16" ON CEI{TR

I

I

S}IEÀTIIING

_SECTION A-A-

2X
ÀND

5/8. SPRUCE

14" HIN.

I
l'ö

X 1O P.I¿.F. LTJHBER
BELOH GRÀDE 

-

gd

-STORAGE 
5HED -

I¡ORI(BENSI DETÀIL

@

cl

tl
PRE-FTNTSIIED IIARDBOARD
4 SPRUCE STUDS ÀT 16"

2'-8r X 6'-8" X 7 3/4n SOLID CORE
uooD DooR HIT'rr HEÀfltERsrRrppINc
ÀND LOCKSET KEYED ÀLIXE TO IIOUSE.

4_AI,L SHELVING SUPPORTS TO RE H2 SPRUCE 2 X
-ÀLL SIIELVING TO I]E 1/2" SI'RUCE 5IfÉ:ÀTlII¡IG.
-4 X 4 SKIDS TO BE P.TJ.F. HÀT¡:RIÀL.
-ALL EXPOSED IJOOD TO BE PÀI}ITED I{IT'II O}¡E

CO'\T EXTERIOR ALKYD PRIHER I\ND TT{O COÀTS
EXTERIOR ÀL¡iYD IIIGII GLOSS.

NOTES:
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APPENDIX # 4: ISLAND LAKE TRIBAL COUNCIL (ILTC) WORK
ORGANIZATION CHART
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Y/ork 0rganization
Chort

Forcman's Work (Prepare)

-2t3.

Crcw's Work

Slte Layout
thlgh & drY

Df ace south
Dclose to hydro/phone line,water etc.
Oclose to road

Grades
Dset f or m inimum excavatìon depth

Dbatterboards mln. 6'-0" c)utslde

of f oundat ion llne
Excava t I on

Dmlnimum depth
nkeep f lllback from nole mln 40'

Foo t t ngs
úon undisturbed soll

Foundattons and Plumbing Rough-ln

Dalì cut ends u0 tf posstble & treated
ú1orsl hgrs. on studs at all openings

Dseal allsheet edges heavllY

Drouqh tn PlumbtnQ tnstallatlon
I nsu l¿[e3,Alt'/ Vapour Bal'rler Foundat l0n

0Ref (Level l-Function D, G, K.7)

llolsture Barrler Crawl Space Fìoor

ladd poly layers l0 ml. untllJ)!¡rq-cl
no holes, ancl seal aìl edges and seanrs

lRef . (Level l-Function 6)

f:oundatlon F loor SYstell
ORei (Level l-Functton G 5)

llarn Fìoor Syslem Frame

ú
Fresh Alr lntat(e SYstem

úirrsulate and seal before f loor sheet

DRef (Level l-Funct ion 11)

Fìoor Shcettng
ú

Por-ches
Ddiag. braces & ftgs. & floors, painI

frounda I lon DarnP Proo f lng

D lOnll. PolY, f asten IoP edge onlY,

cjoublc seaì ¿ll seams, joii,t3, tea15

DRel.(Level l-Functlon D, G.4, G.5)

Draln Tlle & Frost Barnler
ORef .(Lcvel l-Functlon D, G.4, G 5)

tleader Wrap & lleader lnsulat ion

URef .(Leveì l-Functlon H)

lnspection
Dbu I lcJlng

Foundat ion Perlmeter Waì ls
DLay out plates
DAssemble matenlals
DSe t anchor bo I ts
DHark footings for Plales
¡LocaIe teleposl pads

Foundatlon Beam and Floor
Sys[em or Optlonaì Sleeper
Floor System

DLay out and cut main beam
' .pieces

OLay out and cut headers
EGather f loor JoisLs and

mark f or cut t ing

Dl'1at't( level of headers on

foundatton walls
trl1ark plumbing vent on f ìoor

llaln Fìoor and Beam SYstem
DLay out and cut beam Piecel
üLay out and cut headers

trGather aìì f loor.¡oists and

mark f or cutt lng

DGather aìl needed rnateriaì

Porch Fìoors
DLay out and cut headers
¡Gather all f loor.¡oists and

mark lor ctlltìnq
OLayout diagonal strpPorts

DllarK headers for.¡otot ngrs

llain Fìoor Walls

. DLay out and cut Plates
DWindorvs and doors !o close

stud center lf Posslbìe
úGather^ all needed material

(2 uPPen toP Plates)

{--lolUmbl

253 Completion



Crew's Work

Backllìl
!Don'l run machlnery panallel along

along walls, backf lll towards
f oundation and f inish bY hand, min.
B" f r^om unlreated wood or window
si I ls. Bottom half gravel or =

Waìl Frame
tr2 upper top plates( 1-2"x4"* l- 1"x4"

Dbottom plale 2"x4"
D2" rlgld lnsuì. ln I stud corners
Dwlndows & doors [o nearesl center

when posslble
üRef .(Level l-Funcllon H, J)

Walìs Up

DRel'.(Level l-Functlon H, J)
Porch Wa I ls Up

Trusses
!lncìudlng ladders

lnsulatlon SloPs and lnsuìallon
DRel',(Level l-Furrction F)

Fascla
D2"xB", Palnt cul ends, H.D G. nalls
¡pre palrìl

Rool Sheeting
Dl /2" past f ascia

Shingle
Dl / 4" pasl sheet lnq

Gable Ends & Atlic Access
Dpre palnt, Ref .(Level l-Functlon F)

Extet'ior Weather Barrier
ldriP caps, don't cut out windows

Soffits
lpre paìn[

Chrntrtey, Plunrbing and Exhausl Vents

üsolid backing and seal for air leaks

DRet.(Level l-Functlon K)

Doors and Windovvs
Dpoly wraP, no foem, Pre Painl all
ERef .(Leveì l-Functlon L)

lnspections
Dbullding
ûp lurnb lng

l:N I : RGY I: I: t: I C I I:N 1' I rcU S I N G T E C I I 

^t 

OLO GY
DE,A4ONSTRATION PROJ E.CT FOR NORTI I E,RN A'IAN ITOBA

Work Organization
Chart

Foreman's Work

Roof Trusses
DGather all needed materlal
Dllake truss templates f or

drop and regular gable

Porches
¡Lay out stalr strlngers
DGather materlal f or;

-Treads
-Handral ls

lPre-paint all bef one

assembly
Chimney and Plumbing and

E.xhaust Vents
¡Gather aìl needed matenial
DExtend plumblng vent
lLayout f resh a ln lntake

rlser
ülfark partltlon wall locatlo
Dllark f or celllng/rool holes

-214_

Door and Window, Jarnb Exlenstr
DGather all needed rnaterlal
lPrepare samP le exlended

J anrb

!Pre-palnt all w lndow and

and door^ Jambs and

ext ens i ons

50% Completion
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Work Orgonization
Chort

Foreman's Work

-215-

Crew's Work

Celìlng Strap (half )

trìeave every second space unil l af te
aLllc lnsulallon lnstal led

ALtic lnsuìatlon
lcross layers and add loose fill,

buiìd up arourìd penetraIions;
cltimney, plulnbìng vents, exlraust
fans etc.

Janrb txtenslons
nwlndows and doors, Pre Palnt 4 slde

Waìl lnsulatlon
n

Celllng & Waìl Alr / Vapout^ Barrler
Dcellittg l"it^st

Exterior Slding & Eavestroughs
tand corner Posts, Pre Palnt

Eleclrlcal & TeleDhone Rough ln

trSolld backlng f or nlpple, inslde and

out, ìeave coils for Partitions
through fìoors

lnspectlon
Deìectrlcaì

Extelor Paint & Caulk
Dlirst f inish coat(allprirrred when

inslaìled)
lnter-ior Waìì Strapptng & lnsuìatlon

Dleave sp¿ces f or winlng if not. ln ye

Cstrìil R-12, hold in v/llh slrlng
lnlerlor Wal ì Sheet lno (Plyvrood)

ú
Ceiling &lnterior Waìl Dryvrall Finish

lceiìing f it-st
DrywallPr-itle

úìatex "\ touch uP taPìng

Floor'ing Urrclerlay & Flnish Floorinq
Dvlater pulty searns, liltle at a time
ûtlnish f ìooring before partitions

I nler'lor Parti tions Frame
úpoìy over top plate to avold celling

scratches, pul ì electrÍcaì through
ElecLrlcal, Plunrbing & Phone Partltlons

Dl lghts above closet doors on rvaì ìs

úrough in plurnbing, and cap all ends

Iris¡lections
tbulìdlng
Dpìu¡¡blng
treìectrlcal

Partltlon Waìls
Dtlark layout on f loors
DDriìl l" diameter holes f or

electrlcaì rougl'ì- in throug
f loors fon Part I t lons

0enera ì

DBrooms f or f loors and mats
for dirty footwear

Dlnside Lrash containet's
DLocks on entrance doors
üKccp buildlng clean

Partltion'lialìs
DRe-mark locallons on f loor
DGatl'ler all needed malerlal
DLay out and cut Plates
Dplece of ìef t over'TYvek on

work area f loon, aìvlaYs

15% Completion
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Work Or'ganization
Chort

Forcman's Work

-216-

Crew's Work

lnterlon Doors
D

Sheet Part.ltlons
tl

Partltlon Drywall, Flnlsh and Prlme
D

Palnt F lnlsh Coat " I

tr
Floorlng Ff nlsh (oPtlonal)

o
Cab lne ts

D
Electrlcal Flnfsh

úgasket all
Plumblng Flnlsh

ú
C I osets

D
lnterloî Trlm

D
Flnlsh Palnt, Touch UP

ú
Finlsh LandscaPe

úBlack dirt, seed & fertllize
Deavestrough downspoul splashpads
Dslakes and strings around area

Fi¡ral lnspectlons
DBu I ld ing
DE ìec trlca I

DP ìumb lng

Cab i ne ts
DGather aìì needed materlal
úAssemble carcasses
0l1ark waìls f or mountlng

Closets
DGather^ aìl shelvlng and rod:

. DPre-cut and pre-palnt
or'varnlsh

lnterlor Trlm
DGather all needed materlal
úPre-palnt on varnlsh all

10073 ConlPlctlon
( I 5g progress PaYmcnt

I 0% holdback for 30 DaYs)

Itsll, il¡ l) Ii, N iñ.irl 1l jìtB.'\T, el 0 U.N Cr tl, lnj e"
3l526ltDrrONIONSTFttf\rrr;rrrltG.\ç\llC3ÀCA\'rlaRlCìSl Pxoxtl20'119{70?01
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APPENDIX #5: SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

This appendix provides a list of recommendations illustrated in Chapter 8. They are

provided here again, followed by a page reference indicating where the subject was first

discussed in any detail.

The Role of the Communíty:
Recommendation# 1: continue further devolvement of responsibility
and encourage local involvement in the housing process by utilizing
the Local Housing Authority Act. p. 8

Recommendation# 2: establish a local housing authority to provide a

structure that would facilitate the self-help process. p. i50

Recommendation# 3: implement a locally integrated development
approach to complement the self-help process. p. 139

Recommendation# 4: introduce Contemporary Planning Approaches
as defined by \{olfe. p. 51

Recommendation# 5: introduce a Priority Listing Approach as

defined by Boothroyd. p. 52

Recommendation# 6: build awareness of any developments in
self-help programs by means of a newsletter. p. 156

Skills Development:
Recommendation# 7: incorporate recognÍzed training programs with
the support and assistance of local colleges. p. 92
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Recommendation# 8: increase the number of training programs
orÍented to certified trades such as plumbing and electrical. p. 93

Recommendation# 9z establish a government operated training
program modelled after the ILTC college in the initial stages of
development. This training program could later be assumed by the
Iocal housing authorities. p. 106

Recommendation# 10: increase counselling services on health and
safety in the home, and counselling that explains technological
advances in housing maintenance. p. I49

Recommendation# 11: increase planning education in northern
remote areas. Programs should be oriented to skill development
regarding the facilitative role between the greater community and the
professional planner. The local resident in this regard should
provide an interface between the community and the planner. p. 123

Hidden Costs:

Recommendation# 12: Íncrease the percentage of supervisors from
the Aboriginal communities. p. 129

Recommendation# 13: encourage local residents to pursue a Building
Inspector's Certificate. p. 129

Recommendation# l4z establish decentralized materials yards for
packaging and shipping of materials. p. 128

Recommendation# l5: establish liaison with Iarge-scale supply
companies to help achieve economies of scale. p. 128

Recommendation# 16: re-evaluate the public tendering process. p. I29

P olicy I P ro grarn Criteria:
Recommendation# L7: introduce more accommodating policies and

increase program flexibility to recognize the unique features of each

Aboriginal community. p. 65

Recommendation# 18: involve the client in both design and standard
formulation processes. pp. 75, 86
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Recommendation# 19: introduce a minimal mortgage amount as a
requirement in the Demonstration Program that in its absolute
maximum, adequately reflects local market values. pp. 59, 68, 166

Recommendation# 20: introduce percentage reductions in existing
mortgages on the existing Rural and Native portfolio to accommodate
the Demonstration units in every community. pp. 59, 166

Recommendation# 21: introduce support services in communities
where ownership is not implemented to ensure the transfer from
ownership to rental is achieved. p. 169

Recommendation # 22: An alternative to the utilization of the
mortgage instrument is a total write-off approach that provides

forgiveness after ten years provided the unit is maintained
adequately.pp. 66, I70

Recommendation# 23: incorporate a more stringent community and i
or household screening process for character assessments and

acceptance into the program. p. 171
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APPENDTK # 6: QUESTIONAIRE FOR GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL

Design:

#1. V/ho supplies the designs in the Demonsüation program?

#2. Is there client involvement in the design process?

#3. Is there a need for client involvement?

#4. Do NHA standards prevent CMHC from adopting more culturally
accommodating designs?

#5. Is the construction quality of Demo units satisfactory? How would you compare

quality to private sector built units?

#6. Are pre-fabricated units utilized anywhere in the program or does CMHC /
MHRC rely on the stick-built method?

Process:

#1. Andy Rowe's definition of self-help entails involvement in the following four

stages of the housing process. To what extent are Aboriginals capable of
participating in the process outlines by Rowe?

i. acquisition of land

ii. planning of the project a¡rd obtaining approvals and permits

iii. costing, and financing

iv. general contracting
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Stage iv: general contracting, has three stages. They include;

i. administrative and financial tasks including sub-contracting.

ii. organization and provision of materials.

iii. organization and provision of labour.

The Aboriginal People in General:

#1. Are there a high percentage of single parent families in the clientele? Does this

create a problem?

#2. Were clients enthusiastic?

#3. Is scheduling a problem during the sweat equity provision stages? Are

Aboriginals dependable in terms of proper work habits?

The Mortgage Instrument:

#1. Are mortgages payed by the client in the Demonstration Program? Are

grants provided up front or is the the total write-off approach utilized?

#2. V/hat is the best approach to assume concerning mortgages?

A. In market ateas:

i. total write-off up-front.
ü.up front capital grants for covering part of the mortgage.

üi.full payment of reduced mortgage amount (after sweat equity provided).

iv.total mortgage.

B. In non-market areas:

i. total write-off up-front.
ü.up front capital gËnts for covering part of the mortgage.

üi.full payment of reduced mortgage amount (after sweat equity provided).

iv.total mortgage.

#3. How do clients priorize their spending sources including;

i. mortgagepayments?

ii. daity living expenses?

iii. maintenance and repair costs?

iv. others?
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Community Groups:

#1. Do centralizeÀ, orgamzations (Aboriginal operated housing authorities) co.ordinate

both construction activities and post construction courses?

#2. Does CMHC / MHRC encourage the organization and parricipation of community

housing groups?

#3. Does CMHC / MHRC work with locally controlled housing authorities (through

public housing programs)?

#4. Does self-help require a strong community to achieve success or does self-help

create a sftong community?

#5. A¡e there any locally integrated planning schemes evident within rural and remote

communities?

Public fnvolvement:

#1. Do you see self-help competing with private housing ma¡kets (in market and non-

market communities)?

#2. Are there any Aboriginals involved in self-help projects operating without

government involvement?

#3. If cost controls are removed, do you predict difficulties?

#4. V/ill self-help, working in conjunction with government housing agencies,

provide housing for the very poor? Has self-help allowed for a wider diversity of

income groups access to housing? Do you feel self-help is appropriate for all

income groups?

#5. To what extent can Aboriginals participate in the overall process? Can they

administrate and build on their own at present or in the least, in the future when

self-help advantages take effect?

#6. Is there a possibility Aboriginals will no longer require government assistance

from public housing authorities with the exception of possibly funding?
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#7. The Saskatchewan Housing Corporation had a sweat equity pro$am in the mid-

t970's that was not entirely successful. Are you aw¿ue of the approaches

assumed, and are they any different from the highty successful RHAP in Ab or
HAP in NWT?

Costs:

#1. Have there been any signifîcant cost savings for the client or for the government?

#2. Are there hidden or unexpected costs involved? ie. damaged materials that have

to be flown in due to spring thaw, extra stafi supervision time. Can households

afford to purchase materials all at once.

#3. Are economies of scale a problem in the areas CMHC / MHRC provide self-help

homes?

#4. In isolated communities, are materials ordered by bulk or as clients can afford

them?

#5. Who provides the materials?

#6. Are long-term savings appreciated by public housing authorities? Is this evident

yet?

#7 . Have you seen examples of the following due to self-help?

i. employment
ii. property management, maintenance and upgrading, general tasks around the

home such as furnace and plumbing repair.

iii. leadership on the job and into the community.

#8. 'Where do cost savings originate? Do they originate from only labor provision or

are they appreciated elsewhere?

#9. Has CMHC appreciated any reduced maintenance costs yet?
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Skills / Training:

#1. Are there examples of skill attainment in the construction process?

#2. Are there training programs available in the Demo Program?

#3. How inclusive are government offered training programs? i.e. Do they train

Aboriginals in both pre and post-occupancy responsibilities? e.g. construction

techniques, budgeting, maintenance etc.

#4. Are there any training programs that work in conjunction with local colleges?

#5. How teachable are Aboriginats on the basis of training programs and on-site

construction processes?
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APPENDIX # 7: QUESTIONAIRE FOR COMMUNITY LEADER AND / OR
SELF-HELP PARTICIPANT

Note: This questionaire was useful in my research with certain individuals involved in the

administration of housing, but for the on-site visits to the Swan River, Manitoba area, it

was more useful to rely on casual conversation. This approach built up a sense of tn¡st

between the client and the researcher, resulting in more honest and thorough responses. It

was also necessary to ask homeowners only the questions that pertained to them. Those

questions oriented more towards policy were limited to housing administrators.

Design:

#1. Who supplies the designs in the Demonsration program?

#2. To what extent are Aboriginals involved in the design process?

#3. Whatprevents involvement?

#4. Do local residents express a desire to involve themselves in the design aspects

of housing?

#5. Do you see a need for involvement at all?

#6. Do government program standards imposed on housing projects prevent the

community from introducing their own designs?
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Process:

#I. Do clients involve themselves in any of the following areas of housing

provision?
i. acquisition of land.

ii. planning of the project and obtaining approvals and permits.

iii. costing, and financing.

iv. general contracting (administrative and financial tasks including sub

contracting, organization and provision of materials and labour.

#2. How feasible is involvement in each of these four phases while working in

concert with CMHC's Demo Program?

Community Organization:

#1. Do you believe there is an interest in community organizations amongst

community members?

#2. Does CMHC / MHRC encourage the organization and parricipation of community

housing grouPs?

#3. Are there are community organizations involved in the housing process;

specifrc ally self- helP Proj ects?

#4. Are there any cornmunity housing organizations operating in the area?

#5. Does self-help require a strong community to appreciate success or does self-help

create a sEong communitY?

#6. If there is a community group overlooking activities, do they see self-help as a

part of a large-scale development plan?

Public Involvement:

#1. What govemment organization do you deal with?

#2. Does MMF have a good working relationship with MHRC?
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#3. Does MMF have a good working relationship with CMHC?

Training / Skills:

#1. In the Demo Program, where does the training originate? The Construction

Manager, local colleges, community members etc. ?

#2. Do participants get jobs due to involvement in the building process? Where do

they get jobs? What type?

#3. Do centralized organizations (Aboriginals operated housing authorities) co-

ordinate both construction activities and post construction courses?

#4. How often do Construction Managers visit the constn¡ction site? Are they

helpful? Are they skilled?

Costs:

#1. Has the individual saved any money due to involvement by the community

organization? In what areas is money saved?

#2. Have there been unexpected costs in self-help projects to date?

#3. In isolated communities, are materials ordered by bulk or as clients can afford

them?

#4. Do you have problems making ends meet on supplies due to the high cost of
living in most remote areas?

#5. Have you seen examples of the following due to self-help?

i. employment.

ii. leadership on the job and into the community.

iii. property management, maintenance and upgrading.

The Mortgage Instrument:

#1. How do clients pay off mortgages?

#2. Where does the money come from?




